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Mary Moore, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario

The Functional Relationship Between Non-government Organizations,
Civil Society and Humaniia -ian Efforts

bstradt
àiis paper presents and discusses both a short and long-term strategy which may serve as
~refèrence in our efforts to formnulate effective peacebuilding initiatives. It is motivateci
ýern that the contributions of NGOs to peacebuilding may be Iimited by the lack of an
1 approach. It cails for a functionalist approach involving a short-terni strategy, wbich
,tail the progressionary involvement of different types of NGOs, and a long-term
Yhich necessitates the mobilization of civil society and the developrnent of an



states to intervene - unilaterally or multilaterally - is reduced and as NGOs offer clear strengths
and capabilities, NGOs enjoy an increased prominence in peacebuilding efforts. The efforts of
NOOs comprise a vital part in contemporary efforts to eliminate conflict and preserve peace.
The study comprises four parts. First, the author explores the new context of NGO involvement.
Second, the study examines the nature and scope of NGO involvement in peacebuilding
activities, Third, the paper critically analyzes the compl-xities and challenges presented by NGO
participation in interventjonist activities. Last, the paper looks to offer some initial observations
and propositions regarding the niche that NGOs ought to fulfill in contemporary peacebuilding
efforts.

Biography
David Gamnache Hutchison is currently completing a masters degree in political science at

the University of Alberta. Aniong his diverse research interests is a particular focus on Canadian
federalism and foreign policy. During the 1998-99 academic year, David participated in the
Parliamentary Intemnship Programme in Ottawa. His other experience in government includes an
internship at the Canadian Embassy in Washington, D.C. and a tour guide position at the
Assemblee nationale in Quebec City.

SUSaR Finch, Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario

NGO-Military Cooperation in Humanitanian Interventions:
The Need for Improved Coordination



included writing situation reports and briefs, monitoring war crimes trials, and coordinating with
counterpart agencies. In Bosnia 1 engaged with UNPROFOR and NATO personnel on issues of
security, information exchange, and cooperation, both as an NGO field worker and as a UN
officiai. 1 also have six years of military reserve training. 1 wilI complete my Master's degree this
sumnier.

Erin Robinson, Brock University, St. Catharines, Ontario

The Need of a Military Presence to Support NGOs and Civil Society in Providing Human

Security in Civil War and Post-Civil War States

Abstract
Failed and fragile states produce an enviroient that does flot facilitate the establishmnent

and maintenance of human security for the populations trat are residing in that area. It is
becoming widely believed that in order to construet a self-sustaining and lasting peace in these
troubled areas human security must be present. Providing for this hunian security requires that
international intervention take a multilateral and multidimensional perspective. Peacekeeping
thus now includes many other actors and organizations rather than just an armed military force.



traditional mutual distrust and divergent mandates, co-operation does flot corne easy. I will
examine three Canadian attempts to bridge these differences: the Departmnent of National
Defence's 1998 publication of a civil-military co-operation manuial, the creation of a DND-
CARE Canada staff exchange programn, and the Disaster Nssistance Response Team (DARI),
which deployed Canadian Forces medical staff, engineers and security forces to Honduras afier
Hurricane Mitch in 1998, and to Turkey afier the earthquake last fail. 1 will examine what impact
NGOs had in the creation of these initiatives (with particular attention to the 1994 Defence
Policy review) and suggest that this is evidence of their increasing influence on defence policy -
an area that has traditionally been more resistant to demands fromn civil society. Finally, I will
touch on how these initiatives highlight the fact that foreign policy is leading defence policy and
how the DART, in particular, fits the mandate of human security and lis underlying tenet of
peace-building.

Biography
1 arn a 23-year-old Master's student of Political Studies at Queen's University. My

research work focuses on the origins of Canada's human security policy as well as the emerging
co-operation attempts to bridge the divide between the milîtary and NGOs during humanitarian
interventions. .1 did my undergraduate degree in journalism at Carleton University and have
worked as a reporter for the Globe and Mail, the Edmonton Journal, Southamn News and the
Montreal Gazette. My niother is Chilean and I speak fluent Spanish. 1 also speak fluent English
and French as well as basic Italian. Next year, I will be launching into a second Master's degree,
ini International Relations, at the London School of Econiomics and Political Science.

Vanessa Peiland, Université du Québec à Montréal,



Biography
1 graduated with a Bachelor's degree in Political Science with honours in International

Relations fromn the Université du Québec à Montréal in 1998, and obtained a diplorna fromn the
institut d'Études Politiques de l 'Université Lumière Lyon2 with the European Summer
University Prograrn in Lyon. I arn currently cornpleting a Master's degree in Political Science at
the Université du Québec à Montréal with a dissertation on the roles of NATO and the UN in
Humanitarian Interventions. In addition, I arn a researcher for the Téléglobe Raoul-Dandurand
Chair in Strategic Studies and Diplomacy at UQAM as a member of the Groupe de Recherche
sur les Interventions de Paix dans les Conflits Intraétatiques (GRIPCE)[research group on peace
interventions and internai conflicti.



Gillian Frost, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario

Not for Profit: Multinational Corporat- 'ns and Human Rights

Abstract
This paper examines the role of multinational corporations (MNCs), as members of a

global civil society, to protect and promote intemationally recognized human rights. Responses
to conflict and humanitarian intervention have primarily taken the form of emergency and
rehabilitation assistance for affected populations, the promotion of long-termn social and
economic development, and the pursuit of peaceful conflict resolution. A related concern that
has become integral to humanitarian action is the provision of protection measures to prevent
abuses of basic human rights prior, during and after crisis situations. The politics of rights, legal
protection, and humanitarian intervention are predicated on the nation-state as the primary actor.
With the heightened internationalization of capital markets, communications, and tecbnology, tht
traditional realist conceptions of state autonomy have been challenged. Coinciding with the
changing role of the state lias been a graduai development of a transnational civil society
advocating the promotion of human values on a global scale. Against the backdrop of increased
public sensitivity to human rights violations and the change in the nature of conflicts, MINCs
have emerged as significant and powerful actors in the global civil society. The power accorded
to these actors carnies with it an implied obligation and ethical responsibility to respect human
riglits and to avoid exacerbating conflicts with severe humnan riglits violations. This article will
outîmne the positive and negative impacts on human rigIvý of multinational activities. It will then
examine the interaction of non-governmnental organizations and the campaigns against
multinationals that reflect tie broader humanitarian mandates of human rights organizations and
individuals. The paper will conclude by focussig on ways in which business enterpnises can ne-
establish its responsibilities where humnan niRhts are concennied.



with a focus on humnan rights in Asia and Africa, foreigu policies, international relations theory,
and the international political economny. My thesis is focussing on humnan rights in Canadian
foreign policy with respect to internai conflicts in Africa.

Christopher Spearin, University of British Columibia, Vancouver, British Columbia

A Private Security Panacea? A Response to Mean Times on Securing the Humarntarian Space

Abstract
The Mean Times report asserts that humnanitarians should rely on private security

companies (PSCs) to provide for the security of humanitarians and/or their operations which,
despite the growing need, state militaries and internatior.4l peacekeeping forces are increasingly
unable or unwilling to provide. But does the potential. exist for PSCs to take the place of public
security providers? Can PSCs secure the "hurnanitarian space"? The paper argues that while
PSCs have been seemningly proficient in recent tasks, the industry to date as a whole does flot
linup the rennisite organizational structure. material caDacitv. or leeitimnacy. The DaDer also



the mainstream literature have*suggested that public fu-nd'Ing sacrifices NGOs' values, autonomy,
and ability to affect positive change. The purpose of this paper is to examine the extent to which
these concemns are justified in the context of CIDA's financial support of two differently sized
NGOs - CARE Canada and the International Centre for Comrnunity Based Rehabilitation
(ICACBR) - in Bosnia-Herzegovina throughout the post-conflict period. 1 argue that this
literature is limited in three respects. First, several of the assuniptions are empirically inaccurate
in the Canadian case; second, some of the policy prescriptions offered are neither theoretically
nor practically constructive; and finally, the critiques of the donor-NGO relationship are based on
a comparison with an idealistic conception of an NGO that competition for private and public
sources of funding is increasingly undermnining. 1 propose that this normative bias can be
remedied through reconceptualizing publicly funded NOOs as being value-orieuted Public
Service Contractors.

of War-tar



Collaborating Centre for Research on Healthy Cities in the Netherlands, the Ontario Ministry of
the Environment in Toronto, studied Spanish in Ecuador, and represented Canada in several
international conferences related to youth, democracy, peacebuilding, environmient, and trade.
fier areas of research interest include: huinan security, conflict management, peacebuilding,
human rights, Latin America, and the enviroment.

Siobian Patricia Smith, University of Northern British Columbia,
Prince George, British Columbia

Organised Resistance: The Role of Civil Society in Dismantling Apartheid in South Africa

Abstract
South Africa is a nation plagued by a history of institutional racism and structural

inequality which relegated approximately 80% of its population to live under the inhuxuane laws
of apartheid. When the dismantling of the apartheid systemn began in 1990, the world celebrated
the emnergence of a new, truly democratic reginie for the citizens of this country. What was
critical to the success of the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa is that citizens were
involved in the process of change and strategic action through their involvement with unions and



through co-operative and facilitative operations. lIn either way, the objective is the saine - to have
the state serve its citizens better. Theoretical issues involving NGO-state relations will be explained
by an examination at the empirical level of the drinking water crises in rural Gujarat (India).
PRAVAH is an issue-based network of NGO representatives, academies and advocacy workers
whose main objective is to ensure drinking water to ail people in Gujarat. It has recently begun to
work with the state to promote bottom-up, community-led drinking water development initiatives
in Gujarat. The specifle subtieties that exist between PRAVAH and the (Jujarat Water Supply and
Sewerage Board will demonstrate the elements of co-operation that arise within NGO-state
partnerships and wiIl bring about more speciflc conclusions to the meaning and impact of indigenous
civil society and its relationship to the state.

Bzography
I completed my Bachelor of Conmmerce degree at McGill University ini 1996. l'i currently

in the final stages of writing my thesis for my Masters in International Development Studies at
Dalhousie University. Ini the last four years I have participated in various fleld-related activities in
India in several different contexts. Ini 1996- 1 vailunteerei imv timp- nt C1,1dc T4axi.r n*nuia



BiograpzY
Orrick White is a Ph.D. Candidate in the Departmnent of Political Studies at Queen' s

University in Kingston, Ontario. Her areas of interests include gender in international relations
and the transformation of western security ini the post-Cold War era. She completed ber Master
of Arts in Political Science at McMaster University, in Hainilton, Ontario and has a Bachelor of
Arts (Honours) in Political Studies from Bishop's University, Lenmoxville, Quebec.
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Mary Moore, Université Western Ontario, London (Ontaro)

La relation fonctionnelle entre les organisaions non gouvernementales,
la société civile et les efforts humanitaires

Sommaire
Cette communication présente dans une analyse une stratégie à court et à long

pourrait servir de point de départ à nos efforts pour formuler des initiatives d'édificat
paix efficaces. Cette stratégie est née de la crainte que la contribution des ONG à l'éd
la paix pourrait bien être limitée par l'absence d'une approche intégrée. L'auteur préc
approche fonctionnelle comprenant une stratégie à court terme, par laquelle les diver
d'ONG interviendraient de façon progressive, et une stratégie à long terme qui néces:
mobilisation de la société civile et la création d'une organisation chargée de supervis,
faciliter le travail des ONG s'occupant de l'édification de la paix.



David Gamache Hutchison, Université de l'Alberta, Edmonton (Alberta)

Découvrir un créneau : le rôle des ONG comme artisans et bâtisseurs de la paix

Sommaire
Dans cette étude, l'auteur dresse le bilan provisoire du travail des ONG pour l'édification

de la paix dans les années 1990. Un nouvel ordre mondial est apparu dans lequel les ONG ont été

appelées à jouer un rôle de premier plan. A l'heure où la politique a changé à l'échelle mondiale,
où la capacité ou la volonté d'intervention des États - unilatéralement ou multilatéralement - est
réduite et où les ONG ont de toute évidence des atouts et des capacités à offrir, celles-ci occupent
désormais une place privilégiée dans les activités d'édification de la paix. Le travail des ONG
constitue un élément vital des efforts contemporains visant à abolir les conflits et à préserver la

paix. L'étude comprend quatre parties. L'auteur explore d'abord le nouveau contexte de l'œuvre
des ONG. Il examine ensuite la nature et la portée de l'engagement des ONG dans les activités
d'édification de la paix. Dans la troisième partie, il analyse de façon critique les difficultés et les
défis que présente la participation des ONG aux activités d'intervention. Enfin, l'article présente

Son



contexte fluide. Pour réussir, elles doivent reconnaître que la réalisation des mandats en toute
efficience et efficacité, dans les situations d'urgence complexes, dépendra en partie de la
contribution des ONG aussi bien aux discussions sur les cadres de coopération qu'à la gestion de
ceux-ci.

Biographie
J'ai huit ans d'expérience de travail dans les ONG, notamment avec CARE Canada, pour

qui j'ai accompli deux missions en Croatie et en Bosnie entre 1993 et 1998, d'abord pour gérer
un contrat de prestation de services avec l'ONU et ensuite pour adapter un programme de
relèvement pour toute la Bosnie et le gérer. On m'a aussi envoyée au Burundi et au Zaïre pour
une courte mission pendant la crise des réfugiés de 1994 dans le but d'établir de nouveaux
bureaux auxiliaires et d'aider à administrer les camps de ·éfugiés. En 1997, je me suis jointe à la
Mission des Nations Unies en Bosnie-Herzégovine (MINUBH) comme agent des affaires
politiques et des droits de l'homme, mes fonctions consistant notamment à rédiger des rapports
de situation et des notes d'information, à suivre les Drocès Dour crimes de guerre et à aqiirer la



ou les méthodes optimales qui permettraient à la communauté internationale d'intervenir dans
ces conflits et de les gérer. Ma thèse porte sur l'élaboratin de la doctrine de la sécurité humaine
comme fondement de l'édification d'une paix durable. Mon travail de premier cycle, effectué

également à Brock, avait pour sujet le remaniement le programme de sécurité de manière à lui

ajouter la doctrine de la sécurité humaine comme mécanisme de prévention des conflits
intraétatiques ou d'intervention rapide dans ces derniers. Je travaille également à Bibliothèque du
Parlement depuis deux ans dans le domaine de la gestion des dossiers.

Jennifer Ross, Université Queen's, Kingston (Ontario)

La DART et la coopération civile-militaire dans les interventions humanitaires

Sommaire
À une époque où les conflits mondiaux cèdent de plus en plus le pas aux conflits

intraétatiques qui font l'objet d'interventions humanitaires, les forces armées, les organisations

non gouvernementales et les organismes de secours travaillent désormais dans le même
environnement, où elles doivent s'épauler pour arriver à gérer les conflits en toute efficacité. Or,



Vanessa Pelland, Université du Québec à Montréal, Québec

Implications théoriques des opérations dites humanitaires:
quels rôles pour l'ONU et l'OTAN?

Sommaire
L'intervention de l'OTAN au Kosovo a provoqué des opinions controvern

monde où les conflits sont davantage intraétatiques. Nous avons pour but d'analy
intervention : d'utiliser la force pour imposer la paix à un État souverain en vertu
humains. Pourquoi l'OTAN s'accapare le chapeau de polce mondiale sur la scèn
où l'architecture sécuritaire est en construction? Pourquoi l'ONU, qui détient ce i
muette? L'OTAN peut-elle veiller au respect de la Charte des Nations Unies, et c



la participation effort de recherche ne porte
ation de la politique de
ir la définition d'un problème
lu cas des armes légères et de
mesure où les limites de la
tion ou de l'élaboration de

l'Université de Montréal en 1997, j'ai



multinationales sont devenues d'importants et puissants acteurs dans la société civile
internationale. Le pouvoir accordé à ces acteurs implique l'obligation et la responsabilité morale
de respecter les droits de la personne et d'éviter d'aggraver les conflits par de graves violations
des droits de la personne. L'article donne un aperçu des effets positifs et négatifs des activités des
multinationales sur les droits de la personne. Il examine ensuite l'interaction des organisations
non gouvernementales et les campagnes contre les multinationales, qui reflètent l'élargissement
des mandats humanitaires des organismes et des personnes qui s'occupent des droits de la
personne. L'auteur conclut en examinant les moyens par lesquels les entreprises commerciales
peuvent assumer à nouveau leurs responsabilités en ce qui concerne les droits de la personne.

Biographie
J'ai obtenu avec mention un baccalauréat ès arts en sciences politiques et en histoire à

l'Université de Toronto. Parallèlement, j'ai suivi des études de musique menant au baccalauréat
(piano) au Royal Conservatory of Music de Toronto et j'ai été l'élève de la Young Artist's
Professional Academy depuis l'âge de 8 ans. En plus d'avoir participé à de nombreux concerts,
j'ai pris part à des concours nationaux. ADrès mes études de nremier cycle i'ni n2nqA qiY in a



peut-on sérieusement envisager que les ASP prennent la place des garants de la sécurité

publique? Les ASP peuvent-elles assurer « la sécurité de l'espace humanitaire »? L'auteur
soutient que si les ASP ont semblé faire preuve d'efficacité dans leurs récentes missions,
l'industrie jusqu'à présent ne dispose pas dans son ensemble de la structure organisationnelle, de
la capacité matérielle ou de la légitimité nécessaires. Il ajoute qu'à long terme, même si les ASP
parviennent à réduire les problèmes de sécurité pour les travailleurs humanitaires, leur
intervention pose une foule d'autres problèmes. Plus précisément, l'interaction entre les ASP et
les travailleurs humanitaires risquerait 1) de limiter la prestation de l'aide humanitaire en raison
du coût, 2) de soumettre les travailleurs humanitaires aux exigences financières et aux objectifs
commerciaux des ASP et 3) de fournir un prétexte à d'autres parties pour qu'elles se libèrent des

obligations humanitaires et renoncent à la recherche de solutions politiques aux causes profondes
des crises humanitaires. En résumé, l'option de la sécurité privée, bien qu'elle présente certains

aspects avantageux, n'est pas une panacée pour les travailleurs humanitaires à cause de ses effets
particuliers sur l'espace humanitaire et de son impact sur l'éthique humanitaire.

Biographie
Orizinaire de Burlington, en Ontario, Christopher Spearin vit actuellement à Vancouver



plan théorique ni sur le plan pratique; troisièmement, la critique des relations entre les
de fonds et les ONG est fondée sur une conception idéaliste de ces organisations vouh
concurrence à l'égard des sources privées et publiques de financement soit de plus en ]
paralysante. Je considère que ce parti pris normatif peut être corrigé par une reconvers
ONG financées par des fonds publics en entrepreneurs de la fonction publique, axés si

Biographie
Sarah Tarry poursuit actuellement des études de maîtrise au département des s<

politiques de l'Université Dalhousie. Sa thèse de maîtrise porte sur le double processu
financement des ONG et de la mise en œuvre des projets en Bosnie-Herzégovine. Elle
avec mention son baccalauréat ès arts en sciences politiques à l'Université de Calzarv



commerce. Ses principaux domaines de recherche sont la sécurité humaine, la gestion des

conflits, l'édification de la paix, les droits de la personne, l'Amérique latine et l'environnement.

Siobian Patricia Smith, Université Northern British Columbia,
Prince George (Colombie-Britannique)

Résistance organisée : le rôle de la société civile
dans le démantèlement de l'apartheid en Afrique du Sud

Sommaire
L'Afrique du Sud est un pays hanté par des antécédents de racisme institutionnel et

d'inégalités structurelles qui ont contraint environ 80 % de sa population à vivre sous le régime
des lois cruelles de l'apartheid. Lorsque l'abolition du s, stème de l'apartheid a commencé
en 1990, le monde a salué l'émergence d'un nouveau régime vraiment démocratique pour les

citoyens du pays. Le facteur crucial de la réussite du mouvement contre l'apartheid en Afrique du
enA i4;izAit amrn, la narticination des citovens au Drocessus de chan2ement et d'action stratégique



les plus dynamiques de la société civile, ont un effet modérateur sur l'État non seulement par une
confrontation directe mais aussi grâce à des activités de coopération et de facilitation. Dans les deux
cas, l'objectif est le même : obliger l'État à mieux servir ses citoyens. Les questions théoriques
touchant les relations entre les ONG et l'État seront expliquées par l'examen du niveau empirique
des crises de l'eau potable dans l'État rural du Gujerat (Inde). Le PRAVAH est un réseau axé sur les
enjeux, constitué de représentants des ONG, d'universitaires et de militants, dont le principal objectif
est d'assurer de l'eau potable à toute la population du Gujerat. Le réseau a récemment commencé
de collaborer avec l'État pour promouvoir les initiatives communautaires ascendantes
d'approvisionnement en eau potable au Gujerat. Les relations subtiles particulières qu'entretiennent
le PRAVAH et le service d'eau et d'égouts du Gujerat illustreront les éléments de cooDération qui



organisations internationale,
doivent coordonner leurs pr
efforts visant à établir et à r(
de succès.

Orrick

; militaires, tous les participants
essus de planification pour que les
régions touchées soient couronnés

de l'Universitéprépare
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A Functioflal Relationship Between NGOs, Humanitarian Efforts and Civil Society

by

Mary Moore

The University of Western Ontario

Prepared for the Second Annual Graduate Student Seminar

April 30 -May 5, 2000

Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development



The number of internationally recognized non-governental organizations (NGOs) has
proliferated and now stands at well over 3,000.1 These NGOs play a vital role in many areas,
including, peacebuilding. The intention of this paper is r Dt to debate whether NGOs should play
an active role in peacebuilding initiatives as their presence is almost guaranteed and is often
called for by govemments.2 Therefore, the purpose of this'paper will be to outline and critically
discuss a strategy for international NGOs to, follow in regard to peacebuilding. Ultimately, this
paper examines what might be discussed under the rubric a long and short-terni strategy: the first
strategy entaiing a progressionary deploynient of NGOs according to their mandate and the
latter encompassing the involvement of civil society and the development of an organization to
oversee NGO activity 3 Understanding the purpose of this paper, it should be noted that this
discussion is flot meant to be normative in nature; rather, it is meant to simply acknowledge the
positive and negative aspects of a possible peacebuilding strategy. However, before discussing
such a strategy, it is useful to briefly examine the concept of peacebuilding and the need for an
integrated approach.

Peacebuilding: The Need for an Integrated Approach
International NGOs, governmental organizations and intergovemmental organizations

have been involved with many peacebuilding initiatives. However, the strategy of such
organizations often appear to be purely improvised. Actors are frequently selective about the
situations in which they involve themselves: "external suppor-t for post-conflict recovery remnains
a voluntary and essentially ad hoc enterprise.' This means that some situations receive a great
deal of attention while others receive very littie. Further iore, those countries that do become the
focus of the international conununity, such as Bosnia or Kosovo, often experience a sudden
influx of various 'humnanitarian' workers. While the intentions of such workers may be good,

'David Lewis, "Development NGOs and the Challenge of Partnership. Changiug Relations Between North and

South," Social Policy and Administration, V32, 1998. Pg. 501

'In his speech to the United Nations, Llyod Axworthy cails for cooperation with NGOs in peacebuilding efforts. He
states that they are vital to peacebuilding efforts on "two counts: (1) because we fmnd ourselves operating where
security is acute, sud <2) because we are engaged in delivering services on which security depends." NGOs are also
thought to be fumdamental as they "bring significant fmnancial resources, skills, understanding and political
comnmitment to the international conimunity's collective peacebuilding enterprise.'XCanada and Peacebuidxng -
GovernmenlNGO Consultations.
http://www.dfait-mnaeci.gc.ca/peacebuilding/gngo-report-e.asp).

3 Thle strategy being discussed here, particularly ini relation to short-term intiattives, is very loosely based on the
document outlinig patteins of peacébuilding and the role of the Canadian govermcnt. Sce Canada and
Peacebuilding: http://www.dfait-macci.gc.ca/peacebuilding/pcspattems-e.asp.
4 Shepard Forman, Stewart Patrick and Dirk Salonions, Recoveringfrom Conflic:. Strategy for and International
Response, (New York: Center on International Cooperation, New York University). Pg. 17



inadequate coordination and the pursuit of different goals often lead to unfortunate consequences,

including: incoherent strategies; incompatible projects; redundant initiatives; gaps in assistance

and-, insufficient accountability.5 Indeed, these problemns work against the goals of

peacebuilding.
The concept of peacebuildiflg is relatively new. It alludes to a means to ensure human

security which recognizes human rights, fundamental freedoms, the rule of law, good

governance, sustainable development and social equality.6 According to Canadian Minister of

Foreign Affairs, Lloyd A.xworthy, peacebuilding refers to a collection of efforts which help

countries to develop socially, politically and economically with huinan security being a vital

concern:

[Peacebuilding refers tol a package of measures to strengthen and

solidify peace by building a sustainable infrastructure of human

security. Peacebuilding aims to put in place the minimal

conditions under which a country can tak,; charge of its destiny,
and social, political and economic development becomes possible.'

This integrated approach to peace stems from Boutros Boutros-Ghali's concept of 'post-

conflict peacebuilding' which was introduced in An Agenda for Peace (1 9901. At thistime, he

defined the concept as: 'collective action to identify and support structures which will tend to

strengthen and solidify peace in order to avoid a relapse into conflict.'

Understanding the concept of peacebuilding and 'the need for a coherent, mntegrated

approach, the question now becomes what kind of a strategy would be most effective? As was

noted earlier, this paper will discuss one possible strategy which entails both short and long-termn

enals. While activities that are undertaken ixnmediately may help to improve the situation of a

is that their emphasis
tpproach required for



However, it is critical that such a strategy is coordinated to avoid the consequences, such as
incompatible projects and redundant initiatives, which were discussed earlier. Given this, it may
be suggested that the progressionary involvement of différent types of NGOs or NGOs with

different mandates, may allow for a solid founidation wh.ch is fundamental to the peacebuilding
process. Essentially, it may be suggested that there is a functional relationship between various
categories of NGOs, where each type is able to build upon the work of the other and where the
success of one type is dependent on the others and the effectiveness of peacebuilding in general
is dependent on the cumulative efforts of ail types.

NGOs operate under many different mandates; this allows us to classify' them into various
typologies'. For the purpose of the strategy being discussed here, there are three primary types of
NGOs which cai be identified, and are fundamental to the peacebuilding process in post-conflict
situations: relief NGOs, human rights NOOs and development NGOs'. It should be noted that
this is somewhat simplifyring the activities of many NGOs as many operate according to
mandates which span ail three typologies. Medecins sans Frontieres, for example, involves itself
in relief efforts by providing emnergency medical assistance, they alert the international
coMmunity as to potential human rights abuses and are actively involved in developmnent through
their work with civil society and authorities. Nonetheless, there is a tendency in the literature on
NGOs to attempt to classify them by mandate.

Relief NGOs are those, such as the Salvation Army, which concentrate on providing
necessary emnergence assistance. This may include such things as food, clothing, water and
medical aid. Under the short-tern strategy being discussed here, it may be suggested that such
organizations become involved in peacebuilding initiativýs before those which are focused on
human rights or developnient. This is not to belittie the importance of the latter typologies, but is
to suggest that the effectiveness of the human rigbts organizations, and especially of the
development organizations, is correlated to the work of the first typology. This is due to the fact
that the work of those involved ini this first initiative facilitate the appeasement of de-stabling
forces which makes it easier for those involved in the activities undertaken by the second and
third typology to function.'0

Aller relief efforts have improved the situation of the people, human rights NGOs, such
as Amnesty International or Human Rights Watch, may be in a better position to conduct their
activities. The activities of this second type of NGO has three important funictions. First, they
gather and expedite the flow of information concerning the human rights situation of countries.
Ib-is is essential in providing a general awareness of specific human rights situations. Second,
they can pressure governmnents into examining specific cases and to adhering to various rights.

91t should be noted that there are other types of NGOs beyond those -which are discussed. For example, those NOs

which deal with disarmiament or de-mobilization.

'()Canada and Peacebuilding



Third, they can provide education in efforts to facilitate a general change in attitde. These
functions are vital to the establishment of human security.

Once a foundation for human securîty is initiated, development NOOs will have a
stronger basis on which to begin the construction of infrastructure to improve the quality of
living. For example, NOOs such as Oxfam work to improve sanitation, and to, provide the means
for safe drinking water. Similarly, NGOs, such as Save the Children, focus on the origination of
educational and medical facilities and the establishment of basic infrastructure, including, roads
and water supply. Such infrastructure is integral to the ability of people to be economically
productive.

Such a progressionary approach to NGO involvement may be considered propitious for
two reasons. First, it has the potential to move the process of peacebuilding beyond what has
traditionally been seen as an ad hoc enterprise, to a colle.,tive effort based on the needs of people.
Second, it has the potential to slow the influx of hum.anitarian workers into countries in need of
peacebuilding. This would be beneficial as the sudden appearance of thousands of humanitarian
workers can be detrimental to the peacebuilding process in many ways. For exainple, in many
cases the workers will have to find places to stay and eat. Ofien, under the assumption that such
workers are well established financially, inflation occurs and the cost of living increases. This, in
turn, perpetuates further poverty. While this may not always be the case, one could argue that
there are other consequences to the sudden influx of workers; including, the psychological affect
on the people of the country. However, in recognizing some of the positive aspects of this
strategy, it is also necessary to discuss some of the negative.

One of the fundamental problems with the strategy that is bemng discussed is that it
assumes that ail situations will require the same progressionary involvement of NGOs. Indeed,
this is not the case. Différent situations will have différent needs as a funiction of existing
infrastructure and as a funiction of the needs of the people. The nature of the conflict and of the

Uràversity



well as the positive aspects to a progressionary approach to NGO involvemnent, we are now in a
better position to examine and discuss a long-terrrn peacebuilding strategy.

Towards a Long-term Peacebuilding Strategy
A long-termn strategy for peacebuilding should ensure that countries have the support tha

they need to sustain the efforts and enviroriment instituted by those organizations involved in th,
short-terni process. This does flot mean that ail organizations involved in short-term, initiatives
will abandon their projects, but it is a possibility that must be accounted for and, those that do
continue there work may need help, in ternis of various resources, to be able to sustain their
efforts. There are two critical components to a long-terni peacebuilding strategy: the
mobilization of civil society and the development of an agency to oversee and coordinate the
work of NGOs ini various countries.

Before discussing the relationship between civil society and peacebuilding, it is first
necessary to briefly examine the concept at hand. There are two distinct nercentions of what



approach is likely to be more sustainable and cost-effective in the long term."' Those NGOs
involved in the initiatives discussed under the short-term strategy need to work with the local

people in the countries where peacebuilding 15 occurring. Civil society actors need to be trained

so that they can continue the work of existing NGOs, or establish organizations of their ownM.
Such training would entail such things as particular professional skills, how to establish an

organization, how to mun an office, how and where to request funding, how to interact with other

NCIOs and how to interact with inter-governmental organizations. In many cases, NGOs already

recognize the importance of civil society to sustainable p ace. Medecins sans Frontieres again
serves as an excellent example. Not only does this organization participate in relief efforts by

delivering emergency medical assistance, it also provides training to local personnel.
I mobilizing civil society NGOs must take some precautions. They have to be careful

that they are flot empowering any one group at the expense of others. Similarly, they must also

endeavor to create a working atmosphere with less ethnic tension than in the rest of society if

ethnic tension is a concern. More speciflcally, collaboration aniong civil society actors needs to

be encouraged. Furthermore, NGOs working within a country must minimize conffict and
t,nneltitin'n With other NGOs. The second comDonent to a lonz-termi stratezv may helip toward
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Peacebuilders



Our action is to help people in situations of crisis. And ours is flot
a contented action. Bringing medical aid to people in distress is an
attempt to defend themn against what is aggressive to themn as
human beings. Humanitarian action is more than simple
generosity, simple charity. It aims to build spaces of normalcy in
the midst of what is profoundly abnormal. More than offering
material assistance, we aim to enable indi -iduals to regain their
rights and dignity as human beings.

- Dr. James Orbinski,
President Médecins Sans Frontières
Nobel Peace Prize Speech
December 14, 1999

In this brief essay 1 assess the role of non-governmental orgamizations (NG
peacebuilders in the 1990s. A new world order has emerged ini which NGOs have
upon to play a sigmificant role. As the paradigmn of global politics has shifted, as ti
willingness of states to intervene - unilaterally or multilaterally - is reduced and as
clear strengths and capabilities, NGOs enjoy an increased prominence i peacebui"
lIn short, the efforts of NGOs comprise a vital part ini contemporary efforts to elimni
and preserve peace. Nevertheless, many observers assert that to date, this action h
resuits. They point to a failure between state, institutions and NOOs to properly ci
efforts, the limnited capabilities of certain NGOs, of the politicization of NGOs and
accountability and transparency.

The paper will first look at the new context of N<.jO involvement. To this



A New World: Challenges and Opportunit
As a new world order has emerged from the end of the Cold War, it is clear that the

nature of confliet has changed greatly. The predictability and simplicity of the bipolar, Cold War

era has vanished. Instead, we now live in an era of transition, which is defined by contradictory

challenges of globalizatiofl and fragmentation, peace and confliet, prosperity and poverty. In

addition to the continued threat of interstate conflict, the international comrnunity has faced the

disturbing nature of intrastate conflict. Such conflicts are often based on ethnic or religious

tensions; which often breed civilian victims, regional escalation and floods of refugees. In such

cases, conflict is said to have been "civilianized," as individuals - flot states - are the principal

victims, targets and instrumnents of war. The complexity of these conflicts has produced new

demands on the international community for intervention.

Francis Kofi Abiew and Tom Keating have recently written that "at the close of one of

the more infamious centuries ini recorded history, we must also acknowledge one of its most

violent decades, marked by two apparent contradictory trends in international politics."2

According to Abiew and Keating, the first trend is a substantial. increase in violent conflict, much

of which took the formn of civil wars with many of the victimns being civilians. For instance, in

1996 ail of the major conflicts in the world were civilian or intrastate in nature. This is in stark

contrast to the expectatiotis many had for the 1990s. Th-- end of the cold war was to provide a

peace dividend ini which humait rights, demnocracy and development would be emnphasized.

Thus, Abiew and Keating note that increased conflict has been contrasted by a second prominent

feature of international politics ini the 1990s - an emphasis on individual human rights and huinan

Qerarritv. In addition to an expansion in declarations and charters by international organizations,



early 1990s saw certain nation states embrace the interventionist mantra as NGOs also
discovered their potential as peacebuilders.

Peacebuilding and NGOs
The Carnegie Commission on the Prevention of Deadly Confliet has defined

peacebuilding - or "structural prevention" - as "strategies to address the root causes of deadly
conflict." This is compared with "operation prevention" which consists of the strategies and
tactics in the face of crisis. In other words, peacebuilding is concerned with the longer tern
reconstruction and development of society as to prevent deadly conflict.4 The Canadian
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Lloyd Axworthy, lias defined peacebuilding as "a package of
measures to strengthen and solidify' peace by building a sustainable infrastructure of human
security. Peacebuilding aims to put in place the minimal conditions under which a country cý
take charge of its destiny, and social, political and economic development become possible."
Axworthy adds:

1 see peacebuilding as casting a life uine to foundering societies
struggling Io end the cycle of violence, restore civility and get back
on their feet. After the fighting lias stopped and the ininediate

rder to ai



peacefui relationships. The terni thus involved a wide range of activities and function that both

precede and follow formai peace accords."' iBarbara Shenstone of Care Canada has also noted:

Peace efforts since 1995 have recognized that peace is buit from

the bottom up as well as from the top down - by adclressing the

individual and hunian dimension - real people's needs, feelings,
and aspirations - and flot only focusing on formai structures,
national institutions, or power elites. Some approaches now

emphasize the psychological, spiritual, and relational. dimensions

of war and peace. They attempt to address the emnotive and

attitudinai effects of war - dissolved hatred, suspicion, fear, anger,

and hostility.8

Herein lies the opportunity and responsibility of civil society in peacebuilding. NGOs are
- -i -- -- rýie"i ;mr<nve triditicnnd ,t;te-,,entric methods of humanitarian relief

to note:



An important dimension of NGO involvement in peacebuilding is that they are capable of
filling gaps that neither international organizations, nation states or local institutions can address.
In this regard, it is important to differentiate the spheres of humanitarianism and politics. While
both are vital to the fulfilîment and sustainability of peac,,ý, their role in peacebuilding is quite
distinct, Dr. James Orbinski of Médecins Sans Frontières recently stated:

Humanitarian action takes place in the short terni, for limited
groups and for limnited objectives. This is at the saine time both its
strength and its limitation. The political can only be conceived in
the long term, which itself is the movement of societies.
Humanitarian action is by definition universal. Humanitarian
responsibility has no frontiers. Wherever in the world there is
manifest distress, the huxuanitarian by vocation, must respond. By
contrast, the political knows borders, and where crisis occurs,
political response will vary because historical relations, balance of
power, and the interests of one or the other must be measured. The
turne and space of the huma:nitarian are flot those of the political.'

However, as one distinguishes humanitarianism and militarism ini peacebuilding, one
must also discover how they can work together. Clearly, both have limitations and their
respective strengths must be niaximîzed ini harmonv to advance the i)eace aizenda. Althoueh

action.



Mixed Resuits
Possibly one of the greatest concemrs with the role of NGOs as peacebuilders in the 1990s

has been the potential politicization of their action. At the most basic level, the very presence of

a foreign individual or organization in a confliet zone is a political gesture. However, it is the

nature of recent conflict, where control, manipulation, and even extermination of entire

populations are the very means of war, which makes the impartial stance of NGOs increasingly

difficuit to maintain. 13 The confusing nature of intrastate conflict is one where belligerents are

rarely concentrated or visible; and where it is often difficuit to distinguish between civilians and

soldiers or enemies and allies.'14 Unfortunately, NGOs, with the best of intentions, can be caught

in the middle and the doctrine of neutrality is challenged. Moreover, many organizations feel

they have a duty to speak, to "bear witness" and to take strong positions of advocacy towards

host governmrents and international stakeholders. Confli, t zones present a dilemma to

impartiality, particularly in situations wherein domestic authority is contested and no faction has

been collectively branded as the aggressor. 1

The record of NGOs as peacebuilders ini the past decade has demnonstrated that conflict

presents political minefields for all concernied. Comnientators note that in such contlicts as
- i ~~~ ~ A-,anr~ tii' ~ln 2lipOnmti Mfl7pflhinle,-hllaiitarianlaid was

ience on



clifficult practice to implemnent. For instance, the Bosn-La xntervention included nine agencies arnd
departments of the United States govermnent, a dozen other govemnments, seven international
organizations, and 13 major NOOs - from the Red Cross to the International Crisis Group to the
Amnrcan Bar Association.)8 While co-ordination between NGOs and international/national
military forces is an ongoing difficulty, so is competition and rivalry amongst NGOs. In bis
thorough study of the Red Cross in a 1997 issue of The New Yorlcer, Michael Ignatieff wrote:

Interagency competition for donors, headlines, and victims is now
a vast, unruly hunianitarian bazaar, and the ICRC is struggling to
be heard above the din and to maintain its principles. lIs doctrine
of neutrality is called into question by organizations like Médecins
Sans Frontières ...'19

According to Shenstone, as agencies engage in rivalry with each other for control and
management of the peace effort, NGOs become vulnerable for manipulation by host bellîgerents,
confused over roles and run the risk of a great deal ofrnisplaced activity.20 Through cooperation..
the specialization and abilities of different NGOs have to potential to be complernentary to each
other. In addition, NGOs must find a suitable coexistence with nation states and international



Aithougli their work is clearly vital, beneficial and legitimate, 1 would like to conclude

with a few remarks on how NGOs might work towards finding their niche as peacebuilders.

First, consultations and cooperation between nation-states, international organizations and NGOs

must be fiirthered. Evidentîy, international civil societal efforts have a limait and the comrnunity

of nations must improve its performance in intervention st operationS. To date, several examples

of increased consultations stand out as being steps in the right direction. Several like-minded

states - including Canada, Norway and the Netherlands - have undertaken extensive consultations

between foreign policy practitioflers and NGOs. For its t art, the US - which lias been negli gent

in its financing of international organizations - has demonstrated sorne generosity in its funding

of NGOs, such as the Red Cross."' In addition, an observer has noted that the UN Secunty

Counicil has begun to conduct extensive consultations with NGOs.22 Hopefully in the next

decade, the increased demand placed upon NGOs can be matched by an equal level of

consultation and cooperation. With consultations and cooperatioti, the trend toward fractured

peace efforts, interagency rivairies and unstable relatioiiship may be ended. Second, NGOs must

make the case that nation-states and international organzation cannot withdraw further from

their responsibility to find sustained and comprehensive military/political solutions to the

confliets tearing apart the world today.23 The capabilities of many NOOs have reached their

limaits and a further withdraw~al by political actors may fuirther exasperate difficulties and weaken

the reputatioti of NGOs as peacebuilders. I an effort to address the difficult issue of

politicization, a final step NOs may take is to leart from their experience in the past decade and

* 41.... ,..Arcn.tinhi Af the nolitical environents in which they work. Arnid the
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Introduction
Since the end of the Cold War there have been more peacekeeping missions than ever

before in the history of the United Nations (IFRC 1994). The context in which humanitarian

action takes place lias changed significantly and, consequently, the terms of interaction between

humanitarian, political, and mllitary actors have been fundamnentally altered. The new roles have

given rise to concerfls about how interventions in complex emergencies have been affected,

particularly since ttit is usually the humanitarian agenda which suffers" (Slim 1996b). Somne

efforts ai addressing the challenge have resulted in policy changes within leadership frameworks

at the bilateral and mnultilateral level. Other approaches have legitimized " 1 9 century gunboat

diplomacy whereby the great powers initiale 'peacekeeping' operations in their own 'spheres of

influence' under the approval of the UN" (The Hurnanitarian Partner 1995). Whatever the

political motivations, every approacli has recognized the inevitability, for better or worse, of a

new coniplex emnergency paradigmn.
A key elemnent of the modem huinanitarian context is that il often deals with internal

1 hacA rn & flni,. nr,,nciallv-determined lines (ICG 1998). This tresents a challenge to

iding



Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade and the Canadian International
Development Agency are collaborating on a Peacebuilding Initiative, with the objective of
streamilining Canada's development and foreign policy response to post-conflict regions, while
consulting with relevant actors, including NGOs (Pratt 1998). Since 1992, the United Nations
has been promoting its Agenda for Peace, which combines the disciplines of diplomacy,
peacemaking, peacekeeping, and peace-building, and promnotes the military as a key element of
the partnership (Slimi 1996a). However, ini the years since its inception, the Agenda for Peace
has been implemnented only on a "case by case and 'can-do' basis, largely determnined by
individual national interest" (Slim 1 996a), and suggests that political interests are difficuit to
reconcile with the principles of humanitarianism. Nevertheless, the UN continues to
institutionalize a multidisciplinary response to complex c' rergencies tbrough the Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), which is intended to oversee the implementatic
of humanitarian interventions.

Where do these initiatives leave NGOs and their programs? Clearly, the
institutionalization of an effectively coordinated response mechanism is in order, so that effecti
planning can occur prior to the deployment of the various actors, and so that interventions can 1
designed that address their security and support requirements. Since NGOs will no doubt



active cornmitinent of the ICRC and its sister organizatiofl, the International Federation (IFRC),

to protectiflg those principles is a burden to which other NGOs are flot necessarily formally

beholden;, as a resuit, the proliferation of fund-seeking NGOs in conflict and post-conflict regions

risks diluting the principles of humanitarianism. Nevertheless, it can be argued that the larger

international NGOs, as well as their donors, generally also abide by similar principles as the Red

Cross movemefit, out of a basic commfitmlent to the saine ideals (de Mello 1990). Thus, the

prmacy of the humanitarian ethic may be said te, underlie the motivations of the international aid

community for responding to crises (Bryans et ai 1999), and since states are compelled under

international law to respond (ICRC 1997a), NGOs rnay be considered an effective non-military

and hence non-threateing mechanism for humanitarian relief.

However, there is a risk that humanitarian interventions becomne politicized when the

military becomes involved, which is of grave concern to NGOs. "UN peacekeeping forces are

based on a whole range of mandates set by a body - the Security Council - whose role is, by

definition, essentially polîtical. So it is quite normal that these operations should not always be

perceived by ail the protagonists as 'neutral' within the ineaning of international humanitarian

law. Moreover, the fact that peacekeeping forces are frequently assigned tasks which have more

to do with providing aid to the victims than with keeping the peace cari sometimes lead to

confusion detimental to humanitariaTi action"t (ICRC 1907a). The distinction between military

and humnaflitarlan intervention is blurred even further whien robust military action is taken
Q-wna<unrt thnt lhqa hteen -nrovided bv the saine actor. Such actions cari be



mobilise vast resources quickly and efficiently" (IFRC 1994). Support of that kind by the
military might address gaps in financial commitments to the humanitarian effort that prevent
NGOs from mobilizing ail the necessary resources. However, it requires a full and sustained
coinmitment by the inilitary, to avoid the co-operative effort from becoming an NGO liability
once the milita-y mandate terminales and its support is withdrawn. In addition, the military
mandate needs to be appropriate to its support role. Ideally then, the humanitarian mandate
should be coordinated by a primnarily humanitarian agenc i, with the military subordinate to it.
Whereas military elements remain in situ only long enough to stabilize the political environmeflt
so that civilian agencies can proceed relatively unhindered (Eiriz 1999), aid agencies are
generally present before, during, and afier a conflict, which gives them a longer-tenu perspective
of the humanitari an needs, and more legitimacy than military actors engaged in liniited
interventions.

Even if NOOs operate independently of military actors engaged in humanitarian
activities, the neutrality of the relief effort cai still be compromised because of the politicization
of aid through the political-military linkage. NGOs working in those conditions risk losing their
neutrality by association. However, unless they coordinate with the military, NGOs may forfeit



bring one's troops home is amplified to the point of distortion. The humanitarian intent of the

larger policy now becomes a distant second priority, because the soldiers themselves have

become a political chess piece instead of being political implementers" (Seiple 1996). But while

engaging milhtanly may escalate a conflict, inaction may compound the humanitarian. disaster.

The challenge is to define appropriate roles for the participants that enliance, rather than

confound, the potential of each to contribute productively.

Tbree months after the General Framnework Agreement for Peace on Bosnia and

Herzegovifla was signed and 'UNPROFOR was replaced with NATO's "IFOR" mission, the

International Crisis Group (ICG) produced a report assessing the continued need for a military

presence in BH, and advocated for a continued military presence (ICG 1996). Two years later,

ICG claimed that NATO "had been remarkably successful ini establishing a stable and militarily

secure enviromnent, a necessary precondition to the implementation of the [General Framnework

Agreemen~t for Peace]" (ICO 1998). However, in liue with the ICRC argument that humanitarian

assistance should not become a substitute for political solutions, 100 opined i the sanie report

that a continued military presence would provide no assu. -ance of long-terni stability and

democratization.
A NATO representative has offered a more specific interpretation of a suitable military

mandate in complex emergencies: thie muitary presence is intended to be short, up-front, and

limited to establishing a level of stability froni which the civilian element cau begin to secure

innço,.termn stability (Eiriz 1999). The protracted military preseuce ini BH is attributed to complex



concentrating resources, rather than working at cross-purposes, might facilitate the stabilization
of the environnient and expedite the military's withdrawal.

Strategies for channelling aid funds to the military fait to make efficient use of NGO
prograniming expertise, and may resuit in generally-acce-,ted criteria for good programming
being overlooked. While the objective of keeping soldiers busy might be achieved, the
humanitarian objectives may flot be. Diverting aid funding away from true practitioners, the
NGOs, also reduces their access to programn funding and causes them to compete more
aggressively amongst themselves for scarce resources, with Iess leverage to lobby for their own
Ionger-term programis. OCHA has noted, "a military peacekeeping operation wilI reach its
desired end-state quicker if a conscious effort is made to assist the humanitarian agencies and
NOOs..." (OCHA 1998). A more effective role for the military would therefore be to restrict its
activities to supporting NGOs through higher-level coordination, rather than becoming an
inappropriate source of funding competition.

Cultural differences between the military and NOOs need to be addressed if cooperatioti
on humanitarian interventions is to be effective. The hierarchical and rigid military perceives
NOOs as being staffed by young and somewhat unpredictable individuals (Eiriz). NGOs often

Unfo



performance becomes the price of admission to workmng in complex emergencies, may in fact be

the most effective one and obviates the need for an accreditation system as proposed by the UN.

Furthenflore, the diversity of programs and the fiuidity of the NGO presence in regions of

conflict suggest that NGOs should be represented by a collective and inclusive voice.

NGOs would be well-served by donor policies that recogmize and attempt, as equitably as

possible, to serve two conflicting issues, namely, "the humanitarian ethic as expressed in the

rendering of assistance to the poorest of the poor in the midst of conflict, and a security vacuum

engendered by a weak-willed international community" (Bryans et ai 1999). If NGOs are to be

effective, they should flot be required to dedicate resources to security concemns, particularly if

those can be addressed by the military presence. Policies to reconcile humanitarianism with

security need to be debated at the national level, by engaging NOOs in a discourse that clarifies

national humnanitarian agendas. At the multilateral level, policy views need to be coordinated

amng nations so that international responses develop cohierent strategies. "A lack of policy

coherence amnfg states on questions of conflîct and development policies can be the resuit of

real differences in national priorities, approaches to conflict resolution, or ideas about the root

causes of conflict, but it can also result from a lack of coordination among relevant actors',

(QECU 1997). Future investmeflts in humanitarian interventions may yield sub-optimal. results
- *,.- -,i~ axvri5hlp hiimsrn anid material losses in zones of confiict as a result of
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and distinctions should serve as a basis for a cooperation framework
riodels are discussed below.
ýIlies the creation of 'humanitarian spaces', where aid activities can be
ronents. Such spaces rnay facilitate the preservation of NGO
7b). Indeed, "without such a zone, there will be no opportunity to
Lent, a shared vision. Without security, there is no stability. Without
ing humanitarian effect" (Seiple 1996). However, humanitarian spaces



symnbiosis to function, the military commanders must learn how to operate with the humanitarian

agencies and to respect their primacy in the delivery of humanitarian assistance" (OCHIA 1998).

The NGO-military relationship shouid be one where the responsibility for coordination

and implementation is shared at ail levels, and at every stage of an intervention. "If civii-military

relations are to be maintained effectively, humnanitarian concernis must have an equal stake in the

conimand structure and its decision-taking" (Slim 1996b). Given the political context in which

international interventions are overseen, NGOs require the formai authority to exercise their

influence over policy decisions, where that is warranted. The type of representation they should

negotiate for themselves is a matter for debate: if a few NOOs are given the authority to

participate, then the voice given to the collective of humanitarian actors on the ground may not

accurately reflect the interests of ail players, and may inappropriately promote certain iobbies

over others. Perhaps rotational representation might address that concern. On the other hand, if

a UN agenCy were to act as the soie proxy for ail humanitarian agencies, it may be more

susceptible to allowing the political agenda to override the humnanitarian one. However, until the

UN formalizes the role of NGOs ini decision-making in the ongoing process of UN reformns, it

mnay be the most realistic option. That being the case, OCHA requires a clear and overarching

authority over miiitary activities, and the clout to engage with politicai actors, if it is to

coordinate the humanitarian agenda effectively.

conclus ions
Although humanitarian organizatiotis and the military share a commitment to achieving

long-terni peace and security through their respective activities, the differences in their

organizationai cultures and structures, and ini their approaches to work, are significant enough
--, ir- , tii nre i~v Common obiectives are flot SUfficient. if DUruoseS
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Civil wars, often characterized by eth-nie divides, are flot a new phenomenon, however,
the occurrences of such confliots have been on the rise since the end of the Second World War.
In the last decade of the twentieth century the occurrences of these civil wars greatly increased
and began to pose such seriaus threats to the stability of the international environment that the
international agenda becamne both domninated and defined by these conflicts. The international
comrnunity caught between flot wanting to get involved lni these conflicts and flot being sure of
the most effective way that intervention should be underaken once it was realized that these
situations could no longer be ignored, intervened offly to realize its misconceptions of how
serious the situations were. Although the peacekeepers on the ground carried out their duties as
defined by their mandates, the overail involvement of the international comnlunity ln trying to
both stop the killings and resolve the disputes bas not received great reviews. The atrocities tha
have transpired in these conflicts represent some of the grossest violations of human rights and
security to occur since the Second World War. The images of Rwanda and Srebrenica
demonstrate this point in fact.

The fighting in many of these counitries has ceased, at least for the time being, and the
international community is now faced with having to intervene in these failed and fragile states
in an attempt to construct a lasting peace. This lasting peace can only be created by establishiný
or reestablishing human security for the various populations within these failed and fragile state
Creating an environmnent that is conducive to the formation of humnan security in these states is
complex task that requires many levels and dimensions of involvement ftom the international
community. This idea of multilateral intervention was first presented back in 1992 by the
Secretary General of the United Nations Boutros Boutros-Ghali in his book An Agenda For
Peace' whereby lie outlined the need for peace-building initiatives to be undertaken in these
states and the requirement of these initiatives to be multidimensional; meaning a concerted effo
between civilian personnel, academnics, NGOs, the business conununity and military personnel.
lI 1993 and 1995, Alex Momrson in his edited books The Changing Face of Peacekeeping 2 and
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nczl on the Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflîct3 the Secretary-General

-rity of the problem of administering both humanitarian aid and protection to

ijiations in intrastate conflicts and subsequently called for humanitarian zones,

safe corridors to be established, and protected by a military force if the

luman security to victims in the midst of war via humanitarian relief from

,nsored organization is always a difficuit undertaking, however, in intrastate

s that are prevalent makes the task even more arduous. These humanitarian

Ssupported by an effective armed force that can secure both passage of relief

afe havens' where the vuinerable populations are temporarily residing and

F. In order to ensure that the thousands of innocent civilians that are being

>st fundamental dynamics of human security receive the humanitarian relief

this void, an armed peacekeeping force that yields a powerful mandate must

plays an important rote in the hu!rnan security doctrine due to the connection

-1conomic conditions and its poverty levels.'4 Poverty is necessarily regarded as

security as people who exist in a state of poverty, or with severely Iow income,

-iy formi of security in terms of assurance that they will be able to afford to

basic necessities of life, such as food and shelter. Thus a healthy and
Mv n~Mta exist in a countrv in order for its citizens to be secure. Intrastate



hostile environnient.'5 Investment capital increased with this campaign up until 1997 when the
coup de force occurred in July. The violence coupled with widespread looting and property
damage as the resuit of the coup, consequently lead to a e'owntum in investor confidence as the
perception of Camnbodia as an unstable and lawless state quickly began to remerge. Foreign
direct investment (FDI) in 1997 fell by an estimated one-third as a resuit of the drop in investor
confidence."6 Even today, Cambodia faces the challenge of procuring the amount of economic
investmnent required to build its econoxny to the point where it cari be self-sustaining and provid,
the necessary economic security for its people. The continued lack of guaranteed security for
economic investments receives much of the blame for this. Investors are rightly concemned aboi
the safety for their staff bemng sent into Cambodia to direct and manage the investmnent along
with security for their products and merchandise.'

Cambodia is flot the only country facing this dilemmna. Both Bosnia and Haiti also serv(
as examnples of this quandary. I Haiti investment remains low despite the efforts to democrati2
and rebuild the country."8 The economy is thus in a dire state as the formaI unemploymnent rate
estimnated to be between 50-70%. ~ Bosnia is also struggling economnically as it is flnding
difflculty ini attracting the much-needed investmnents required for rebuilding its society. The
international investmnent comxnunity regards both of these states as unstable as their societal
institutions including law enforcement are insufficient to properly manage the dynamnics of the
society.

The instabilitv of these states is a direct result of the intrastate wars that have occurred ii
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exists no trust between the factions. An external military force can seize control over the socîety
in a manner which properly administers law and order to provide a sense of security for the
individuals residing within the state. With the proper administration of law and order, the
security dilemmxa will begin to break down and the factions will flot be in a defensive and
continually fearful position.

An international force also provides an impartial enforcement of law and order, which is
necessary for reducing fear within the society. lI many states the security forces are comprised
of a majority fromn a particular group, or faction. For example in the Former Yugoslav Republie
of Macedonia (FYROM)25, the police and military forces are composed mainly of Macedonians
and only hold 4% and 7%264ê respectively of Aibanian representation despite that the Aibanian
population in the country is 2 1% officially and potentially as high as 40%.2 Du 1oti ako
adequate representation, the Aibanians feel threatened by the state security institutions and fear



foster a permanent solution. Establishing civil SOCiety requires that the security dileinra be

removed so that people caxi begin to trust one another and build relatîonships. The presence of

an effective military force can provide the reassurance that the citizens need ini order to curtail

their fears and break the security dilemma by instituting impartial law and order into the society.

With the removal of this fear it becomes possible for this dynamic of human securty to be

restored and the healing process to begin via civil society peace-building initiatives, which are

designed to yield even greater human security to the society.

The civil war problemnatique that has been plaguir g the international agenda for over a

decade has forced the international community to address the issue of long terni intervention into

failed or fragile states in order to construct a lastin)g peace. It is becoming widely believed that in

order to provide for long lasting and sustainable peace to be attainable in these failed or fragile

states huma" security must be established or reestablished. Providing humnan security requires

multilateral initiatives that incorPorate various actors as well as the institution of soif power

security tactics. The idea of peacekeeping has thus evolved into a concept that incorporates a

dynamic and multilateral framework. Although peacekeeping now incorporates many new

dimensions, it is imperative that the traditional hard power aspect of peacekeeping not be

neglected nor regarded as expendable. A strong and effective military force is essential. for th.e

establishmenlt and preservation of human security as it provides the stability and security that is

necessary for the varions other actors to implement their programns and agendas. For sustainable
- .i..:. thIA teTni..tç , fhuman securitv. hard Dower and soif vower must work in concert,
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functionai need for co-operation between these groups. Andrew Bai- explains that military forces
have ftraditîonally viewed operations as "their near-exclusive domain, in which local civilians
were more a hindrance than a help"; however, in the new peacekeeping, "local civilians are flot
only ever-present, they are the raison d'être for humanitarian missions."

Bair warns that if the military cannot adapt to these changes, it will reduce the chances of
mission success and increase their exposure to risk and casualties.4 The iack of civil-milita-y co-
ordination can lead to security breaches, which are surpri ingly common. A senior Canadian
milita-y officiai highlighted one situation in Rwanda, where NGOs there were using Motorola
radio - which the Hutus were monitoring for NGO communications to find out where Tutsi
refligees were moving and how many troops were with them.5 The officiai said the problem was
neyer solved because a host of NGOs used different types of Motorolas and there was no way to
get other radios. He said this dilemma points to the need for NGO-military consultations prior to
depioyment and the need for greater co-operation in-theatre.

Lieutenant-Colonel D. D. McAiea has outlined the main obstacles to fostering CIMIC:

Number one: NGOs just don't trust the milita-y, they're suspicious of milita-y. Number
two: they j ealously guard their independence. NGOs have to be careful not to
compromise their objectivity because they could loose their funding. ... There are
problems within and among NGOs themselves. And many NOOs are seeking objectives
that are antithietical or contradictory. ... There are suspicions on both sides because they
have different cultures.'

Lieut.-Col. McAlea also detailed militai- upsets with NGOs: "When I flrst went iflto
Bosnia, some ai-cas hadn't been cleared; but NGOs don't wait, they just go in. There were
frustrations because we had to drop what we were doing and go after them. Luckily no one
died."7
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And this dialogue is yielding results on the ground. Flora MacDonald, Secretary of State

-rnal Affairs during the Clark government, went with NGOs to both Somalia ad Rwanda.

d there were about 200 NGOs operating and "the confusion was total.""7 However,

,nald said Kosovo was different in that there was tremendous integratiofi in the work being

the Canadian military and the NGOs there - integration she had flot seen elsewhere. I

,one Canadian Forces member detailed the discord between the military and NGOs, but

,d that "once the trust of individual organizations was gained through dialogue, conflict

n military and NGO organizatiofis was eliminated."' 8 This statement illustrates the

s dialogue can bring to both sies. But beyond the mere quantity of comnmunication, it is

cessary to improve the quality of communication.
To this end, an attempt to improve cultural awareness between military and NGOs is

1---~f.1,ç~r In Jnnluarv 1999. DIND began an exchanp2e DroLyram with the NGO



communications between the DART, the host nation, jn-.heatre international organizations,
NGOs, UN aid agencies and DND." DARI assistance is designed to "complement rather than
compete with goverinent and NGO activitieS."34

In response to a request, a multi-agency standing committee (DFAIT, DND and CIPA)
will assess the applicability of a DARI deployment and make a recommendation for approval to
Cabinet, ideally within 48 hours. If adequate NGO response agencies are already in-theatre, the
DARI would flot likely bc sent."5 It costs Canada approximately $ 10 million to deploy the
DARI ($9 million was the price-tag for the mission in Turkey) and the govemrment must be
asked to send the team by the host nation facing the emergency.'6

The DARI was first deployed in the aftermath of Hurricane Mitch to Honduras in
November 1998. NGO co-ordination took place at the DART headquarters and was effective, bul
the need for a civil-military liaison officer to co-ordinate with NGOs in the field was seen as a
necessary permanent feature 37 Most recently, the DARI was sent to provide earthquake relief ir
Turkey in August 1999. There, DART commander Lieut.-Col. Ken Chadder said the team

disasters, but the team is designed to operate in viole
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chair and vice-chair respectively of the Liberal Caucus Committee on Externat Affairs and

National Defence, introduced the Liberal Foreign Policy Handbook, in which the party

committed itself to the "demnocratization of foreign policy." The Liberals promnised that if they

formed the next governiment, they would establish a National Forum on Canada's International
Relations, and parliamentary committees would be "given a wider role in developing foreigri

policy initiatives.""4 They would also listen to a wider variety of societal actors. 0f the more

than 200 witnesses heard by the Special Joint Comimittee on Canada's Defence Policy, its co-

chair Senator Pierre De Bané estimates that one-third were NGOs or peace groups, and he noted

that he was "struck" by the number of non-military witnesses they heard.49 1 now turfi to the

proceedings of this committee to identify NGO suggestions versus the reconimendations
eventually adopted in the 1994 White Paper.

To begin with, the White Paper commits itself to the DART, although not using that

naine, when it specifies that the Canadian Forces will be "prepared to deploy, for limited period&

selected specialized elements of the Canadian Forces - medical personnel, transport and signais

units and engineers - in hunmaian relief roles.50 But it is unclear whether this was a military

governient or NGO-Ied initiative. Everyone has a diffeient idea of who first recommended the

DART. Conimittee researcher Edward Rees credited two parlian'entarians; DND's Valerie Keyi

said it was a tri-departmental initiative (CIDA, DFAIT, DND); DFAIT's Michael Small believe



r of Project Ploughshares at the St. John's Peace Centre, suggested the
crisis intervention in extreme instances where civilian responses or
"including "terrorist acts and natural disasters." 4

comnmendations to the conimitte, the most commonly cited was the
ýapabilities. This suggestion was, of course, flot heeded. Another
tty Plewes, president anci CEO of the Canadian Council for
n (a coalition of 120 NGOs). She suggested reducing annual defence
on to $7.6 billion (made possible by abandoning war-waging and
s such as peacekeeping and peace-building)." In this area, the
cen as partly adopted, as the committee recommended further
gutted defence spending, 56 albeit flot as steep as what Plewes suggested.

on combat capabilities and the reluctance to make deeper reductions in
lack of influence over policy. But for interest groups to exert influence,
(of their suggestions be adopted as policy. If major suggestions are not
aIl it suggests is that they do flot have influence in these areas of

de their influence in others.
ie NGOs have the most policy influence in those areas that affect them
nt1é-Q- NCGOýq qnoke of the need for civil-militarv co-oD)eration. But for



above, recommendations do flot need to be written into the White Paper tc
flurry of CIMIC initiatives began shortly after the committee hearings, an
govemment practice. The exchange progran lias been institutionalized an,
Canadian Forces before peacekeeping missions. These policies have also
into officiai govemnient policy, as in DND's CIMIC manual.

In 1996-97, NGOs also played a central rote throughout the Ottaw
ban on anti-personnel mines. To the extent that landmines are a defence is
documents show the military did flot support,"0 the landinine ban stands c



of humnf security. 63 In fact, DND seemns so dependent on DFAIT's definition of hunan security

that it uses the saine wording in its publications. One example is found in the DND publication

Defence Performance and Outlook 2000, prepared and published in January 2000: "while

security for the majority of states has increased, security for many of the world's people has

declined." 1 This wording is identical (save for the placement of the word "while") to the first

sentence of DFAIT's April 1999 publication Human Security: Safety for People in a Changing

World.65 Furthenifore, DND's director of policy developmeft said that today, "defence policy is

totally in line wîth foreign policy on human security."66 It seems that DND has embraced human

security becauSe it gives them a way to retain global intervention capability and a raison-d'être

when Canada faces no m1ilitary threats to its vital interests.

Neverthless, the military approach to Canada's human security policy is still central:

Govenmients smnce the end of the Cold War have been willing to bend but not to break

completely with this state-led approach. I substantive ternis, both the Mulroney and

Chrétien governments have treated the broadened definition of security with some

caution, viewing a shift away from military/defence conceptions of security as necessary,

although not at the saine time decisively moving towards a comprehensive embrace of a

non-military approach.6

The niilitary is still the vehlicle being called on to address many of these non-military
Ac fý twprIVV Cniincil'q Francis Furtado out it: "Defence matters to this



military's role as the instrumnent for their achievement. So clear is this role that professor Norman
Hilimner said Axworthy has been criticized for "trying to make the military NGOs ini uniform." 70

As this comment suggests, these rotes are flot exactly embraced by the military:

.the army, having worried in the mid- 1990s that it might be turned into a peacekeeping
force, is now subjeet to a gnawing worry that as a result of its recent high-profile activity
at home. it will be seen bv Canadians and their g,,,vernment more and more as a disaster



Civil-military co-operation bas corne a long way, but it is by no means wrînkle-free.

CIMIC stili needs to be made more comprehensive. There is also stili some distrust and

misgivings to be overcome on the part of both NGOs and the military. Nevertheless, the

rapprochement between these previously antagonistic groups is a positive step, forward that

already seems to be maldng a difference in-field (as Kosovo has shown) and which is helping

both to democratize defence policy and bring it more firmly in lune with foreign policy.
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Lorsque l'on se penche sur des questions de politique internationale, on ne peut négliger les

interventions de paix. En effet, les médias font de ces événements des cibles qui laissent place à

toutes sortes d'interprétations, de critiques ; sans toutefois que celles-ci soient comprises dans un

cadre bien défini. L'intervention militaire de l'OTAN au Kosovo a suscité des opinions

controversées dans ce monde où les conflits sont davantage intraétatiques. A cette époque

d'après-guerre froide, on assiste à une redéfinition des opérations de paix dans un système en

pleine mondialisation, à une redéfinition des rôles des institutions internationales qui s'enracinent

dans ce système, à une redéfinition des normes sans pour autant qu'elles soient

institutionnalisées; c'est pour cette diversité de raisons qu'il semble pertinent d'utiliser des

concepts théoriques pour clarifier ces changements.

Nous avons pour but d'analyser l'intervention de l'OTAN au Kosovo : d'utiliser la force pour

imposer la paix à un État souverain selon les principes de s droits humains. Pourquoi l'OTAN

prend de plus de plus d'autorité sur la scène internationale où l'architecture sécuritaire est en

construction? Pourquoi l'ONU reste muette, même s'il lui revient le rôle de gardienne de paix

mondiale? Est-ce que l'OTAN, une organisation militaire régionale puissante qui tend à devenir

une organisation de sécurité collective, peut veiller au respect de la Charte des Nations unies

selon son interprétation des articles? Est-ce que l'OTAN essaie de prendre la place de gendarme

de paix, du moins en Europe, puisqu'elle agit, pour la première fois de l'histoire, sans mandat de

l'ONU?

Afin de répondre à ces questions, nous rapprocherons, d'une façon originale, trois concepts des

relations internationales. Nous utiliserons le concept de norme que nous transposerons aux droits

humains. Ensuite, nous emploierons le concept d'autorité mondiale et finalement, nous aurons

r1,-i- h I1 nniinre réaliste nour comnléter notre analyse. Ce cadre d'analyse nous semble

norme



Des normes humanitaires en progression?

Définition d'une norme

Le concept de norme a pris forme sous lé ole constructiviste dont

la thèse de départ est que la structure n'est pas anarchique en soi,

matérielle, comme le prétendent les théories traditionnelles, mais

socialement construite regroupant la culture, les normes, les
identités et les institutions qui affectent les acteurs. La structure

culturelle façonne les identités et les intérêts. " They are interested

in how strutures of constructed meaning, embodied in norms or

identities, affect what states do. "

Pour les eux, l'acteur principal du système international est l'État. Leur analyse consiste à

comprendre de quelles façons les États sont influencés par les normes et leurs identités. Tout

repose sur la perception intersubjective des autres États. " The process of cooperating tends to
t, - .t-%,%fu rrripnntitutin identities and interests in terms ofnew intersubjective



analyse sur les normes qui règlent le comportement des acteurs importants des politiques
internationales. Comment les normes affectent les identités et les comportements? D'où viennent
les normes? Il paraît intéressant de décrire " the complex process of interaction among states by
which norms are interpreted and elaborated in the course of application and enforcement ".4

La norme humanitaire : les droits de l'Homme

Il existe des normes légales et des normes légitimes. Dans le premier cas, des accords sont
conclus entre États pour ériger un système de normes gouverné par le droit international qui
établit les règles de conduite des États. Les normes implantées par les traités sont des normes

légales. Ce droit international est codifié dans la Convention de Vienne en vertu de l'Article 26.
La principale caractéristique de cette norme est que les États sont dans l'obligation de s'y
conformer.5 Par contre, le droit international fait miroiter des critiques qu'on ne peut outrepasser.
Il n'existe pas de hiérarchie de ces normes ; les sources sont multiples; la loi du plus fort règne; i

une norme



l'ONU. Dans le Chapitre 1, Article 3, la Charte mentionne " le respect des droits de l'homme et

des libertés fondamentales pour tous, sans distinction de race, de sexe, de langue ou de religion .

De plus, plusieurs pays ont ratifié la Charte des Droits de l'Homme, signifiant qu'ils ont un

engagement envers leur signature. La norme humanitaire puise ses racines dans une série de

conventions, de pactes et de déclarations:
* r.-ilnrqtilon universelle des Droits de l'Homme adoptée et proclamée par l'Assemblée générale

le 10 décembre 1948;
ir la prévention et la répression du icide adopté par l'Assemblée

de discrimination raciale

décembre

décembre 1966;
i faite à

dants

mvier 1990.Y
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affaires qui relèvent essentiellement de la compétence nationale d'un État. " Par contre, la suite

de cet alinéa dit: toutefois, ce principe ne porte en rien atteinte à l'application des mesures de

coercition prévues au Chapitre VII. " Dans ce chapitre, on mentionne la possibilité de recourir à

la force pour " toute action que le Conseil de sécurité juge nécessaire au maintien ou au

rétablissement de la paix et de la sécurité internationale. " Les normes ne sont pas hiérarchisées,

ce qui entraîne une dualité entre la norme de souveraineté, principe westphalien fondateur du

système international et les droits humains.

On peut donc évoquer ici les difficultés soulevées par la -ompréhension intersubjective. En effet

étant donné qu'il n'existe pas de codification de ces normes, chacun privilégie celle qui lui

semble la plus importante. Pour les États membres de l'OTAN, il est clair que la norme

humanitaire est plus forte que celle de la souveraineté, mais Milosevic soutient le contraire.

D'ailleurs, la principale revendication qu'il émettait à l'égard des actions militaires de l'OTAN

contre lui était le respect de la souveraineté étatique. L'identité yougoslave n'est pas touchée par

la norme humanitaire, son comportement réagit selon sa perception de la souveraineté. Pour

certain, l'intervention d'imposition de la paix par la force de l'OTAN est perçue comme une

solution au malheur de la population kosovare, mais pour d'autres, cette intervention revêt un

caractère d'agression envers un autre État.

>uveraineté oui
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projet encore embryonnaire, lourd de conséquences. C'est une idée riche de contenu, mais la
transition vers ce type de système de sécurité est loin de répondre au aspiration des autres pays,
pour qui la norme de souveraineté prédomine sur celle à caractère humanitaire. Aussi, chacun
détermine sa sécurité en fonction de sa culture et ses valeurs, il devient donc difficile d'établir
une seule norme de sécurité humaine. On peut croire au potentiel quelque peu idéaliste de la
sécurité humaine pour les décennies futures, un volet de 'a politique étrangère canadienne
correspondant à sa tradition dans les missions de paix, mais il est plus adéquat de se concentrer
sur la norme humanitaire axée sur les droits de la personne ratifiés par 180 États.

L'interprétation par le concept de norme, propose une vision intéressante de l'intervention de pa
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Le concept d'autorité mondiale nous intéresse dans la mesure où l'action de l'OTAN au Kosovo

reposait, selon le Canada, sur la sécurité humaine. Selon e principe de cette nouvelle forme de

sécurité, est-ce que l'on peut légaliser l'intervention? De plus, comment peut-on aborder

l'imposition de la paix par la force sans une autorité reconnue? Nous tenterons donc de

démystifier cette autorité au Kosovo ; les formes qu'elle a pu revêtir.

Le concept d'autorité mondiale suggère un transfert partiel du pouvoir à une autorité

supranationale. Il diffère d'un gouvernement mondial puisque ce gouvernement présuppose la

dissolution de l'État-nation et la création d'un gouvernement central désigné pour diriger le

monde. L'autorité mondiale, quant à elle, requiert que l'État-nation soit maintenue avec un

transfert partiel du pouvoir à une institution qui opèrera dans un champ de compétence bien

défini. " Il is assumed that the World Authority will be initially entrusted with two major tasks:

peace maintenance with a view to enforcing general disarmement and eventually abolishing war,
and the restructuring of international economic relations with a view to overcoming the present

economic crisis and eleminating the glaring inequality between the developed and developing
nations. "" Ce projet suppose un système économique, social, démocratique et politique ; ainsi

qu'un désarmement militaire général qui laisse place à une police mondiale et un tribunal

mondial qui assureraient le respect de l'autorité et interviendraient où la loi est violée selon une

nouvelle formulation d'un code de loi international et pour le rétablissement de la paix. Cette

autorité n'interviendrait pas dans l'exercice de la souveraineté de l'Etat-nation et dans leur sphère

d'activités domestiques. Une force de police nationale dcit être maintenue pour assurer la sécurité

nationale. La police mondiale quant à elle veillerait au respect du bon fonctionnement de

l'ensemble du monde, soit la résolution des conflits interétatiques et elle pourrait s'imposer pour

défendre l'exploitation des classes, l'oppression des minorités et pour la création d'une meilleure

société.

L'ONU mandataire de P'autorité mondiale. :lPOTAN s'accapare le chapeau

L'institutio onale dont ce soucient ces idéalistes pour créer cette autorité est PONU. Elle

possède les bas le s d'une autorité supranationale. En effet, tous les états adhérents lui

conférent ce rôle, même si celui-ci est actuellement très limité selon les principes idéalistes. Des

efforts considérables sans succès ont été faits par Boutros Boutros-Ghali pour réformer l'ONU

dans L'Agenda pour la Paix, donnant plus d'autorité et de puissance à cette organisation de

sécurité collective, mais on constate un manque flagrant de volonté politique pour rendre ce

projet fonctionnel. Les États préferent conserver leur pouvoir déjà acquis.

Le principal mandat de l'ONU est toujours de maintenir la paix et la sécurité intemationale. Il ne

faut pas oublier que cette institution a été créée au lendemain de la deuxième guerre mondiale

pour prévenir et régler des conflits interétatiques. Le processus décisionnel de lONU, reposant

sur le veto des membres du Conseil de sécurité, où la Chme s'oppose à toutes formes d'ingérence

19 17 FALK et ML4DLOVITZ, op.cit., p.546.
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ur répondre à des conflits entre États, n'ont pas été adaptés pour

de la souveraineté étatique, même si la Charte laisse place à toutes

Il est clairement mentionné dans l'Article 2, alinéa 1 que " l'Organisation

e de l'égalité souveraine de tous ses membres. " Plus d'un demi-siècle

Charte, il devient difficile d'assurer la sécurité internationale selon ce

ns l'Article 39, il revient au Conseil de sécurité de constater l'existence

paix, d'une agression ou d'une rupture de la paix. Il peut ensuite, d'après

[ander l'utilisation de moyens coercitifs pour remédier à la situation.

ne autorité mondiale lorsqu'il s'agt de protéger des populations en

d'égalité des peuples et de leur droit à disposer d'eux-mêmes, si c'est jugé

1tre la paix et la sécurité. Cette autorité n'est pas aussi concise que

:es. L'ONU agit plutôt dans ses champs de compétences et selon ses

c.- 1- Fn1 3p Qrnrit sur la situation au Kosovo en constatant



essentiellement militaire à une organisation de sécurité collective en se basant sur les principes
de la Charte des Nations unies. L'OTAN s'adapte plus que l'ONU à la situation post-guerre
froide. Même si l'OTAN répond au mandat qu'elle s'est fixée, ainsi que de la nécessité d'une
autorité institutionnelle dans ce monde en pleine mondialisation, ses actions ne reposent pas su

un droit international précis. Le texte de droit international n'est que la Charte des Nations unie

Il n'y a que l'ONU qui puisse envisager une intervention intraétatique. Par contre, l'Article 52 d
la Charte des Nations unies soutient " qu'aucune disposition de la présente Charte ne s'oppose à

l'existence d'accords ou d'organismes régionaux (en occurrence l'OTAN) destinés à régler les

affaires qui, touchant au maintien de la paix et de la sécurité internationale, se prêtent à une

action de caractère régional, pourvu que ces accords ou ces organismes et leurs activités soient

compatibles avec les buts et principes des Nations unies"

Dans la logique de notre démonstration, l'OTAN n'a fait que compléter l'ONU: utiliser la force

comme dernier recours, ce que l'ONU ne pouvait faire.

norm<
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D'un autre angle, la réaction de Milosevic se conforme la thèse d'intérêt national et de puissance

réaliste. Milosevic recherche l'expansion du pouvoir, ce qui est bien légitime pour les réalistes. Il

veut aussi préserver l'identité nationale serbe, et ce même s'il doit recourir au nettoyage ethnique.

Cet acte répond à la définition d'intérêt national. Même si les droits des Albanais kosovars sont

brimés, ce peuple n'est pas en droit de se rebeller contre son chef d'Etat, la légitime

représentation de la volonté collective. Nous constatons une flagrante contradiction dans les

prémisses réalistes et l'intervention de l'OTAN. En effet, l'OTAN avait pour but de défendre les

Kosovars albanais contre leur chef d'État, ce qui est inexplicable d'une vision réaliste. Par contre,

l'action otannienne peut aussi être le reflet d'une volonté de contrôler le territoire.

La réponse serbe de ne pas se plier à la volonté de son adversaire est une réaction légitime face à

un agresseur. La diplomatie coercitive, qui consiste en la possibilité de recourir à la force pour

intimider l'adversaire et le convaincre de se plier à la volonté de l'autre, a démontré les

représailles que subirait l'État serbe. Il était évident que les forces de l'OTAN étaient nettement

supérieures et que la bataille était perdue d'avance. Mais quels sont les bénéfices du vainqueur et

les pertes du vaincu. En termes réalistes, l'OTAN a gagné la guerre, mais a gagné quoi?
P . . , , 1 I-:1- A ., . n me ii1hnt de la guerre. a satisfait des



ou à une quelconque législation. Elle préfère agir
efficacité.
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L'importance de l'apport des « ONG, des universitaires, les gens d'affaires et des simples

citoyens »' dans la nouvelle politique étrangère canadienne a été à maintes reprises soulignée par
le ministre Axworthy dans ses discours. La mise sur pied, depuis 1994, de Forums nationaux sur

les Relations internationales constitue d'ailleurs l'expression de cette volonté de démocratiser et

de faire participer certains agents non-étatiques à l'élaboration de celle-ci. Toutefois, comme l'a

déjà souligné Hay, la participation publique n'a pas clairement été définie comme concept et cela

entraîne souvent la déception chez le personnel de l'État comme chez les représentants de la

société civile2 . Dans la mesure où la société civile est invitée à participer à l'élaboration de la

politique étrangère canadienne, nous souhaitons évaluer son rôle non pas en terme d'efforts

pratiques pour soutenir les politiques gouvernementales, mais au niveau de la définition de ces

politiques.

I. Problème de recherche

", Canadian Foreign
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l'acteur principal de ce processus diplomatique en dépit de l'apport considérable de divers
acteurs au processus. D'ailleurs, même le Ministre Axwiorthy reconnaît les caractéristiques de
cette nouvelle approche multilatérale qui demande une plus grande implication de la part de la
société civile en soulignant que « civil society activism is the major factor ensuring that
governiments actually take up the responsibilities that they have acknowledged are theirs »". Par
ailleurs, il minimise également l'implication des acteurs sociétaux dans la mesure où il maintient
qu'en dernier lieu, ce ne sont pas eux qui signent les traités".

Ainsi, c'est la dynamique entre acteurs sociétaux et étatiques à la lumière d'une conception
humaine de la sécurité qui nous intéresse. Nous souhaitons, par l'étude d'un cas particulier,
mettre au jour la relation entre la société civile et l'État dans l'élaboration et la définition d'une
politique de sécurité envisagée sous cet angle et cela, en considérant que cette notion ouvre la
porte à des demandes d'élargissement de l'agenda en matière de sécurité qui sont soutenues par
des acteurs sociétaux. Nous proposons d'étudier un problème international envisagé par le
Canada dans une perspective de sécurité humaine et qui implique la participation d'acteurs
sociétaux et étatiques : celui des armes légères et de petit calibre (ALPC.)
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tension entre les deux y est palpable dans une perspective de sécurité humaine". Toutefois sa
particularité tient de la nature même du problème qui, lo.squ'il est envisagé dans une perspective
de sécurité humaine par certains acteurs sociétaux, remet en question l'un des attributs
fondamentaux de l'État: le monopole légitime de la violence physique. En effet, il s'agit d'un
cas limite qui nous permet de distinguer clairement le glissement de l'État à l'individu comme
objet de référence et par conséquent, la possibilité d'élargissement de l'agenda en matière de
sécurité au Canada. En fait, si l'on veut, il pose un ultimatum à l'État canadien qui se voit obligé
de choisir entre la nécessité de préserver l'État ou celle de la personne dans son individualité.
Une étude systématique de ce cas nous permettra de mettre au jour ce choix et par conséquent,
d'évaluer la participation des acteurs sociétaux à la définition et l'élaboration d'enjeux de
sécurité dans une perspective de sécurité humaine.

III. Démarche

L'approche sectorielle de Buzan et al. nous penmettra de comprendre comment se manifeste la
demande d'élargissement (qui s'exprime à travers le glissement d'un objet de référence étatique à
un objet de référence individuel) et d'isoler, par la suite, le comportement du Canada devant cette
demande d'élargissement". Les agents qui intervienneût dans le « processus de sécurisation »
n'ont pas nécessairement la même défmition de ce qui co-astitue une menace et de ce qui est
menacé dans un domaine particulier de sécurisation et il est par conséquent possible d'envisager
que plusieurs secteurs de sécurité se côtoient".

Nous allons d'abord identifier les objets auxquels les acteurs sociétaux et étatiques font
référence. Il s'agit en fait de démontrer dans un premier temps en quoi la position de certains
acteurs sociétaux traduit une demande d'élargissement de l'agenda en matière de sécurité en
glissant d'un objet de référence étatiq-ue à individuel. C'est en s'intéressant à la définition des
types d'armes et d'utilisations qui constitue une menacé selon les différents intervenants que
nous souhaitons identifier l'objet auquel ceux-ci référenen matière de contrôle des armes. En
effet, cette définition ne semble pas faire l'objet d'un commun accord et par conséquent, les
armes ciblées comme étant le problème dans le cas des ALPC semblent varier selon l'intérêt des
acteurs impliqués dans le processus de sécurisation. Ainsi, nous pourrons, dans un deuxième

"1Si l'on considère que les armes dont il est ici question sont "anf barreled weapon which expels a. bullet:or prjectile
by action of an explosive » et que « this would include light weapons, small arms and spiarting arns," le prophème
de la prolifération des ALPC se différencie de celui des MAP qui se manifeste à lextérieur des frontières
caAnadne et dans des contextes particuliers de conflit ou en situation post-conflictuelle. MAECI, The Role of
Ammunition Controls in Adresläg Excessie and DestabMlizing Accumulations of Small Arms, Ottawa,1%IECI,
avril 1998, p.1.
2Pour ces auteurs,1la sécurité renvoie à la nécessité de survie d'un objet dont l'existence est menacée. La menace

n'a pas de caractèreobjectif et elle est socialement construite. BuzAN et al., op. cit., p.25.
22 En effet certaines caractéristiques d'un secteur peuvent se retrouver dans un autre secteur ou être « importées »
par des agents étant donné qu'il s'agit là d'une construction sociale. Ils peuvent se chevaucher en quelque sorte.
D'ailleurs comme le soulignent Buzan et al., le découpage par secteur ne sert qu'à faciliter l'analyse.
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temps, évaluer la réaction du Canada face à ces demandes et dans une plus large mesure la place

qu'il accorde aux acteurs sociétaux dans la définition de problèmes envisagés sous l'angle de la

sécurité humaine.

IV. LES DIFFÉRENTES DÉFINTIONS DES ALPC.

de référence .s les acteurs nous
d'armes et d'utilisations
ontrer qu'il n'existe pas
t à partir de critères qui
nt préoccupés par ce
perspective ou les acteurs
,sentation qu'ils ont du



Le Tableau 1 résume la distinction qui peut être faite ent! , les armes « civiles » et « militaires »
en relation avec le droit canadien. En fait, il serait possible de parler respectivement d'armes
non-prohibées et d'armes prohibées". Le premier regroupement inclut habituellement les armes
utilisées à des fins sportives et le second, les armes qui sont du ressort de l'État.

Tableau 1: Classification par types d'armes « civiles » ou « militaires »Il

Fusils de chasse, carabines de chasse, armes de tir, revolver, pistolet.
Armes « civiles » Notons que ces armes sont soumises à des conditions d'utilisation

particulières. Ainsi, cette catégorie peut inclure certaines armes semi-
automatiques et automatiques.

Armes « militaires » Mitrailleuses, mitraillettes, lance-grenades - roquettes - missiles, canons
antiaériens.

Toutefois, ces distinctions entre ce qui constitue une arme « civile » et une arme « militaire »
doivent être relativisées puisqu'elles varient également selon la culture et le contexte historiquie
de l'État dont il est question. La dimension éthique d'une loi nationale doit être considérée à
travers ces éléments et le rapport particulier qu'entretient le citoyen avec l'arme qui en découle.
C'est d'ailleurs cette conception de la relation entre l'individu et l'arme qui transparaît à travers
les tendances souples ou rigides d'un État en matière de législation sur les armes à feU17.

renforcer la surveillance sur les transferts constitue l'essentiel des traités et conventions établis au sein de la
comeunauté internationale.
25 La troisième partie du Code criminel canadien concerne les annes à feu prohibées et à autorisation restreinte.
Notons également que les règles de possession varient selon l'usage et l'utilisateur. Par exemple, un agent de la
paix ne sera pas soumis aux même règles de possession, de transport ou encore d'entreposage que.le citoyen. Pour
en savoir davantage, il est possible de consulter le Manuel canadien sur les armes àdfeu à l'adresse suivante:
http://wwwefe.ecaf.ge.ca/erm.
21pour en savoir davantage sur les annes à feu au Canada :http://www.cfc.ccaf.gc.ca
27 Par exemple, dans certains États des États-Unis d'Amérique, une rertaine latitude quant à la possibilité de
posséder et de transporter une arme pour des raisons de sécurité peisonnelle est permise. Le rapport du citoyen avec
parme est endossé par certains défenseurs du 2e Amendement à la Constitution américaine qui stipule que: « [a]
weHl regulated Militia being accessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear amns,
shan geot be infrinsed. » Amendment Il of the Constitutionaof the United States of America. Par exemple, des
groues tels que la NRA (National Rifle Association) ou encore la SAF (Second Amendement Foundation) sont des
puissants lobbies en faveur de la détention d'armes par les citoyens aux États-Unis.
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Chaque pays affiche une position spécifique quant à l'ampleur du contrôle28 . Il devient dès lors
difficile d'édifier des paramètres communs de différenciation entre les types d'armes « civiles »
et « militaires » alors que ces distinctions varient généralement d'un État à l'autre. La volonté
d'exercer un contrôle sur le commerce international des armes doit tenir compte de ces disparités
alors qu'il est clair que l'établissement de catégories va bien au-delà de critères technologiques et
mécaniques auxquels se rattache souvent une fonction spécifique à l'arme.

Ainsi, les armes qui constituent un problème dans le cas des ALPC peuvent également être
classifiées entre « bonnes » et « mauvaises » armes. Ces distinctions nous renvoient par
conséquent à des définitions particulières des types d'utilisations (et d'armes) qui constituent un
problème de sécurité selon les intervenants et nous renvc ent directement à la manière dont ceux-
ci se représentent le danger dans le cas des ALPC.

b) Les « bonnes » et les « mauvaises » utilisations selon les acteurs étatiques et
sociétaux et leur représentation de la menace.

Voyons maintenant quelles types d'armes représentent un danger chez les acteurs sociétaux et
étatiques dans le cas des ALPC selon la « bonne » et la « mauvaise » utilisation qui en est faite.
À cette fin, nous allons nous concentrer sur ce qui représente un danger dans le cas des ALPC au
sein du RAIAL (Réseau d'actions internationales sur les armes légères)29 et du Groupe d'expert
de l'ONU30.

Le groupe d'experts gouvernementaux de l'ONU, dans son rapport sur les armes légères et de
petit calibre, propose une distinction entre armes de petit calibre, armes légères, munitions et
explosifs". L'ensemble des États reconnaît généralement ces distinctions, mais la définition de
ce qui constitue un problème de sécurité dans le cas des ALPC ne se limite pas à un type d'arme
nintAt an'à un antre En effet nu'elles soient militaires ou non. toutes les armes représentent un



Ainsi, un fusil de chasse peut être utilisé à des fins militaires et ainsi représenter un danger pour
la stabilité d'un État ou d'une région. Toutefois, dans d'autres circonstances, il n'est pas
considéré comme une menace par le Groupe d'experts gouvernementaux de l'ONU. Si le
Groupe avait été plus ou moins clair dans son rapport déposé en août 1997 à ce propos, il l'a été
davantage dans un communiqué publié en juin 1998 où il souligne que: « The group has decided
to focus its attention on weapons manufactured to military specifications, and will not address
issues pertaining to domestic gun control. »" Pour les acteurs étatiques donc, l'accent est mis sur
la mauvaise utilisation d'armes employées à des fins militaires dans contexte précis ou celle-ci
risque d'avoir des conséquences néfastes sur la stabilité d'un État ou d'une région.

Les acteurs sociétaux reconnaissent également cette dimension du problème. Comme Lansu le
suggère : « [i]t is true, as sceptics would argue, that the mere presence of weapons in a society
does not, in and of itself, generate conflict, but it is equally true that their presence in large
numbers and outside of formal security structures can increase the likelihood of violent solutions
or disputes, may increase the scale and mortality of conflict and given their presence or improper
management during a peace process - may prolong conflict.

Toutefois, ils mettent également l'accent sur les risques de mortalité associés à l'utilisation
abusive des ALPC dans de telles circonstances ainsi que sur l'aggravation des blessures imputées
aux personnes qui résulte de ces contextes particuliers d'cxpression de la violence."

De façon générale, c'est à partir de cette dimension de la mauvaise utilisation des armes que les
acteurs sociétaux se regroupent. Peu importe l'arme et la vocation de l'organisation ou du

groupe dont il est question (vocation humanitaire, développementaliste, etc.), la mauvaise

utilisation de toutes les armes est ce qui constitue une menace dans la perspective du RAIAL.

On considère l'impact qu'elles risquent d'avoir sur l'individu (nonobstant l'endroit où il se

retrouve dans le monde et le type d'atme) et par conséquent, sur la relation qu'entretient

l'individu avec l'arme en tant que véhicule potentiel de la violence". Ainsi, que la mauvaise

utilisation de l'arme soit militaire ou non (comme le suggère l'ONU) cela n'a pas d'importance".

Bien entendu, lorsque les préoccupations sont davantage centrées sur l'individu (qu'elles sont

humanitaires), la menace que représente l'arme est directement associée aux conséquences

mortelles de sa mauvaise utilisation sur l'individu et non pas en terme d'insécurité étatique,

31 itadiques ajoutés UmNIENAnONs, « Group of Govennental Experts on Small Anns Césaludes at

Headquarters, » press Release, DC/2609, 4 juin 1998.
14 LANsU, Paul, 1998, OP. cit.
35 Dans ce contexte, notons aussi que la fatalité de la blessure dépend souvent du type d'arme utilisé. En d'autres
termes « the weapon used is important in determining whether a vio'ent assault will lead to death. » ZIMRING,
Franklin E. « Firearmis, Violence and Public Policy, » Sciesd#ci A merican, novembre 199 1, p. 48.
36 CUKIEa, Wendy et Anoine CHamEAIN E,$Small Arms/Fir sàrms.: A Policy Framework for Bridging public

Heaihime Prevendion, Peace Building and Dlsarmament, NGO Conference, Orillia, août, 1998.

31CKIss, Wendy, « International Fue/Smial Anna Control, » Canadian Foreign Policy, vol. 6, no. 1, automne

1998, pp.73-89.
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régionale, nationale ou internationale. À ce titre, la perspective de santé publique est intéressante

et est ainsi établie par Cukier : « While the environment and the conditions that fuel violence are

also of concern, the public health perspective leads us to consider not only the host

(victim/agressor), but the agent and vectors of violence - the small/fire arm itself.38

Cette différenciation laisse entrevoir que les acteurs sociétaux et étatiques ne s'entendent pas

nécessairement toujours sur l'établissement des paramètres pour définir le problème des ALPC

par rapport aux types d'armes qui représentent un danger (Tableau 2.)

Tableau 2: « Bonnes » et « mauvaises » utilisations d'armes selon les acteurs étatiques et
sociétaux.

» utilisations

Les acteurs étatiques: les armes qui ne constituent pas une
menace à la stabilité régionale ou d'un État, qu'elles soient
« militaires » (les armes utilisées par l'État pour assurer son
monopole et son intégrité en tant qu'entité souveraine) ou
« civiles » (les armes permises d'utilisation par les citoyens et
généralement encadrées par une Loi nationale.)

Les armes « militaires » et « civiles»
r potentiel pour l'individu quel que soit

soient

)nt la
pour



c) L'objet de référence chez les acteurs étatiques et sociétaux.

Ces distinctions entre ce qui est considérée comme une menace par les acteurs sociétaux et
étatiques, semblent varier selon ce qu'ils cherchent à sécuriser et par conséquent à l'objet auquel
ils réfèrent dans le cas des ALPC. Après avoir identifier les types d'armes et d'utilisations qui
représentent un danger pour ces acteurs, nous croyons être en mesure de cibler l'objet auquel
ceux-ci font référence et par conséquent, autour duquel leurs actions, comme acteurs sécurisants,
s'articulent.

Au sein de l'ONU, la prolifération de tous les types d'armes, « civiles » ou « militaires»,
représentent un danger lorsque utilisées par des agents non-étatiques et qu'elles mettent en cause
la sécurité de l'État, de la région ou du système international. Chez les acteurs étatiques, les
ALPC sont une menace pour l'État ou pour une caractéristique particulière de la logique étatique
qui est le monopole légitime de la violence physique. En fait, c'est que lorsque ce monopole est
remis en question que la prolifération des ALPC constitue un problème.

Au sein du RAIAL, toutes les armes représentent un potentiel de violence lorsque l'instrument
comme tel fait l'objet d'une mauvaise utilisation. Ainsi, peu importe J'endroit, le contexte ou le
genre d'arme utilisé, on met l'accent sur l'instrument. D ms ce contexte, tous les types d'armes à
feu" représentent un danger pour l'individu' qu'il s'agisse d'une arme de poing ou d'une AK-
47. Nonobstant les multiples facettes et dimensions abordées du problème, la préservation de

l'individu constitue les fondements de toutes actions entreprises. Ainsi, le RAIAL « is created to
facilitate international NGO action that isfundamentally aimed at enhancing the security of
persons by preventing the proliferation and misuse of small arms. »'I

Le Tableau 3 met en évidence les types de mauvaises utilisations d'armes qui représentent un

danger pour l'État ou pour l'individu.

9 « fhe tenn « fiearn » means any barreled weapon which expels a bullet or projectile by action of an explosive-

ths would include jight weapons, saal anos and sparting arms.n » M CI, 1998, op. cit.

40 COUPLAND, Robin M., « The Effect of Weapons on Health, » Lancet, vol. 347, 17 February 1996, pp, 450-45 1;
CuKium, Wendy et Antoine C HAPDEsw N, A Proposed Frameworlr>òr Canada's Small Arms initiative : Bridging
Public Health, Crime Prevention and Peace Building Perspective, March 2, 1998; CuKiEm, Wendy, CHApDELINE,
Antoine et Cindy COLLIS, 1999, op. cit. et KFLERMANN, Arthur L., « The Epidemiologic Basis for the Prevention
of Fireanrn injuries, » A nnual Review of Public Health, vol. 12, 199 1, pp. 17-40.

,1 lialiques ajoutés. IANSA, international NGO Action Network on Small Arms, IANSA, 1999, p.2.

http..//www.iansa.org
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Tableau 3: Les mauvaises utilisations d'armes selon l'objet de référence.

une mauvaise utilisation de ou des armes à feu constitue un danger

Individu pour l'individu, nonobstant le contexte ou le lieu.

une mauvaise utilisation de ou des ALPC constitue un danger pour la

État stabilité étatique ou de la région, qu'elle soit militaire ou civile et par
conséquent, pour le monopole légitime de la violence physique de

l'État.

V. LE CANADA ET L'OBJET DE RÉFÉRENCE DANS LE CAS DES ALPC

Nous avons pu établir une distinction entre les objets auxquels font référence les acteurs

sociétaux et étatiques à travers la distinction établie entre les types d'armes et d'utilisations qui

constitue un problème de sécurité dans le cas des ALPC. Nous devons de mentionner que la

frontière entre ces deux groupes est parfois poreuse et que différentes positions se manifestent à

l'intérieur même de ces groupes et varient selon l'intérêt des acteurs". Mais l'objectif de cette

première étape était de nous donner un aperçu général de la conceptualisation du problème et de
. ._... - - -. ---- ,.- t ttinnap Nnnm avons nu identifier



Dans le premier cas, il faut souligner que le Ministre n'établit pas de distinctions entre les armes

« sportives » et « civiles. » En faisant référence à ces arr-ies, il nous renvoie aux armes qui sont

permises d'utilisations par le citoyen ordinaire à l'intérieur d'un pays à des fins sportives (chasse,

tir, etc.) Au Canada, l'équivalence entre armes « sportives » et « civiles » est facilement
envisageable dans la mesure où il est interdit (sauf dans certains cas), pour le simple citoyen, de

posséder une arme en vue d'assurer sa propre sécurité. Ainsi, les armes « sportives » entre les

mains des citoyens qui en font une « bonne » utilisation sont loin de constituer un danger dans le

cas des ALPC puisqu'une Loi nationale en régit l'utilisation au Canada. Le Ministre insiste

d'ailleurs sur le fait que le contrôle international des ALPC n'entend pas passer outre ces

législations nationales. À Orillia, le Ministre Axworthy a ainsi souligné cette orientation:

De fait, on utilise des armes à feu de type non militaire dans des crimes violents
commis dans les quatre coins du monde, y compris dans les pays sortant d'un
conflit. Dans le même temps, ces armes ont de nombreuses applications légitimes à
des fis civiles. La meilleure façon de juguler les applications illicites des armes à
feu de type non militaire tout en autorisant celles qui sont légitimes consiste à se

doter d'une législation nationale régissant la détention d'armes par les particuliers et

les mesures d'application de la loi. Une convention comme celle dont nous avons

débattu à Oslo porterait explicitement sur les armes de petit calibre de type militaire
comme source majeure de conflits, d'instabilité et de souffrances humaines dans le
monde.43

En d'autres termes, la volonté de renforcer la Loi C-68 n es pas ce qui mobilise l'essentiel de

l'agenda canadien en matière de contrôle intemnational des ALPC.

Cependant, ces variations nationales quant aux types d'armes et d'utilisations permises à

l'intérieur des États, remettent en question l'adéquation ici posée entre armes « sportives » et

« civiles » qui est équivalente au Canada. Les armes «sportives »ne sont pas les seules armes
utilisées à l'intérieur des frontières des États. En effet, certaines armes « militaires», utilisées par
les autorités policières ou militaires pour préserver l'ordre civil, le sont également. Cette

position reflète clairement un choix qui se fait à partir d'une distinction entre P'utilisation

publique et P'utilisation personnelle des armes en matière de sécurisation. En effet, bien que

l'utilisation d'armnes « sportives » soit permise et acceptée pour l'individu à l'intérieur de l'État

canadien, la barrière tomnbe souvent lorsqu'il s'agit de préserver la sécurité des personnes comme

un motif d'utilisation des armnes"4

Dans un tel contexte, la sécurité des personnes n'est pas du ressort des individus. .En fait, si

C' était le cas, l'État perdrait de sa responsabilité face à ses citoyens: « [p]utting responsability for

individual and famnily safety in private hands narrows the arena of public responsability, and in

43 MAEl, Déclaration 98150, op. cit.

44 Mentionnons que les États-Unis sont plutôt laxistes en ce sens en raison du second amnendement à la Constitution

qu rew dans les miains des citoyens, la liberté de posséder une arme pour se préserver de l'autorité répressive

« potentielle » de l'État.
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the process reduces confidence in (and funding for) public security institutions. » En appuyant

une position où il privilégie la voie collective de la sécurisation plutôt que la voie personnelle, il

rend moralement acceptable, l'utilisation qu'il fait des armes « militaires » en garantissant aux

individus la paix et la sécurité sur son territoire. D'ailleurs si le Ministre souligne d'une part

que:

[E]ntre les mains de terroristes et de criminels ainsi que de milices

irrégulières et de bandes armées typiques de conflits internes, ce

sont [les petites armes de type militaire] de véritables armes de

terreur massive dont les civils sont les principales victimes. La

prolifération et les transferts non contrôlés des petites armes ont de

sérieuses conséquences pour la paix et la e écurité internationale, le

développement et la sécurité interne. Elles causent beaucoup de

souffrance humaine.

Il ajoute d'autre part que : « [cles armes sont très répandues et légitimes, et sont vitales pour la

défense et la sécurité des États »".

En appuyant cette position (qu'il est du ressort de l'État de gérer la sécurité des personnes), l'État

suggère que toutes les armes « militaires » ne représentent pas nécessairement un danger et que

certaines d'entre elles font l'objet d'une « bonne » utilisation lorsqu'elles sont du ressort de

l'État. Si la « bonne » utilisation de ces armes « militaires » est associée à l'un des attributs

fondamentaux de l'État qui est le monopole légitime de la violence physique, une « mauvaise »

utilisation doit aller à l'opposé de ce principe. C'est-à-dire que les armes « militaires » doivent,

dans un tel contexte, représenter un danger pour le monopole légitime de la violence physique de

l'État. De plus, le Ministre désapprouve toutes « mauvaises » utilisations d'armes contre l'État,

qu'il soit question d'un régime démocratique ou répressif". Pour lui, les ALPC doivent faire

l'exclusivité de l'État, sinon elle représente un danger pour la paix et la sécurité : « [s]mall arms
.- tp-r-1i ,&.critv nurDoses should be



considérée comme étant menacée. Dans ce cas-ci, il semble que se soit la sécurité de l'État et de

l'un de ses attributs fondamentaux qui prévaut: le monopole légitime de la violence physique de

l'Etat.

Finalement, cette distinction entre les types d'armes et d'utilisations qui constituent un problème

dans le cas des ALPC nous renvoie à une conception particulière de ce qui fait l'objet d'une

menace existentielle pour le gouvernement canadien dans le cas des ALPC. Pour le

gouvernement canadien, une mauvaise utilisation des armes « militaires » dans un contexte où

elle remet en question l'exercice du monopole légitime de la violence physique de l'État semble

constituer l'essentiel du problème de la prolifération des ALPC. La nécessité pour l'État de se-

garantir une sphère de légitimité d'utilisation d'anes va de pair avec celle de réaffirmer l'un de

ses attributs fondamentaux qui est le monopole légitime de la violence physique. Ce choix

démontre notamment que le gouvernement canadien accorde la priorité à la préservation de l'État

en tant que principal gestionnaire des armes plutôt qu'aux individus. En effet, s'il avait accordé

la priorité à la sécurité de la personne, toutes utilisations abusives d'armes à feu auraient été

considérées comme dangereuses comme le point de vue dénominateur véhiculé par les acteurs

sociétaux le suggère.

VL. CONCLUSION

Nous avons pu constater que les acteurs étatiques et sociétaux, dans le cas des ALPC,

s'accordaient généralement pour référer respectivement'a l'État et à l'individu à travers leur

représentation des types d'armes et d'utilisations qu'ils considèrent comme une menace dans le

cas des ALPC. Toutefois, cette référence à l'individu comme objet par les acteurs sociétaux pose

un défi à l'État dans le sens où il est traditionnellement vu et perçu comme l'objet de référence

en matière de sécurité. Nous souhaitions évaluer la réaction du gouvernement canadien devant

l'éventualité d'un déplacement d'un objet de référence étatique à un objet de référence

individuel.

Le problème de la prolifération des ALPC s'est présenté comme étant un cas intéressant dans la

mesure où le Canada s'est vu obligé de choisir entre la nécessité de préserver l'individu et Celle

de préserver l'État : c'est-à-dire entre la volonté de répondre aux demandes d'élargissement

provenant de la société civile ou de rester dans les cadres d'une conception traditionnelle de la

sécurité s'ardeculant autour de l'État. En effet, puisque la définition du problème des ALPC

impliquait, à la lumière d'une conception humaine de la sécurité, une remise en question du

monopole légitime de la violence physique de l'État, nous souhaitions mettre au jour le

comportement du gouvernement canadien lorsqu'il se voit obligé d'effectuer un choix entre

l'individu et l'État.

Nous avons pu contrque pour le gouvernement canafien, le problème de la prolifération des

ALPC en est un lorsque les annes sont utilisées à des fins militaires ou plus précisément dans un

contexte où elles remettent en question le monopole légitime de la violence physique de l'État.

Mettre 1,'accent sur lindividuinplique que foutes armes représentent un danger potentiel, peu
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importe le contexte d'utilisation. Toutefois, en mettant l'accent sur l'instrument, l'utilisation

légitime (ou la « bonne » utilisation) que fait l'État des armes est remise en question puisque ces

armes peuvent également avoir un impact néfaste sur les individus. Nous avons pu constater que

le gouvernement, à travers sa définition du problème de la prolifération des ALPC, accorde la

priorité à l'objet de référence étatique plutôt qu'individuel dans le cas des ALPC.

Ce comportement reflète en fait façon, pour l'État, de réaffirmer sa logique ou la logique d'un

système international westphalien qui lui permet une existence légitime. En effet, lorsqu'il voit

son monopole légitime de la violence remis en question et que son intégrité idéologique est par le

fait même menacé, l'État cherche à réaffirmer sa logique dans un ordre politique westphalien où

les États demeurent les principales entités politiques dans la société internationale

contemporaine. Dès lors cette volonté de préserver l'ind'vidu doit être entendu comme un

principe qui participe à la réaffirmation de ce même ordre international (principe de droit

humanitaire) au même titre que le renforcement des institutions politiques qui semble occuper

une place privilégiée dans la prévention de la sécurité des individus en matière de sécurité

humaine"

Enfin, dans la perspective plus générale du séminaire qui est concerné par les relations entre la

société civile et l'État dans une perspective de sécurité humaine, il faut comprendre que le choix

du Canada s'effectue dans un contexte où il prétend accorder la priorité aux individus en matière

de sécurité. Ces observations tracent non seulement les limites de l'élargissement de l'agenda en
1.-- - A. -artpnre nriétaux au Drocessus
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The dawn of a new millenniunl holds a lot of promise for the future of international

human rights. The global trends have witnessed the growing prominence of human rights, issues

on the agendas of nation-states, and the proliferation of non-state actors in promotiflg the

development of human rights normns and providing humanitarian assistance. TraditionallY

human rights were within the exclusive jurisdiction of states, premised on the principles of state

sovereignty and non-interference. The increased visibility of non-goverlUTefltal organizatIonS

has circumscribed the autonoxny of states, and as some may argue, is displaying the signs of an

emerging global civil society. Within this context multinational corporations (MNCs) have

emerged as the single most powerful actor alongside the state in international relations. Wbile

INCs are the "harbinger of jobs, investment and production"', they also have the potential for

directly and indirectly affecting serious human rights vie £ations and exacerbating conflict

situations. As part of the increasîng networks of the global economy and international political

system, and by virtue of their status as non-state actors, multinational corporations can be

considered important actors ini the global civil society. The power accorded to multinationals

carnies with it an implied obligation and ethical responsibility to respect human rights and avoid

activities that may protract conflicts with severe human'rights violations. Withîn the broader

framework of humanitariall efforts, multinational corporations can potentially contribute to the

future protection and promotion of human rights, and should incorporate human needs as part of

their business interests.
The impact of multinational corporations has focused on their role as agents of growth,

and as a vehicle for the internationalization of the world economic system.3 Both governimeflts

and civil society organizations have viewed multinational corporations on two dichotomous

ends: either providing benefits or harms. Despite the substantial fecars surrounding multinational

corporations many countries have accepted foreign businesses for the benefits that they bring to

host countries with respect to the mobilization and productive use of capital, transfer of

technology and managerial skills, employmeflt opportunities, and import substitution and export
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Anomalous cases will demonstrate multinational activity in situations of internai conflict cmi

exacerbate human rights violations, emphasizing an aspect of multinational involvernent ofien

downplayed1.
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reform, and subsequently political repression by the state of opposition forces. While statistical

evidence shows that MNCs in Chile had no direct culpability and responsibility for human rights

violations and actually contributed to the success of economîc prosperity, the mere fact that

MNCs conducted business interests ini Chule bolstered and legitimated a repressive regime

resulting in an indirect effect on the socioeconomic right' of the citizens.

Although the theory is a generalization, the role ofMNNCs in Chule draws parallels with

apartheid in South Africa. Multinational banks lending to South Africa have been accused of

helping the apartheid government remain indifferent to international and domestic humnan rights

pressures by providing moral legitimacy to a repressîve regine, and permitting the governiment

to attain economic and strategic self-sufficiency. 1 ' NGOs have alleged that international credit

provided the margin of funds needed by the South African governiment to finance its military

buildup, stoekpiling of oul, and ils major infrastructure projects in strategic economic sectors

such as transportation, communication and steel production. Baniks indifférence to international

and internai hunian rights pressures created a perception of stability at the price of oppression,

which further encouraged multinational involvement. As well foreign military sales to South

Africa lias been objected to by human riglits organizations, who claim export sales of aircraft and

arms cati be used as counterinsurgeicy surveillance against black nationalist forces opposing the

white governmetit. The cases of Polaroid and IBM demonstrate how the export of technical,

electronic, and data equipnient cati serve as tools for the goveriment. In the situation of

Polaroid, it was discovered that a Johannesburg distributor had violated the prohibition of the

sale of goods to Uic apartheid governmeflt facilitating their repressive activities. Human rights

organizations alleged IBM sales to South Africa indicated the use of technology to facilitate Uic

govemrment'is systemn of compulsory identification documents for social control of the blacks,

and other produets were used ini ininiical ways to individ- tais and society.

in many countries ricli in natural resources such as oil and diamonds, multinationals

flofien cozy up to whichever regime is in power, howcver nasty, in order to proteet their

investments."' 2 By engaging in profit-making activities with repressive regimes, multinationals

have the potential of protracting con.flict especially when resources are at the core of the erisis,

impede peaceful resolution and humanitariati efforts, and provide the necessary investments for

governments to prolong a confliet inflicting human rights violations. With economics beconuing

a motivating factor for confliet, thc nature of business and capital places MINCs in a situation

where they cannot be impartial, neutral or independent of the parties or polities to thc conflict.

Dianiond minmng industries in Sierra Leone have been accused of fueling the war by providing

military supplies or acting as a go-between with mercenaries to obtain access to diamond

resources.'3 To maintain coritrol of diamond concessions within a certain radius, companies have

been linked with governmentts and mercenaries who use security tacties resulting in huinan rights

atrocities. In the eontext of increasiiig threats to naturairesource industries operating in conflict

areas, companies legitimiately require security for personnel and property, but need to ensure that

IGladwin and Water Mlintonl Une F s. g 168.
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such protection does not resuit in further human rights abuses. Companies have a duty to avoid

both complicity in and advantage from humnan rights abuses, and a company that fails to speak

out when authorities responding to corporate requests for security protection commit humai'

rights abuses will be complicit in those abuses.

Similarly, the interests of foreign businesses in Liberia played a crucial role in fiieling the

conflict. Strictly driven by profit motives, foreign businesses exploited the country's resources

in diamonds, timber and gold to finance the rebel insurgency. Ethnic Lebanese businessmen

had constituted the most powerful economic force in the country even before the civil war. To

exploit the war economy to their advantage, they formed close working relationships with the

warlords and regional peacekeepiflg officers for protection against any unpredîctable factions.

European multinational corporations with prewar interests continued to do lucrative business in

Liberia during the civil war. While foreign multinationals paid fées for protection of their region

of operations, these protection fees provided factions with the financial means to procure arms

that would empower rebel movements to sustain the conflict.

In Sudan, ail has been one of the contentious issues at the core of the civil war wagîng

since 1956. The recent media frenzy over the actions of ., Canadian oîl company (Talisman)

operating in Sudan demonstrates the difflculty of flnding the data to correlate the variables of oil

development and human rights violations. Humai' rights organizations played a pivotai roie in

brmnging the issue to public attention, leading the divestment campaîgi', and pressuring

governmients to further investigate the situation. It is argued that Talisman has direct culpability
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While the roke of multinationals Ii human rights situations have not always achieved

important considerations, the chagn nature of the internatoa system and the growth of a

global society, renders international buiesenterprises important actors in conflict and

hvmanitarian efforts. There are two basic components ofhumanitarian action in conffict

situations: the first is emergency and rehabilitation astnce to affected populations, and the

other is protection measures to prevent abuses of humaights. Fluman rights protection can~

inclu4e montrn and publicizing of violations, lobbying governments, and nruigbroad

support in efrsto pent humansrights abuses before, durn and afe onflicfl situatios *1' I
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and issues surrounding humanitaflali intervention have witnessed a departilre from the strict

notion of state sovereignty over the last fifty years, generally issues involving the promotion of

human ri ghts and investigations into human rights violations have revolved around nation-states.

"The politics of rights, legal protection of rights, and most philosophical treatments of humafl

rights ail posit nations as the primary actor."22

Realism as the dominant co nception of international relations has corne under scrutiny in

recent decades. The evolving nature of the international political and economic system has

developed new theories that challenge the core propositions of realismn, the inordinate attention to

issues of war and peace, and the nation-state as the central actor in global relations. As the

international systemn becomes increasingly interdependent, the high politics of war and national

security are no longer the only sources for states motivation and action. The low politics of

transnational issues such as trade, the enviroment, human rights, and welfare have penetrated

the agenda of states. Coinciding with the widening agenda of states is the proliferation of non-

state actors wbo have a profound effect on the global system. While some mnay contend that

states are stili important international actors, one cannot deny the cumulative influence of non-

state actors in developing and promoting issues on the international agenda. There is evident "a

devolution of power not only upward towards supranatic>fal bodies and outwards toward

commonwealths and common markets but also downward towards freer, more autonomous units

of administration."23 A new actor that has emerged on the international scene is multinational

corporations. The physical size and financial assets of MNCs have enabled themn to wield

treniendous economie power and impact in shaping the contemporary global system. The

interdependence of the international system implies that the activities of large and increasingly

internationalized multinational corporations affect the lives not only of individuals in their home

country, but in various other nations as well. Corresponding with the changing nature of power

of states cornes responsibilities that were at a tinie only legitimated to govcrrnmeflts. The debate

arises whether MINCs, as one of the most powerfiil actors on the international scene, have an

implied moral and ethical responsibility to promote and.proteet humnan rights in conflict
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catalyst for the internationalization of hunian rights. The prolifération of intrastate versus

interstate conflicts in the post-Cold War era, are considered globally sigInificant due to the

uinprecedented humanitarian tragedies, enormous sufféring, and the partial or total collapse of
states.

Lt bas been argued the nature of these glbal crises, wliether they are hunian rights or the

environment, has shaped the identity and development of a global society. "'It is our comminon

experience of fandamental disturban~ces, and the neecl to ý'hape common responses, wbich is

helping to bring glob~al society into being."24 As an increasing number of issues are being posed

on global ternis, there is a slight development of coimon values, expectations, and goals. The

inerependence of inter-state and social relationis inmplies that global issues impact everyqne,
especially the internationalization of corporations. The Iegitimaey of hmntra cinde
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to encourage conswners to boycott produets and services emnanating from repressive regimes;

campaigns to force universities, pension funds, and large investors to di vest themselves Of stocks

in companies operating in areas such as South Africa and Sudan; targeting corporate offices and

engaging them ini discussions about human rights; lobbying governmefltS to influence the

behaviour of MNCs; and the use of proxy resolutions, as a legal means by which institutiorial and

individual investors mnay submit proposais to corporations on issues that speak to the iminediate

iuterests of the corporation.27 The efforts of non-govemmental organizations have limited

success in pressuring multinationals to disengage in activities that protract an existing conflict

and human rights situation. Realistically international business enterpri ses will not lead the way

in humanitarian action. Yet as one of the most powerful actors in the global economny, non-

governmental organizations cannot successfully pursue their hurnanitari an objectives without the

cooperation of multinationals.
For reasons discussed earlier: the changing nature of conflicts, the increasing power of

multinational corporations, mnternationalizatiofl of human rights issues, and the emergence of a

global civil society, have made it increasingly important for multinational corporations to

consider humanitarian action witbin the interests of their business. While the burden of solviiig

conflicts and ending human rights atrocities should not rf st on the shoulders of MNCs,

multinationals should be mindful of their actions. One area of enhancing multinationlal%5

hurnanitarian action is through the monitoring of human rights abuses in cooperation with non-

governmental organizations and govemrments.28 MNCs need to look beyond the confines of their

compound and acknowledge that human rights violations have occurred in the regime where they

are operating, and their actions may have the potential of exacerbating existing tensions. As the

eyes and cars into conflict, multinationals can provide valuable information regarding

compliance with international human rights and humnanitarian law. This information can be used

by non-governmental organizations in pursuing their broader humnanitarian mandates, as well as
-.t~ ~+riiiai.it1,prtA %re liinits to the extent of



make substantial contributions where they are mot needed and corporations can assist in the
development prn9rities of states. In the Sudan conflict, Talisman has vontributed to alleviating
some of the ravages of the civil war through projects that include: the building of a 60-bed
hospital in iHeg1ig, a medical dispensary, funding of meical treatmeflts including vaccinations,
provision of water wells, construction of roa4s, supporting local artîsta, and dntosof dess
and chairs to local scoçls.'

As well, corporations migt be able to> uise their leverage of eoomic and close relations
with repressive regig1es tQ iduce them to improve their zwTIan riglits practice. By engaging
cor~porations and repressive regiues in an ongoing dialogue on human security May leadgto
incremental changes and the inclu~sion of certain human riglits practices in busnsagemt.
To netaize the imato revenues on cn c satios accountability measures s1houlkbe
established to ensure that revenues are directed towards developgient projects and ua1tra
purposes rather tha fel conflict and facliat repressive polkîçes. NÇs have been reluctant
topursue tbis liedfatide to ocr Qhitrén nte oeeg epnii so
states. The expeotatiou i not formuliaons pru bilateral rltosi with reresve
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Needless to say, the simplest solution is that corporations refrain fromT engaging in

activities with countries in volatile situations or who are internationally recognized for severe

human rights violations. Corporate decisions to intervene in conflict necessarily corne with the

responsibility to constructivelY influence the situation.

At the broadest level of the global political economy there is a positive relationship

between direct foreign investmnent by MNCs and better hurnan rights conditions in less

developed nations. However, disaggregating MINCs as a group and focusing on the national

level will display some behaviour inimical to rights. These commercial leviathans possess the

size, technology, and economic reach to influence human affairs on a global scale. The

increasing interdependence of the global coînmunity, the prominence of hurnan rights issues

aniongst states and civil society, and the socio-economic impact of corporations have made

moral claims and responsibilities legitimate to corporations as they are to individuals and

goverrments. This is especially relevant when oppressed communities perceive multiriatiotials

as the most visible manifestation of foreign govemrments. While the objectives of multinatioflals

are aimed at the maximization of profits and efficiency, global transformations require that

multinationals look beyond short termi opportunities of engaging with repressive regimes towards

a long-terni betterment of human rights conditions. Behaving as ethical corporate citizens does

flot entail interfering with the sovereignresponsibilities (À govermurrents, but cari include a range

of activities and at a minimum the option for multinathonals to choose the more ethical

alternative. Given the steady growth of global economic interdependence, it is unlikely the near

future wiIl bring a hait in the rise of international consciousness. Ini order for the human rights
- a---i.. ~ ;+, n.in.,tr-;mi.t-.rq the burderi of morality can flot only be
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Since the end of the Cold War, it has become a truism to state that humanitarian
NOOs/IGOs in the field face new and difficuit challenges in secunng the humanitarian space. In
the weak state environment, gone is the assumption that host governments are willing or able to
provide security for the populace, let alone ensure that humanitarian operations are able to
proceed relatively unmolested. Given the obvious importance of this issue, it is the subject of
both policymaking and intellectual activity. One such combined endeavour is the 1999 report,
Mean Times: Humanitarian Action in Complex Emergencies - Stark Choices, Cruel Dilemmas,
issued jointly by CARE Canada and the Program on Conflict Management and Negotiation at the
University of Toronto. LI their report, the authors propose as a solution that humanitarian
organizations should consider relying on the growing private security industry.

The focus of this paper is to expand upon and critically evaluate the private security
option through analysis of the current evolutionary state of commercial security and a
consideration of the dilexnmas this poses for humanitananismi both now and ini the future.
Defining first what it means to secure the humanitarian space, the paper then makes two
arguments. One, interaction between private security companies (PSCs) and humanitarian
organizations is nothing new. Two, current capabilities, rnsiness, strategies, and perceptions of
the private security industry coupled with the lack of an effective regulatory framework for non-
state security simultaneously raise unique complications to secuning the humanitarian space.

Securing the Humanitariau Space
LI 1995, then-Secretary General of the United Nations Boutros Boutros-Ghali commented

that securing the humanitarian space was "oneC of the most significant challenges facing the
humanitarian conimunity".' A basic detflnition for "humanitarian. space" seems straightforward;
ila conuensual space for huinanitarian actors to do their work".2 However, the challenge for
humanitarians is twofold. The first challenge is that securing the humanitarian space is a
dynamic and multifaceted process made increasingly complex by the intra-state and violent
context in which humanitanians now do much of their work. LI revealing this dynamiùsm, Larry
Minear and Thomas G. Weiss suggest that the appropriate way to view this spatial metaphor is
not as a walled room, but instead as an accordion? For them, the expansion and contraction
takes place along three main mnterrelated limes: geographical, meaning that humanitarian activity

ic .@sioj,,jn.A 1wx foar-ta cfih@n ocmrnbv 2rnd the Iiniited means of humanitarian actors to over



impartiality, and humanity and; security, referring to violence or the tlireat of violence between
combatants, ofien also directed ai noncombatants, that prevents humanitarians from reaching
those suffering. It is clear that securing the huxuanitarian space is flot one way; it is determined
by the capabilities and activities of each actor and their interaction.



independence and distance from political issues in order .o have access to the victims and to

preserve their humanitarian credibility ... Conversely, the presence of United Nations

Peacekeeping forces may secure a suitable environment for humanitarian activities. These forces

provide protection to relief workers and protect the distribution of aid"' 6Therefore, it is clear

that in attempting to assist humanitarianism, the use of international force is a double-edged

sword.
But, as the Mean Times report implies, and others overtly state, trying to duil the adverse

effects for humanitarianism may be a moot point.' Problems discovered in operations in the

early 1 990s and a fear of sustaining casualties for causes flot directly tied to the national interest

of the most powerful states have led to a retrenchment, thus putting in jeopardy humanitarians

and their work. Certainly, casualty sensitivity tied to the national interest is not necessarily a

bad thing. Stephen Kinloch notes that "[tlhe fear of casualties on the part of states can be

considered a healthy phenomenon, reflecting governments' responsibility and their

accountability for the lives of their citizens. National armed forces are, after ail, primarily for the

defence and protection of the interests and citizens of the country they serve" .' However, no

matter how healthy the sentiment, this once again catches hunianitarians between a rock and a

hard place. On the one hand, humanitarianism, encomppissing both the personnel and their

activities, continues to require a reasonable degree of security which military actors can provide.

This may only be provided, however, on a case-by-case basis dependîng on the interests of those

on the United Nations Security Council or in regional fo.irns. Moreover, once in theatre, the

rnilitary agenda may flot coincide with the humanitarian timetable. On the other hand, this
Sfnwrst %irh,n it icz cffp-rec. is due to narticular national interest
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Private Security Providers and f*umanîtarlans
To begin, it is imnportant to define "rrivate security". For the purpose of this paper, it

refers to a spectrum of companies which have a distinct business nature with a permanent core
staff and on-going marketin~g. Their range of services, their clientele, and their ability to operate
internationally vary from firm tc fim. They mêke up a booming industry both domestically and
intemationally, yet are but bit players in a much larger trend towards privatization of soc~ial and
economic activity in states. In this way, the neo-Iiberal restructuring of state activlty is also
increasingly seen in the trend for states to relv on NQOs to provide international assistance.9
James Fenmell, a formier CARE 13K wQXIer anid now an. P Ivisor for Defense Systems Limited
(DSL), recognizes this shared lineage: "The luereasing role of commercial seci'rity opne
may be viewed in a sbpilar velu Wo the increased policy and technical in~put of NGOs oe h
past two decades to the provision~ of official relief and developmnent assistance to ote
nains) Certainly, it would have been surprising if the changing role of government in the
developed world, mniufest lu the privatization of welfare and security in the doniestie sphee, bad
flot somehow permeate4 foreign policy.

The scope of activities perfonued by private secuity providers to th~e benefit of
humanitarians goes firomu soWt (passive/protective)to hard (proactive/aggressive). Tringsth
activity nearest the sou, ple. 911nin o the nature of the huaiainclient, the benefts of
secvrity training~ have tknon inçreased imotnefor eitber practical or ethic easos o
post-Cold War humantarian activities. Ou h practkica side, despite thedagrps t

hmntarians in u a and crumbi states, suis have showu that scrt-pcfctann
bas beexi the exception rather than the rixie, particulati>' for NGOs. Sean Geenaway and
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basic realization that security awarefless, increased competency, and level heaedness are vital

for the success of humanitarian operations.
To serve this marketplace, many PSCs eithe- currently hold contracts with humanitarian

organizations or have the capacity to provide the requisite services. While some of the training

services are inappropriate for humanitarian operations (anti-industrial espionage, sharpshooting,

and "getaway" driving to naine but a few), many providers have developed product lines

sensitive to the needs and operating conditions of humnanitarians. Training offered deals with

such diverse yet crucially important aspects as threat assessment, informnation management,

contingency planning, and convoy and emergency vehicle operations. DSL, for one, provides a

variety of security analyses, audits, and training for a numnber of humanitarian clients: CARIE,

Caritas, USAID, and United Nations bodies are some examples. These services supplied by DSL

and its competitors do flot entail the "hardening" of humanitarian organizations as feared by

many organizations, but instead deal with the ad hocisin that plagues many humanitarians'

approach towards security.
"Hardening", however, is possible tbrough the protection of humanitarian compounids and

personnel. These guarding services are similar to those offered by commercial security to

embassies, military bases, corporations, and mining operations around the world. While most

PSCs have foreign nationals in the managerial positions in the field, local recruitment is key.

The ratio of foreign nationals to local emptoyees is determined by such factors as level of risk,

the size of the contract, the wishes of the client, and whët'ier or not training of the local

workforce is required.'5 One company, the recently closed Lifeguard, employed nationals from

South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the UJnited States, but operated predominantly i Sierra

Leone. In its operations, which included providing guards for diamond mines and the United

Nations and World Vision missions in Freetown, the ratio was anywhere froni tbree to fiffeen

local employees to every foreign national. Similar operations performed by DSL for seven

different United Nations humanitarian clients i Afghanistan, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, and

Tanzania also rely on local recruitmnent to varying degrees.

The "hardest" service, of course, is active military assistance that would provide the

general stability i which humanitarians could work unmolested. Some PSCs operate as "force

multipliers" ini that flot only do they provide military assistance in ternis of procurement

strategies and training to local state-led forces, but they also participate directly in combat on the

behalf of their employer. Indeed, thie operations of the now defunct Executive Outcomes (130) ini
n - / I¶tf% 1 ftf'IN -- A. -- l il Oû'Z1 QOi 211< nf qandline Internlational in Sierra Leone



force, this optionl is the "hardest 1 in ail senses of the word for secuing the humanitaian spaee.
But it is important stili to note the praise given these PSCs for their eff'ectiveness and willingness
to work in environirents that the international community generally avoids.

Curreiit and Future Implications for the Humanitarian Space
Is the private option the panacea for humanitarians? The text above reveals that

interaction between hmntarian IGOs/NGOs and private security proposed by Meajn imes
already exists on rnany levels. What is limited, howeyer, is analysis of the aculeffeets of this
relationship on secwing the bunmanitarian space, alysis that consi4ers the isse of privaie
peacekeeping and its implicatio~ns for con~sent, the problems related to legitimacy, and the long
terz» finançia1 and political implicaios Geely peaking, the m~ore one inoves towards the
hardened end of the spcrm and the miore robust the nuture of these~ atvte, the mr
controversiai and problemai the efects on securing the humanitarian spc.These effet are
unique due to the current state of the private security industiy.

Can there be sca hnaspiaiepaekpng? At irstancbc eo h
contnue e ireo huaiaisto hae ac stopouain sin need and a sc
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cry from the 5,5 37 military personnel suggested for the United Nations Observer Mission in the

Congo (MO-NUC).'
Second, PSCs with experienice in providing what zould be termed "top cover", or the

ability to create a secure environment through robust measures as opposed to passive traditional

peacekeeping, only engage in these contracts with sovereign clients. These firms, as force

multipliers, capitalize on the manpower already available to the state through the provision of

training and other assistance. 0 The implications of these PSCs' particular services being

sovereignty oriented for the humanitarian space are twofold. One, even if a PSC was somehow

able to generate the necessary manpower, it would accept a contract with a humanitarian

organization only with the consent of the state in which the contract was executed, a hîghly

unlikely occurrence give how states particularly in the South guard the sovereign prerogative.

Private security lias, for international legalist Juan Carlos Zarate, "developed a modus operandi

compatible with the needs and strictures of the post-Cold War, state-based international

system".' Two, thougli native soldiers combined with foreign force multipliers may provide the

top cover desired by huinanitarians, the space they create is flot "consensual" as they are guided

by sovereign political mandates fighting to wmn rather than to act impartially. For instance, while

international peacekeepers usually attempt to persuade combatants that they are an independent

force with third party status, EO, in light of its sovereignty orientation, specifically referred to its

peacekeeping potential on its Internet site as "persuasion" services .22

The point is to recognize that reliance on private contractors combined with national

militaries lias unique effects on securing the humanitariar. space. Access is liniited because

humanitarian operations can only continue effectively ir. areas under goverrment control. Also,

reliance on or association with these firms could potcntially hamper the humanitarians'

relationship with opposing groups. This impact with respect to partiality, real or perceived, is

further complicated by the fact that many fixms or family of firms provide both the abilhty to take

and hold ground and provide guarding expertise. As noted by the ICRC, regardless of the service

actually provîded by a firmn, the image of the humnanitarian actor and its activities remnains key,

and as such "it might be delicate to have a contractual relation with a company which is actively

engaged on the sîde of a party to a conflict". Note, for instance, Lifeguard, which provided the
.- 1 ' - - £-- -- A tii nryani7fttinnfs- was an offshoot
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fighting. With Boutros Boutros-Ghali, arnongst others, arguing how diffivuit it is to employ
force and stili maintain or revert to a consensual environent, it is unclear if the corporate
equivalent will fare better7.

Certainly, humanitarian actors have not been unappreciative ofthe relative stability these
firms have provided when no one else would?' Moreover, for Michael Grunberg of Sandline
International: "Sandline has fouind that NGO pesnl on the ground are very supotve of
closer relatinhp (because it provides them with access to protection when nede and

inomton atother times)."I Yet despite the patclty of this stability adgrowing
relationhi, PSCs that offer these services reansovereignty bound in the weàk state
envn'onment where confliot is ongoing and goverac is questioiied. Thus, paraimcre
at the cost of, or at least a shift in, the huaia netc tbat works to sustain neutraity,
impartiality, and humanity.

Likewise, the cretissue of contested legitimacy compliae osrctv eain
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EO provided security and information to a major international aid agency that has since kept

quiet to avoid the wrath of uts donors.29 Similarly, despite the need and advice from many UN

personnel to take the private route, Kofi Annan and other Security Council members eventually

balked ai the idea of employing DSL to separate fighters fromn refugees in the Rwandan refugee

camps in Gomna. For Annan, " ... the world may flot be ready to privatize peace".30

This is flot to say that PSCs do flot strive to attain this legitimacy. Somne companies have

put forth their own proposais for regulation.3 ' Also, DSL, which does flot provide top cover, but

does train militaries in the midst of confiicts and guard humanitarian compouflds and convoys,

states that it adheres to Red CrossINGO Codes of Conduct. As well, many of the firms even

provide training in international humanitarian law. As for conduct on the ground, officiais such

as the head of Sandline International, Timothy Spicer, go to great length to explain that their

companies follow human rights and humnanitarian law religiously for the sake of reputation and

repeat clients, let alone for enhanced legitimacy: "We lîke to conduct professional service in line

with the Geneva Convention, international law and behavioural standards one would expect from

a disciplined, organised and properly constituted military force" ." In support of this stance, the

ICRC believes that there is no reason to assume that the behaviour of private security would be

worse than that of other actors.3 ' To further this end, PSCs such as Sandline International and

EO have acted outside their contractual obligations to client states to perform "humanitarian"

activities. This has included such diverse activities as the repatriation of child soldiers, escorting
ýý-Mxrx7cr, i rri Lenne's football team to the Aftican Ail Nations Cup, and



interacting with humanitatians (convoy protection, information, rescue, etc.) for the sake of
reputation, there is no contractual relatiship denmanding or even governing this interaction.
Similarly, accountability rests in the relationship between the state client and the security
provider, not the hum~anitarian organization. There can be no line of redress. In surn, as notd by
one E> officiai "'We are a commercial venture. We are pot an aid agency'."1

On another levçi, political pressure placed on contracting governmns also ljimits

humanitrans' reliance. The United Nations, for instance, did not engage EO in dialogue,
dsiethe stabi1lity 1t Lbroughit to Angola and Sierra Leone, for fear of the lab~el of collusion."3 To

sustain the prsure on contracting governiments, the respective rebel movements, Uni.q
Nacional para a Indeedência Total de <Angola (UNITA) and Revolutionary United Front

(RUF, bth emadedthat the contracts cease as part >of any peace agemn.I the en o
both caesBO was forced to Içave, peace 1broke dowrn, the United1 Nations was unable to
stalilize the situation, and flghting restumed. As for hum. iitanian operations, the renewed

figtin foceda evere restrictionl of activties, conmpelling hiimanitarians to liittJei lçr

largely' in the Luanda and Freetown 4iis de to theft and bnir. Therefor'e, PSCs ha can
proid sablit fr umnitrin peatons canounder current cniosbe expcet,
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would continue to strive to maintain the humanitarian ethic on the ground, at the macro level

humanitarian activities might be limnited to those states lucky enough to have been blessed with

rich ore deposits or a favourable political climate and reputation. One could argue that this

problem might be handled by the United Nations actua!l' hiring PSCs to provide top cover, thus

overcoming issues related to the desired universality of humanitaialiSm. But this seems

unlikely, flot only due to the points above, but also given the long list of contentious issues

related to the ongoing debate over the development of a stand-alone UN force (points of cost,

appropriate capabilities, or control), which would also fail on the private option debate.

Second, once dependent on PSCs for services for which they must pay, humanitarians,

especially cash-strapped NGOs, might face a financial crunch necessitating a reduction in

activity. Referring again to the Renaissance exaniple, the Swiss cantons knew that there was a

substantial market for their citizens' highly valued services and prices were inflated

accordingly.40 In comparison, the current state of the private security industry may be

susceptible to providers taking substantial economic rents. While the private security business is

boomning worldwide, the marketplace, as noted ini The Wall Street Transcript, is incredibly

ftagmented.4 ' As such, the distribution of competition, both service-wise and geographically,

may permit this excessive rent seeking behaviour. It is certainly the case that not ail PSCs

provide services applicable to the needs of humanitarians. Consider also the current trend

towards amalgamation of PSCs, creating less choice for the security consumer. In 1996, DSL,

for example, joined AxmorGroup which itself is a division of Armoffloldings. In light of this

other simular acquisitions, ArmnorHoldings has been lab elled a growth through acquisition

oriented company in a marketplace that is currently undervalued and thus presents no barriers to

further acquisitions .41 ln fact, Armorloldings was inclu' -d in Fortune magazine's 1999 list of

"AmericaWsl100Fastest Growing Conipanies". In a corresponding way, PSCs based in the state

of operations, while offering greater levels of expertise and professionalization. than other
- .-. .. - - ~ 41... ~ %fa ýh1mwnr~fitflr fn organization in



eventual resolution might be overtaken by simple contairirnent. As outlined by Mark Duffield,

the intemationalization of public welfare is due to the collapse of effective govemnance,44 This

internationalization, however, cornes via the sub-çcontracting to NGO>s, a reflection of the change
in govemiance in aid providing states. But one can argue that this devolution miglfl not be a

tactical fçorm of privatization, meauing doue fo the sake of cost and efficiency, but rather as a

strategie privatization where the developed world is slowly disengaging itself fr>omn not just the

realm of asistance, but also of resolution. iupxanitannism itself woul4 be a "humanitarian
alibi", activity performed that avoids essential poiitical measlires made b<y stts'

The provision of outside military force is usually seen as a sign of political conu-mitment

towards resolving çonflicts. As shown above, the intrusion of politics is a difficult issue for

humnitras Nonetheless, it is also clear for confliet resolution to o<ecur inwthe cturent~
humnantariau context, one cannot cxuploy the CodWar mindset where hu aa4anism and.

political activity were isolated ftrm eaçb, othe. F~or Thomas G. Weis " .hr is nlogr any

need to aslc w1hethe politics and4humianitaian action iutersect The real question is how ti

ineseto cnb aged to ensuremr uazd r Diticsad ore effective humntan

action" .46 But turning to the pr'yate scofr euty in the face of the retreat of the "Public
secor desno brngan iprvemntinth mnaeet of Weiss' inescion eas

political commntiment ha beçu remove4 entrey.
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Conclusion
It is clear that for humanitarians to embrace the private option as Mean Times suggests,

there would be effects on both the humanitarian ethic and correspondingly on the dynamics of

securing the humanitarian space. WThile appealing in light of the retraction of the public sector in

providing security, interaction between PSCs and hurnanitarians cannot be understood as a value-

free economnic relationship subject to the forces of supplý and demnand. As one moves along the

spectrumn of security services from passive to active, the interaction becomes complicated by the

issues of consent, legitimacy, and longer termn factors relating to the universality of

humnanitarianism, cost, and conflict resolution. Simply put, the concept of a free and competitive

marketplace where humanitarians can chose froma and contractually control a variety of providers

offering an array of services does flot exist. Furthermnore, it may flot be altogether wise if

political endeavours are needed to solve the problems that led to the humanitarian problemrs in

the first place. Assuming an expansion of the already existing relationship between

humnanitarians and private security providers, the nature of the industry as currently structured

and regulated would, depending on the service, change in varying degrees how humanitarian

activities are perceived, delivered, and make an impact.

This should flot be an excuse, however, to attempt to lirait this relationship or dismiss it

out of hand for fear of jeopardizing humanitarianismi. Danger stili confronts hurnanitarians in

their daily operations. Cails such as the recent demand made by Canadian Foreign Minister

Lloyd Axworthy for a humanitanian intervention force operating outside the confines of the

United Nations Security Council reinforce the need for something to be done to resolve confliets

and protect humanitarians and those they serve.48 Whule security was flot a worry for

humnanitarians during Cold War times, current conditions demand that it no longer be neglected.

Indeed, increased interaction between humanitarians and international forces carlier in the last

decade revealed that many, while holding some reservati j)ns, are willing to deliver humnanitariafi

assistance in a more pragrnatic mariner where flexibility is stressed over holdmng the

humnanitarian ethic as a moral absolute. Wbile the private security industry, due to its business

orientation and own limitations, is flot a panacea allowing for hurnanitariaris to return to the

moral absolutes, it does serve as an option, and in fact is the only option other than humanitarians

scaling down or pulling out, if public providers do not step forward. Whether it becomes the sole
- ~. .---- ~ ~.~A4 t lï nnçr terni effects are
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Introduction
Along with an increase in the frequency of so-called complex ernergencies in the post-

Cold War era lias corne a sharp expansion in the number ýind influence of non-govemfmefltal

organizations (NGOs).' Many observers have attributed this mouniting importance to the so-

cailed New Policy Agenda adopted by goverrnmrents, which lias fostered a perception that NGOs

are the optimal vehicle for efficient post-conflict reconstruction and the creation of civil society

(HulmelEdwards 1997; Commins 1997: 141; Robinson 1993).' Official aid agencies have made

additional funds available to finance their rising expectations of NGO capabilities in an

expanding arena of services including health, education, emergency relief, and democratisatiol. 3

Not surprisingly, a mutual dependence between goverrments and NGOs has resulted, with NGOs

increasingly looking to public donors to contribute to their projects, and goverrments relymng on

NOOs to deliver hurnanitarian aid and other services in complex emergencieS and in

peacebuilding operations. 4

The development of stronger linkages between NOOs and governiment donors lias

prompted many observers ini the mainstrean literature to suggest that public funding sacrifices

NOOs' values, autonomy, and ability tt affect positive change (BiggslNeame 1994; Fowler

1994;, Smillie 1994;, Uphoif 1994). Widely referred to as the 'third sector,' NGOs are assumed to

be motivated by values and the protection of the weak, as opposed to goveruiments and business

which are interested in those with power and wealth, respectively (Korten 1990).' ttNGOs and

GROs [grassroots organizations] are supposed to act as a counterweight to state power -

Accc>rding to Bush, an NGO is identified by its: (I)formal existence: the organizatioli is institutionalized to somne
- 1 . --- -.. . YA --tY~ APOee of oreanizational p~ernanence;



prolecting human rights, opening up channels of communication
training grounds for activists and promoting pluralism" (Edward!
added).A On this basis, there is a tendency in the literature to dep



determine the extent to which the contentions made in the literature are warranted for CARE

Canada and ICACBR. In the third section, 1 will elaborate on the three general difficulties that

arise with the application and utility of the mainstreamn literature and propose an alterniative

means of conceptuaîising publicly funded NGOs.

1. The Three Vices: Linear Thinking, Donor Controls, and Evaluation Methods

Ini contrast to governmeflt's 'comparative advanta -e' which lies in its ability to exert

power, control, and authority in order to provide security and redistribute wealth in society,

NGOs are portrayed as small and independent facilitators, innovators, and private actors able to

adjust rapidly to changing situations. Consequently, the arguments against the developmeflt of

donor-NGO relationships generally faîl into three related categories: first, it is argued that NOOs'

values will be compromnised because of a 'govemment mentality' that constrains their

expression; second, it is asserted that NGOs' ability to autonomously design and implemnent

projects which are responsive to the situation 'on the ground' will be compromised; and third,

the literature claims that the tools used by goverrmentS to measure the success of these projects

will obscure qualitative changes to civil society and ultimately limit NGO effectivenesS. These

three critiques are exatnined in turn below.

1.1 Linear Thinking
1 ,ý -ý A\i~ + "frrmnl lint-nr mainstreamn aDlJroach" to



1.2 L>onor Controls
The second concern relates to the constraints imposed by official aid agencies on the

types of initiatives that funding is available for. NGO autonony is expected to be compromnised

at the expense of donor agencies and international organizati<rns, who are motivate4 to a greater

extent by politîcal factors as opposed to "the situation on the ground" (Gagnon 1998: 2). In

recent years, this bas meant an increase in official money available for special fimding
'windows,' particularly with respect to AIDS, women in 4evelQpment, democracy,~ and

emnergency relief Smillie and Helrnich (1993: 24-5) note that

[i]n sorwe cases, the funds bave b~een created as a direct response to

NGO pressure. Usually tbey offer highly concessional tenus, often

a 100 percent funding basi s. This has undrtnal tace

NGOs, but often at the expense of their owfl initiatives, in
countries of their own choosing.

A. related aspet is the emhsson limitd si me horizons allotted before visible fiu4ings must be

achieved. In RiH, the sl'ift gof door pioties eveIy six TPUths to a year was esecally
appren i th trnstio frm umaitaia reieftorWcetructin to business develpent, to

minority ren, to buidn civil society (Gago 1998 12).

One f te nrmatve oncrri raied y te prceied edutio in utoorn ist
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for the society (Uphoff 1994).'" These concerfis are especially sigifficant when it cornes to

measuring civil society and democratisation, where subjective indicators are perceived to be

necessary, s iutt dniyadteince direct causal relationships are diffici toietf n h ffects are ofien flot

objectively observable.
Moreover, while NGOs have generally been criticised for "failure to learn from failure,"

this problein is accentuated with the increased participation of governeft. According to Smillie

(1994: 189), NGOs have traditionally flot emphasised evaluation and research "because there are

few reasons (and no money) to disseminate the positive l'cssons of developmerit and many more

powerful reasons to conceal the negative tessons than to institutionalise, remember, and

disseminate them." Governmeflt agencies reinforce this problem because they have political

incentives to conceal problems, both in terms of the NGO and with the aid agency itself. In other

words, it is asserted that there are structural impediments to research and evaluation anxd thus to

learning from past experiences.

Governmelit and NGOs: The Canadian Case in Bosnia-Herzegovifl5

2.1 CIDA
Historically, CIDA's focus has been on poverty alleviation rather than on peacebuildiiig

or humanitarian aid provision in complex emergencies.U Its six programilg priorities are:

basic human needs; the environmeflt; the situation of women; infrastructure services; hunian

rights; democratic development and good governance; and, private sector developmeflt. Throuh

its NGO Division, CIDA bas a working relationship with nearly 500 NGOs, to which it provides

funds through a number of différent methods (see below). The dependence of Canadian NGOs

on CIDA is relatively high amnong OECD counitries, estimated to be approxiniately 70 percent,

although "domestic voluntary organisations in the health, education and welfare sectors have

much higher dependency ratios..." (Smillie/Helmich 1993: 27). ~

First, in 1993, CIDA adopted a new approach called "institutional fuanding" as a way of

addressing some of the problemrs (especially in ternis of 1 lueprint planning and linear thinking)

that official aid agencies have been aecused of. Consistent with the New Polie)' Agenda's
- - ~ ,ir: ,:.ei~Ifiiniiiwc mearis that CIDA
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funds th~e 'Institution' rallier than a collection of projects and programs. lt is assuined that

mature NGOs, if we11-managed and founded on clear development principles, will have the sort

of impact that they and CIt>A espouse" (Smillie 1994: 192). This would seeiu to be a positive

step insofar as participating NOOs are given greater autonomy and independence in selecting the

parameters and policies adopted in their proj ects.
The second critique, which suggests that political limits are placed on the issue areas

where concessional funding is avail1able, has greae vali4ity ini the Canadian context.'5 The

Canaclian Peac4>uilding Initiative, for instance, which provides funding for short-termi

"innovative, rapid-respornse peacebuilding activities," also requires a significant element of

'Canadian content' to fiurther 4evelop "scoa priorities, or Canadian niche?" (CIDA, 1999a).

Moreover, Canada provides financial incentives for N(K>a to implement prgas in certan

political1y-motivated (alheit broad) sco - such as hwnanitarian relief or gender issues - by

changing the traditional "matohlng funds" requirements in favour of a higher percentage of CIDA

funding. Contracts tend to be on a short-terni basis, as the maximum length of 18 rnonths for

peacebuilding initiatives ilusrae
The fiual issue raised earlier concerrna evaluation of NGO activities. In 1994, CIDA

bega plnnig is 'rsuls-bsedmanaemet' RBM assessinent strategy, which it claims
sees t fid a"pagmticbalnc be-wen te se of qwlitative and quantitative inios"

(CIA 99b) 16Hoevroporint o 'luprit'thnkngwoul4 bec t'cl fthe BM

siceilinlue dtemiin aualreatonhps dscibn o masrig hngs;deinn

relsi xetdrsls dntf14porm eeiire; oioigpors;lann

lessns;and epotin reslts(CID 190b)
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projects, the vast majoritY (approx. 400) on the ground were recruited, trained, deployed and

managed locally, with only 12 staff members (8 Canadians) being brought in from outside of the

country.
Regard ing the flrst critique, the extent to which CARE Canada can be justifiably accused

of linear thinking or of adopting a 'project mode' of planning, is difficuit to detennine because

neither of these concepts are easily operationalisable. On the one hand, CARE Canada lias been

involved in a variety of projects that have been lefi to the local conimunities and NGOs to design

and implement (see below), suggesting that it lias adopted a multidimensioflal, flexible and

responsive strategy. On the other hand, CARE Canada ' -is emphasised the organisati>n's

efficiency and cost-effectiveness - qualities criticised by some in the mainstreainh8 Moreover,

this statement written about NOOs in general certainly applies to CARE in particular:

ate than they do to
,rate in a manfler
ition of the poor

j'>.

RLE Canada is a professional organisation which, at. least in its officiai

y to the standards and objectives of its primary financial provider.

ent of institutional funding, CARE Canada seems to have a

'ependence from the Canadiani government ini determining the speciflcs
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It is stressed to assisted groups that CARE will be as flexible as
possible. It is made clear that their activities are, within rea.son,
accordîng to their own ternis. CARE will flot pressure an
organisation to performi a project or activity that the group does flot

seWf-prioritise (CARE 1999: 9)."

However, despite CARE Canada's long-termn project goal to "help build peace in

Nortbwest Bosnia-Herzegovina," the means identified to accomplish it were ail short-tenn'

Thus., as of April 1999, CARE Canada no longer operates in BÎW, aithougli its efforts have been

transferred to Kosovo wbere it lias undertaken another major partnership with GIflA.23

Third, i its quarterly reports to CIDA, CARE Canada, as noted above, emphasis.s its

success as an efficient and cost-effective non-profit organisation. The indicators that it

predominantly uses are quantitative and descriptive ones rather than qualitative and cognitive

ones. For intne, the quantitative messres indicate ?how many people directly or indirectly

benefited; how many woraen's groups were worked with; how iuany visits by local doctors,
nurses snd social wotkers were miade, and se on. Descriptively, the reports refer to efforts sucli

as certain workshops being held to, for excample, create personal networks of "capacity building

professionals". However, no empliasis was placed on qualitative indicators in CARE Canada's
Final Report (1999).

2.3 ICA CBR
The War Victinis Rehabilitation rjc is a cooperative endeavour between the BiH

goe mn and the World Bank to aciite the identification, rhbltation, and inerto f

people disaled by the war lak nto ihom~es and coitmuuities. Thecotiuonfth
ICABP wih laaflae wt ue' Uiest, to work with thelcl uhriis

began in 1 993, CID'A ha rovde apoi ey C$5.5 milliion.

NGOs, the B rga dpeinBHi utfctdTh prtoa ifclisotetri
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'linear planning' notwithstanding, ICACBR has assisted ini the establishmient of CBR centres and

trained their personnel; it bas provided support and advice for the creation Of occupational theorY

and physical therapy university courses; in order to develop a health policy sensitive to the needs

of the disabled, it bas worked with the local govemment, and particularly witb the BiH Ministry

of Health; and finally, it bas provided overali management, logistics, and secretaniat support for

CBR projects (ICACBR 1999). Moreover, while the ICACBR exhibits the style of organisation

that govemmuents supposedly prefer - technical expertise, developed management systems, and

cost-efficiency - it is not clear that this is the resuit of ICACBR's association with CIDA. In

other words, the correlation of these characteristics in both institutions does flot necessarily lead

to the conclusion that ÇIDA's preferences caused ICACE'R to adopt a particular organisational
structure.

Second, in contrast to the expectations of thu, mainstream literature, ICACBR seems to

have a relatively high degree of independence from donor influence in ternis of deflning its

values and strategies. Indeed, an important aspect of ICACBR's agenda bas been its ongoing

public criticism. of the limitations of CIDA's six basic principles which ignore the effects of

disability in the peacebuilding process (ICACBR 1997):11 In other words, despite its financial

dependence on CIDA, this NGO takes seriously its lobbying and advocacy role.

Fmnally, in termis of evaluation, ICACI3R relies on both qualitative, descriptive, and

quantitative measures of its programmes. Qualitatively, student feedback on questionnaires is

used to reformn university courses; descriptively, techniques are used to indicate the status of

policy discussions wîth local health officials; and quantitatively, indicators of programn output

and efficiency have been adopted, including the numbers of centres established; the nuniber of

students trained; etc (ICACBR 1999: 16-23). Researchand project evaluation are key

componeunts of the CBR prograrn, indicated by the existence of 'research' and 'evaluation'

groups that have published prolifically in both areas (ICACBR 2000a; ICACBR 2000b).

3~. Re-evaluating the Literature - A Way Forward?
Three limitations in the mainstream literature can be drawn from the preceding analysis.

extent to



lirequires an ability to control ail the factors outsi<de ofth. project that may influence its

outcome" (1 994: 172). Instead, he suggests that three separate assessments sbould be made -

project output, which is the actual activity undertaken by the NGO and can be measured

quantitatively; projeot outcome, whkch is a longer terni analysis of the différence that the project
actually makes. It too may also be quantifiable, but only after several years' time. Finally,

project impact, which is an abstract assessment of how the project contributed t0 the overali well-

being of the population (or civil sooiety building etc.) and will include consldering other factors

such as economic, politîcal, or cultural improvements (Fowler 1994: 173).11
The difftkulty with this suggestion is that it obstructs any objective assessment frein

being madle beycvnd the initial quantifiable deternination of output, and to a lesser extent,
outcome. The disconmect found between many NGO's ambitlous projeot goals (such as te

rebuild civil society), andithe actual proj>eot activities (such as te provide funding tê a local

citizefla' group), menthat the causal rt oshp and the influenaceof those actions cannot be

trcdbeyond the initialiproject. This difcli ute complicated bcuemany NO

hae hon rlutacetocodnte their activities with others. Given their uote4 ten c yto

wor a cosspupoeswith eahote (an1998),any measurmn fasnl rjc'
broader contribution is imposil koacrtlyass

The~~ ~ ~ ~ fia iiain*ftemisramltrtr, ich is ulttely the mst dmaging,
is ha i retsonnoratvefoudaios. iterimplicie or explicitly, NUOs are evalae

agis ~a Webra 'ie type' thtprrys te.as '"aupplementscmlmetatentvs
criicsan wachdgsto goernmen4SmllfleêIich 1993: 18). As a result, it is assumed that

public fimding and values, i.e. to becm lesa. de dent on goveriTt by raiimore ud

locll (197 22),isno curetlyfesile orthee eltedresos. irttheavil beltyo

prvt oain oNO em ohv ledypae nCnd SileHlih19:2)



collectively rational for NGOs to reject public funding, it is individuaiiy rational for each NGO

to 'defect' ta ensure that it is not disadvantaged regardiess of what other NGOs do."8

Correction of this normative bias and itS resultingz tendency ta obscure non-normative

explanations can be accomplished by adopting Korten's categorisation of some NOOs as public

service contractors (PSCs). According ta him, PSCs are "nonprofit organizations that are in the

business of selling their services to private contributors or government agencies ta implemett

public purposes as defined by those contributors or agencies" (Korten 1990: 97). In principle,

PSCs are driven more by market considerations than by their values, aithougli Korten

acknowiedges that in practice, many pubiicly funded NGOs are a hybrid, "combining a strong

market orientation with a social cornnitment and high ethical standards" (1990: 105). 9

Nevertheless, there seems ta be a reluctance in the iiteraEure ta conceptualise NOOs in these

terms, despite its prevalence ini ail other sectors of t'le domestic economny.

Public service contracting has replaced the provision of many of the public goods that

were associated with goverients, such as garbage disposai at the municipal level. While

traditionai public goods theory suggested that the government was the oniy actor with the

incentive and ability ta provide public goods, Ostrom et ai. (1961) argue that certain public

goods can be provided, i.e. paid for, by governments, but actuaily be produced by a profit or non-

profit organisation. To promote the most efficient provision of these services, governmeîits

award contracts on a competitive basis. In the absence of such a contractor, however,

governments must provide the good themseives. Among NOOs, public service contracting bas

become more prevaient because bath officiai aid agencies and NGOs seem ta have accepted the

assumaption in the New Policy Agenda that governiments are not necessarily the most efficient

producers of public goods, aithough their taxation authority makes them. the necessary providers

of same of them.
Canada bas therefore asked the NGO sector ta "undertake tasks prevîously performed by

governiments, such as the deiivery of significant portions of humanitarian and development

assistance" (Bush 1996: 253). CIDA's 'country focus' policy for certain public funds entails a

PSC approach where the agency solicits proposais from NGOs ta implement speciflc services in

other cauntries. Whiie in practice, NOOs have tended ta submit unsolicited proposais which are

in lne with CLDA's six objectives, these proposais are stili evaluated on a competitive basis
- - - . - -- ý; n vheiiitdb



Conclusion
In this paper, 1 have argued that the literature criticizing the ability of NGOs to promote

their values while simultaneously accepting govermnent funding is limnited in three respects.

First, several of the assumptions are empirically inaccurate in the Canadian case; second, somne of

the policy prescriptions offered are neither theoretically nor practically constructive; and finally,

the critiques of the donor-NGO relationship are based on a comparison with an idealistic

conception of NGOs that is increasingly being undermined by their competition for private and

public sources of funding. 1 have proposed that this normative bias can bc remedied through

reconceptualising publicly funded NGOs as being value-oriented public service contractors

(Korten 1990).
The advantages of further developing the concept of publicly ftmded NOOs as PSCs are

threefold. First, it is more accurate empi ri cally and allows analysts to, study current trends -

such as the increase in number of NGOs, their competition for limited resources, and their

concemn with New Policy Agenda themes like cost-effectiveness and efficiency - without being

judgmental or dismissive. Second, as an explanatory tool, the concept of PSCs can be used to
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Introduction
In somne places in the world, thie only 'reality' people have known for a lifetime has been

enshrouded in fear and violence. Military and brute strength were used instead of laws and

democracy to give ruling powers legitimacy. Innocent people were victimized instead of being

protected by their own goverrnment. In El Salvador, these conditions eventually degenerated into

a 12-year civil war. Several actors, both inside and outside El Salvador, influenced the evolution

and protection of this internaI dispute.

This paper will consider the influence of foreign intervention in the transition of El Salvador

from a conflict-torn society disillusioned by i 2-years of civil war into a peacefuil stable state that

strives to provide human security for its citizens.2 By looking at the catalysts, instruments,

constraints, and possibilities in El Salvador in separate sections, the essay will reveal some of the

challenges to the shifi of society from a legacy offeair to a legacy ofpeace. It is important to

understand the strategy behind using fear and threats of violence -- particularly in the form of

extrene human rights abuse -- as a means to instil obedience and cooperatioli by the political

elite. What is the relationship betweenfear and the promotion or prevention of confliet?

Ultimately, this essay will examine the impact of foreign involvement in enhancing and

undermining El Salvador's ability to build long-terin peace and stability.

More specifically, section one will briefly examine the catalysts of fear and conflict -- with

particular reference to human rights violations -- and its impact on the institutionalization of fear.

Section two will examine El Salvador's history to understand why certain instrunments of

violence were used, and to provide background on the country's bloody struggle for a legitimate

democracy. The third section will address the constrainýs and challenges, and impact of foreign

intervention from the United States, the United Nations and the Truth Commnission ini pursuit of

the establishmient of a legacy ofpeace, and the formation of a legitimate deniocracy.

The terni 'Iegacy offear' is used to emphasize the impact of the war on El Salvadorans'

livelihoods for over twelve years. It is a conflict that used fear and violence as tools of war to

infiltrate into every part of society. Through military led massacres, countless 'disappearances',

and an atrocious human rights record, silence and obedience becamne a choice of survival, instead

of will. Fear is rooted in violence, among other tactucs of coercion. Both became effective, yet

inhuniane, ways to coerce compliance. Alternatively, a Iegacy ofpeace is an ambitiolis goal,

whir4h rnreqeflts a lone-termi Poal of stability and human security.



Catalyst - Fear and Conflict
The flrst section wilI consider the relationship between fear and conflict. More specifically, 1
will consider the use of human rights violations as a means to institutionalize fear within society
and to mnaintain, an oppressive status quo, using references to experiences in Latin Anierica.

Why are human rights violations used as an instrument in maintaining political power? I El
Salvador, two hundred identified peasants in the town of El Mozote were brutally murdered by
the death squad, due to suspicions that they supported the resistance movement. Any
organization that was in a position to promnote opposing ideas that questioned the officiai polic
of the govemrment was automatically labelled as working for the guerrillas and ran the risk of
'elimination.' (Planchart, 1993: 44) Yet surprisingly enough, of the 117 remains examined in El
Mozote, 85 percent belonged to children under the age of twelve. (Torres-Rivas, 1994:25) This
evidence demonstrates how the soldiers indiscriminately murdered, regardless of age or sex.

lI Chule during the military takeover, security forces took over 7,000 people froni their homes
and streets and brutally.murdered and tortured them. (Cleary, 1997:2) lI Sari Paulo Brazil,
1, 171 people died during 'confrontations with the police.' (Caldeira, 1996:198) Between 1978-
1985 in Guatemala, government forces and death squads arbitrarily executed approximately
50,000 to 70,000 people. (North, 1990: 42) How can thousands of unexplainable
'disappearances' and mass murders be justified or explained? W7hy do those holding political,
military, and economic power choose violence to maintain 'political stability'? Is this a means
of maintaining status quo, or a strategy to prevent the evolution of 'democracy'? What
relevance does this have to the relationship between feat and confliet?

Underlying these questions of human rights violations is one common variable: a national
govemmental structure and political systeni that creates ,.r permits this type of abuse to occur.
Generally speaking, these political systems use violence to maintain order, and suppress

Fear,



to be 'labelled' or 'persecuted;' feelings which place them at the mercy of arbitrary events

beyond their control. Second, people endlessly remain in a permanent state of alert, due to their

perception of the situation as life threatening. Third, feelings of powerleSsfless, helplessness and

defencelessness resuit from the perception that their own resources are useless in the face of

adversities. (Salimovich, 1992:75)

Insecurities cause fear and a sense of vulnerability, just as terrorismn preys on the vuinerable in

order to instil insecurity, terror and obedience. Meanwhile, repression disrupts social practices

and fragments social relations. At the early stage of individual repression, the use of threats is

linked to two fundamental conditions: to be significant, the threats must impinge on what the

individual values, and to be effective, they mu st subjectively and symbolically affect a large

number of people. (Salimovich, 1992:76) The silencing effect of the death squads and

disappearances on the populace clearly demonstrates this point. In addition, laws and efforts to

prohibit individuals from gathering in groups and organizations contribute to the creation of fear.

Thus, fear becomes institutionalized at every level.3 Patricia Politzer eloquently depicts this

feeling of helplessness felt during the Pinochet dictatorship in Fear in Chile: Lives under

Pinochet:

The dictatorship is stili here. It is present day after day, year after

year, invading even our most intimate Moments. It affects not onlyv

those who suifer cruelty or censorship directly but also those who

are indifferent to dictatorship, and even those who support and

justify it; because they too are caught in a systeru that determines

what we cani and cannot do, what we think, what we create, what

we dreain, and what we suppress." (Patricia Politzer 1989 cited in

Fagen, 1992:39).

The history of El Salvador descnibed in the next section will demonstrate how the legacy of fear

can become institutionalized and normalized into daily life. Silence becomnes 'nornialized,'

abuse a typical conflict avertiug miechamism, as the legacy offear continues.

Instruments - History and the Institution alizatiofl of Fear & Violence

This section will consider aspects within El Salvadoran history prior to the civil war that made

tii. 7-nn ,fea'r 2'normative'14 t>art Of socialization. The quest for peace in El Salvador seenu

ice, se

fication," Journal of Political
sense that human rights violai

ensure compliazice. This toler:

tolerated as 'a part of political society, and as
the inability and unwillingness of the
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to be related strongly to the pursuit of democracy. Thus, this section will delve into El
Salvador' s history by examining the evolution of democracy -- or lack thereof -- and the use of

fear and violence through humnan rights violations, as a strategy to undermine this process. First,
1 will briefly look at the root factors impeding the development of democracy in El Salvador.

Second, 1 will provide a historical accounit of El Salvador, which will demonstrate how its

endemic structural violence developed, and the legacy of fear began. I will structure my

description of the country's history using Rupesinghe's a ialysis of the Continuum of Peace and

Confiict. (Rupesinghe, 1998:60) It will reveal the direct linkage between the dominance of the

military and economnic elites in the political arena, the submission and oppression of the poor

majority, conditions that inadvertently prevented the establishment of a 'legitimate' and

representative democracy. The evolution of civil resistance, and the 12-year civil war which

ensued, will also be discussed within this framework. Third, 1 will reflect upon the significance

of this process in maîntaining El Salvador's legacy offear.

Establishing Democracy
Torres-Rivas defines democracy as, a "societal process through which ail human rights are

realized." It is an interesting defmnition that focuses 'democracy' on the well-being and respect of

people, and flot solely on public policy and political pro'cess. Basic human rights include: civil,

political, gender, social, economic and cultural rights. (Torres-Rivas, 1994: 9) He discusses

leads



indigenous origin. 'After this bloodbath, began a period of modernization and military rule.

(Christian, 1986: 94)

Endemie Structural Violence
Ini Rupesinghe's
description of the

n

and Conflict, he
identifies five stages of w vC, Is viol

conflict and hostility cw
that can exists between y

parties. He also MRçi

recognizes that inf
reality there are no clear WbB$

demarcations between
various stages of AONI

conflict. (Rupesinghe,n
1998: 63) Radier, hise
Continuum of Confiict Figure 3.1 From Harmony to Warfare: The Con cinuumn of Peace

analogy provides a and Con! Iict

useful framework to
examine El Salvador's
history. As the diagramn indicates, the first and most ideal stage is dura ble peace, where societies

exist in complete peace and hannony, without any social tensions or conflicts. The ruling elite

have political legitimacy, and values and interests are sought withiii a legitimate framnework.

Conflicts ofmiterest exist, but do flot degenerate into violence, and the intensity of hostility and

aggression between parties is not high. (Rupesinghe, 1998:61) This scenario would be an ideal

target for El Salvador to pursue, in its struggle towards establishing stability and a legacy of

peace. However, given El Salvador's long history of military based political power and its

present conditions, reaching this stage will be a long and ambitiolis process. Ever since its

independence from Spain in 1821, El Salvador "has almost always been governed by men whose

'r- t ftflF W2xvr-1 hniif1 on1 guIIs" (Torres-Rivas, 1994:11)

1 by Rupesinghe is stable peace. In this instance, levels of hostility are

y distrustf'ul of each other, yet i state of stable peace exists. However,

tensions to n'se, and extremist or marginal political movemefits to



The third stage in the Continuum of Conflict is a state of unstable peace. This occurs when
communication between parties diminishes, suspicions and tensions mount, and essentially there
is nothing to guarantee peace. Rupesinghe asserts that unstable peace may occur when a
govemiment maintaîns power through the blatant use of coercion and repression, and outlaws any
form of dissent. (Rupesinghe, 1998:61) In some circumstances, groups become increasingly
isolated and disengaged. Mutual intimidation or repression of the weak by the stronger becomes
more widespread. (Rupesinghe, 1998:62)

From the end of the nineteenth century, one could argue that on the surface, stable peace
appeared to exist in El Salvador. The normalization of s,,cial exclusion and mass inequities was
naturalized into the working and traditional culture, lyhich, some historians dlaim, was accepted
as unquestionable fact. It was part of a social order based on hacienda terranteniente (land
owners), characterized by servile labour and a culture that openly condoned social and racial
discrimination. (Torres-Rivas, 1994:12)

Normalization and naturalization of social conditions does flot make them inherently valuable.
One must question whether the peasant majority truly 'respected' the mile of law dictated by
landowners and elites, or whether they had any other alternatives from which to choose. The
histcwical roots of conflict were created when veasant lands were first seized for coffee plantinR

economy,



The peasant revolution in 1932 -- led by Farabundo Marti, one of the first Coniunists in Central
America - was a tuming point in the use of govemmnent -sponsored terror and military rule 5

(Christian, 1986:94). The catastrophic drop in coffec prices caused by the global depression

motivated the uprising. At first, 4,000 unarrned peasants and farmi workers were killed during a

peaceful demonstration. Then, as a tesson, the army brutally kilied more than 30,000 people,

which was later known as "La Matanza" massacre. By the end of the mass murders, 4 percent of

the population was killed, the opposing Salvadoran Conimunist Party (PCS) was annihilated, and

the indigenous population was forced to abandon their native dress, language and cultural
activities. (Gettieman, 1986: 52)

Affer the massacre, social exclusion became implemented through violence, and was supported

by the state and through the iegitimating force of tradition. The backwardness of the peasants

and the 'invisibleness' of the masses, the iack of any form of organization, and the passiveness of

the terrorized population supported this condition. 'Guardias blancas' (white guards deployed by

the terratenientes [landowners]) and the Salvadoran Army were jointly responsible for the

repressive activities. (Torres-Rivas, 1994:13)

I addition, a series of milita-y dictatorships began ini the 1930's, and lasted for about fifty years;

the longest milita-y ruie in Latin America. (Fish, 1988:9) The army had made an informai

agreement with the "landed rich" (often referred to as coffee oligarchy), ini which an "unwritten

pact to use and abuse each other for mutual benefit." (Chriistian, 1986:96) The clite wouid

exchange 'donations' to the armny (such as in the fo-n of percentages of harvests) for thc ability

to influence the political decision making process.

During the late 1940's, the Anny organized a formai party th-ougki which it govemed the

country. Social exclusion was guarantecd by growing political violence and a reign of state

terror, which was enforced wherever the population found opportunuties for overcoxning social

exclusion. (Torries-Rivas, 1994:13)

Progressive sectors of the Saivadoran military and opposition political leadership umted to

organize a civil-milita-y jumta, which began to develop in the rapid growth years of the 1 950s

and 1960s. Ini 1950, elite groups formed the Party of National Conciliation. (North, 1990:73)

The systemi relied upon senior army officiais for leadership and presidential candidates.

Officially, competing parties were flot prohibitcd, elections were called evcry five years, and a

national assembly was established. However, if the National Coalition party did not win the

5 Most mnilitary school cadets came froin lower-middle-class families; mauy of which struggled to put their sous

through high school i hope that they woiild pass the entrance ex= i. The school provided four years of free post-
secondary education and living expeuses. Foi lower-class families, it provided an opportunity for their childreu to

risc socially. (Christian, 1986:92) ln fact, most of the leaders .di decided the country'ýs future during the civil wai

had strong alliances created i the late 1950's aud cari>' 1960's durng militar>' school. Christian asserts, "no one
S1~ --'- -.- It1....4., ¶uQA.Oý Ihic ctntmment i1mniies that the exneniences that deternined focs aud



elections, the military stuffed the ballot boxes to ensure their victory. The party thus attained and
held power behind a facade of legitimacy. (Christian, 1986:95) With the dominance and
increasing irmunity of the ruling military, El Salvador fits accordingly in the fourth stage of the
Continuum of Confliet.

The 1 970's marked a period of socio-economic transitions, and the emergence of popular
struggles for participation in Latin Amnica. Social exclusion became more visible, and greater
threats were posed on the elite hierarchical structure of society and political culture. The
Salvadoran niajority finally began to question and de-legitimize the power of the state. Yet,
exclusion continued to occur, through severe socio-economic polarization and a mutually
reinforcing authoritarian relationship based on political d )mination and subordination. (Torres-
Rivas, 1994:14)

Several civilian and guerrilla groups were formed during the 1970's, but were initially divided by
différing political interests and goals. However, the governiment's repression led to the
solidification of the links between popular organizations and guerrilla groups. (Leiken,
1986:191) In April 1980, the Demnocratic Revolutionary Front (FDR) was created. The civilian
coalition was composed of 80 percent of the trade unions, church people, professionals, students,
small-business people and the National and Catholic universities. It was thie largest political
movement in El Salvador's history. (Gettleman, 1986:56)

In November 1980 the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN) was officially
formed. It becarne the political-military ami of the Demnocratic Revolutionary Front (FUR), and
brought together four Marxist and a Leninist group: Popular Liberation Forces, National
Resistance, Central American Workers' Party, flic Communist Party, plus the People's
Revolutionary Armny. The unified guerrilla force consisted of approximately 6,000-8,000 people.
(LeMoyne, 1989: 105) They were considered the best trained, best organized, and niost
cnmmitted Marxist-L.eninist movement ever qteen in T .2tin Amp.rirn (T piMnxmw 1 020- 1 ne%



In El Salvador's situation, the twelve-year civil war that lasted from 198 1 to 1992, demonstrated

the degzree of social, political, ideological and cultural polarization that deeply divided the

country. Torres-Rivas asserts, "the struggle against the FMILN was a war against part of El

Salvador's society." (Torres-Rivas, 1994:16) The Army killed more civîlians than guerrillas,

'and more people died as a resuit of political represon than in actual fighting. As charactenstics

from the fifth stage indicate, the war resulted from a long history characterized by social

exclusion maintained by force. It was a war fraught with inhurnane massacres, incidences of

torture, oppression, and countless humnan rights violations.

By the end of the civil war, over 75,000 civilians and combatants were killed; economic

development had regressed to levels found in the 1960's. The war destroyed crops,

communication, transport infrastructures, and other essential componients of agrarian and export

economies. In addition, approximately 555,000 (more than 10 percent of the population) were

relocated internally, while close to the samne number escaped the country to the US or elsewhere

in Central America. (Hampson, 1996.132)

Foreign Intervention
Three types of foreign intervention in El Salvador wil be considered, involving catalysts for

conflict, dispute mediation, the search for truth and justice. Each intervention played a distinct

role in the country's transition from a legacy offear to a legacy offear. Some actions aided in

the perpetuation of violence, while others worked towards establishing, stability. Specifically,

first, 1 will explore the significance of US involvement ir El Salvador as a catalyst for milhtary

activity. Lt will consider the impact of changing US foreign policy directives on the civil war ini

El Salvador, beginning with the Reagan Adniinistration's goal of containing the expansion of

conjmunism, to the post-Cold War era where interest in military involvement in the country

diminished. US military and humanitarian aid were key instruments used to maximize its foreign

policy interests.

Second, 1 will examine the involvement of the United Nations in the peace process. At a point

where El Salvador was 'ripe' for resolution, pressures and contiot mediation assistance -- from

the UN and its neighbours in the region -- played a significant role in the eventual establishiment

of peace. It was an international effort to encourage the transformation of a legacy offear to

peace. Third, the paper will consider the effectiveness of the Truth Commission ini El Salvador

as a tool for the promotion of peace and justice.

US Involvement
I the exaniination of the United States' historic involvement with El Salvador, one must not

only question how it impacted the civil war, but also why. This section will examine US
;-i r,-lntirw' tr% itc *vnlvng forei2n Dolicv interest, which changed significantly during

otracted proxy wars, where
and fmnancial aid. The civil w



in El Salvador itself was a proxy affair only in a lixnited'sense. It had roots in a domestic,
insurgency unprovoked from the outside. Thus, internai conditions had to change before
setuiement could ever be reached. (Hampson, 1996:136)



Meanwhile, other literature describes US support of El Salvador in a more positive light, where

its motive for involvement was rooted in the establishment of a constitutional democracy in five
major interrelated areas. (Fishel, 1998:48) This perspective emphasizes that the primary
security interests and ideals of the US were best served by helping the Salvadoran to create a
functioning constitutional democracy and to create a more just and prosperous society.
Specifically, the US supported efforts to: 1) create political institutions and attitudes essential for

lasting and constitutional democracy; 2) reduce human rights abuse and improve the justice

system;, 3) foster economic growth and development, create jobs, and redistribute wealth more

fairly; 4) seek peace through dialogue, negotiation while successfully conductmng the war; and 5)
help establish peace and democracy in ail of Central America. (Fishel, 1998:49) However,

United States' action and inaction towards the blatant human rights abuse occurring throughout
the war indîcates somethîng différent.

US military support began in 1980 when it loaned $20 million to the El Salvadoran govemment.

(Gettieman, 1986:57) Its original goal was to defeat FMLN rebel forces, and eliminate the

insurgency, something they neyer managed to accomplish. (Downie, 1998:130) US military

assistance came in various forms, including the provision of modem high-tech weapons and

equipment; training in US military bases around the world to improve their defensive and

offensive strategies; extensive loans and military sales credits for weapons and artillery
purchases; and expert of US military advise.

However, in the United States' quest for democracy and assistance in counterinsurgencies, it

helped keep in power El Salvador's abusive and oppressive govemnment. In efforts to legitimize
TTL~~ê .. ~x~i ~ w'rrr,, P ~gin~i1nhirtinqln election was deemed as



situation, determnine the requirements for US securîty assistance, and work with the Salvadoran
High Command to develop a comprehiensive strategy. (Downie, 1998:132)

On* Rinallv, the 2yoal was to draft a comprehensive political, military and economic plan.



government's cover Up and failure to prosecute the ESAF soldiers responsible. (Hampson,

1996: 136)

After the fali of the Berlin Wall in 1989, FMLN support from its Commnunist allies -- Soviet

Union, Cuba and Nicaragua -- was drastically eut. The faîl of the Soviet Union and commnunism

in Eastern Europe deait a major blow to the insurgency. Without assistance in Cuba from the

Soviet Union, Cuba was forced to reduce its support for foreign insurgents, due to its own

increasing vuinerabilities. (Fishel, 1998:48)

In turn, the United States became less concemred over the possible insurgency over the El

Salvadoran government. lnstead, both the US and Soviet Union sought to end the proxy wars in

Central Amnrca. The US goal for El Salvador became the "achievement of a situation in which

ail parties could represent themselves in a demnocratic process." (Downie, 1998:140) As the

FMLN lost support from its former allies, it was simultaneously becoming more cooperative

with the UIN Observer Mission in El Salvador, the El Salvadoran and US governiment. (Fishel,

1998:48) Formai peace talks began ini 1990, with the UN as the mediator, as the next section

will describe. While the United States was strongly supportive of UN actions, it was not directly

involved in the negotiations, and did flot offer any mediated solutions. (Hampson, 1996:135)

In essence, despite globally renowned human rights offences, US intervention kept this

oppressive goveroment in power. Foreign policy interests ini protecting the United States' sphere

of influence superseded the protection of those in most dire need of assistance: the impoverished

and the 'silenced'. It perpetuated the Jegacy of violence'tbrough. its reliance on military

solutions, and its negligence of social issues fundamentally fuellhng public unrest. But, without

the loomaing threat of the Cold War, would the United States have been compelled to mnter-vene

for the mere sake of the defence of human rights, at the expense of infringemnent upon a state ils

sovereignty? The apprehensiveness of the international community to involve themselves in the

Rwandan genocide sadly demnonstrates the complexity of the issue. How long would the civil

war ini El Salvador have lasted without US intervention? Would the FMLN and El Salvadoran
ka, --- ,w. 'rnrnft ive nnd onen, to neRotiation if lefi alone? Was the pursuit



On April 4, 1990, the Geneva Agreement was signed, and specifically stated that the purpose of
the negotiation process was to "end the armned conflict b, political means as speedily as possible,
promnote demnocratization of the country, guarantee unrestricted respect for human rights and
reunify Salvadoran society." (Fishel, 1998: 45)



In December 1991, the FMLN suddenly introduced into the negotiations a new demand for land

reform. The govemrment responded by insisting upon a cease-fire, before it would address

broader social and political issues.

The FML-N agreed to the cease-fire, and the final peace accord was signed on January 16, 1992

in Mexico City. (Hampson, 1996:142) The cease-fire agreement gave the parties from February

1, 1992 and October 31, 1992 to end its armed confrontation, and meet the conditions of the

accord. ONUSAL was responsible for investigating any violations of the cease-fire. (Constable,

1993:108)

On paper, the accords appeared to be a victory for the rebel movement. The Salvadoran

govemment pledged to radically reduce the power of the military, and cut in half its 63,000

member armed forces over 2 years, disband five counteri .isurgency battalions linked to severe

human rights abuses, create a new civilian police force in which ex-rebels would participate, and

purge the military of abusive officers, based on reconimendations by an independent

commission. Meanwhile, the rebels agreed to surrender their weapons umder UN super-vision,

and gradually to demobilize its 6000-8000 combatants. (Constable, 1993: 108)

However, mistrust between parties caused delays on both sides in the proper implementation of

the agreement. Pressures from the United Nations and other states encouraged both parties to,

comply with the stipulations in the accord. In addition, ONUSAL encountered problems in

fulfilling its responsibilities, such as intemnal organizational challenges, and difficulties in

observing itself. ONUSAL was fraught by insufficient resources to fulill its duties, lack of
-- -- ~*1- .1-- ,.,AivrtAA ,d'Inl-.ntinl nnwer- Desnite its weaknesses, it did

1980



citizens occurred mostly in the countryside with 95 percent of complaints involving rural

incidences. (Torres-Rivas, 1994:24)

The report publicly named individuals linked to human rights abuse, and offered several

recommnendations involving administrative, legisiative, a-id constitutional measures. The Truth

Commission suggested the removal of the entîre Supreme Court (Hampson, 1996:158), and

several others indicated in the report within in public administration, judiciary, and military. Lt

also recomrmended that those mentioned in the report and removed from the Supreme Court

should be banned from public office for ten years. As a resuit, some military officers were

removed froni positions of authority, but in an extremely slow process due to manly delays and



In each instance, foreign intervention either directly or indirectly influenced, the dynamios of the

political, economic, and social conditions of El Salvador. This ini turn, influenced the capacity of

the El Salvadoran govermnent and military to suppress its people, and to use hurnanitarian

violations as a tool to manage its constituents. Further considerations wil be made in regards to

the linkages between fear and peace.

Possibilities for the Future
As the detailed accounts above indicate, foreign intervention in El Salvador lias had both positive

and negative effects, depending on which vantage point is taken. Several factors have influenced

the outcomes, including the goals and objectives of the foreign actors and organizations, the

foreign policy interests, and the information used to create the international directives. With the

United States' focus on military solutions, the Salvadoran governrnent's dependence left it with

few alternatives. It is interesting to note the dynamic role of power and influence in selectmng the

data gathered and used to influence a state or organization's objectives. I case of the United

States, lack of information and interest outside the 'railitary solution', severely limited the

options focused on addressing problemns of social exclusion, inequities, and humanitarian riglits

offences.

On a positive note, foreign intervention had some constructive impacts on El Salvador. With the

peace accords signed, the process of implernenting the agreement helps promote the conditions

for democracy. While the transition process itself is flot without criticism and problems, the fact

that two 'enemnies' were able to mutually agree to the process of establishing peace and ending

the civil strife was an accomplishment ini itself. Overcoming the deeply imbedded corruption
-- J - --- 1-fl ýrNIeu1ll ht- n r-h1ilexwe that 2oes bevond the scopes of the peace
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INTRODUCTION

South Africa is a nation plagued by a history of institutional racism and structural inequality
which relegated approxiinately 80 per cent of its population to live under the inhumane laws of
apartheid. WThen the dismantling of the apartheid system began in 1990, the world celebrated the
emergence of a new, truly demnocratic regimne for the citizens of this country. The first
democratic elections in 1994, which brought to power Nelson Mandela and the African National
Congress (ANC), ushered in a new era of hope for equality and social justice to become a reality
for people of ail racial backgrounds. The "rainbow nation" has made notable progress even
while severely burdened by the inheritance of a crippled tate, massive economic inequity and
political upheaval.

Over 40 years of extreme oppression and inhuxnanity took its toil on both the people and

the land of this country, leaving concentrated pockets of urban wealth encompassed by
overpopulated, squalid townships and vast, poverty-stricken rural areas. While the apartheid
regime struggled to maintain power and stability during the 1980's the majority of South African



services to non-whites along with the forcible removal of Africans to ethnie
'homelands'.(Baskin, 1998: 22) This rigid system of racial domination flot only required al

Afi-icans to carry a passbook revealing their identity, employment and legal history at ail timies

but also stripped non-whites of South African citizenshijý. Up until the 1 970's severe state

repression quelled most civil disobedience and opposition to the state was fundamentally limited.

However during the 1970's labour activity becamne more militant with workers protesting student

murders, police brutality and demanding the release of political prisoners. In response to labour

unrest and the resulting economic impact, the govemament embarked on a series of labour

reforms in the late 1970's which extended rights to Africans to join and form registereci unions,

bargain collectively, and stri ke. (Harcourt, 1998: 5)

By this point the African population was devastated by apartheid, existing in conditions

of extreme overcrowding, with scarce provision of water, energy and other basic facilities. Ini

1980 the per capita income of Africans was one-twelfth that of whites and malnutrition and

mortality levels were appallingly high: ail factors contributing to Gini coefficient levels of 0.66

to 0.71 between 19 70-1993. (Wilson, 1994: 104) During apartheid the vast majority of Aficans

neyer received education beyond primary levels in low quality schools, this probably being the

most disastrous lega.cy of the racist system.(Baskin, 1998: 27) Freedom of movement was

severely constrained, as blacks could not move about without a valid passbook and some amnount

of money. Citizen participation was not only restricted by law but also accessed mainly by men

who had the opportunity to join unions through work and participate in covert political planning.

Nelson Mandela's banned political party, the ANC, was the main political party supported by
A n-- ------ à t -r5inIt,é intn nalitiral citizenshiD. In sDite of
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THE COLLAPSE 0F APARTHEID

In 1990 the National Party governrent, led by F.W. de Klerk, unbanned the ANC and
other political parties, followed by the release from j ail of most political pri soners including
Nelson Mandela and his comrades. However the transition to democracy was far from over.
Business at this point was fat more eager to talk and negc tiate with the black mai ority than the
government, as they wanted to act quickly and encourage the international community to lift
sanctions in order to minimize their growing economic losses. The government clearly desired
an end to civil unrest but did flot embrace unanimous support for power-sharing with the black
maj oity.

The ANC faced an intense struggle at this point to consolidate political support and
distinguish itself froin COSATU. Essentially the executive members of COSATU mirrored their
roles ln the reinstated ANC and union members quickly developed formal political citizenship in
local committees. The party battled to reconstitute its local, regional and national represenitation
and develop effective organizational structures as well as having to contend with other
opposition parties who rallied considerable support such as the IFP and the SACP.(Marx, 1992:
196)

Inimediately after their unbanning the ANC called for the return of ail exiled political
leaders and presented a set of demands to the governmenit as pre-condîtions for negotiation.
Outbreaks of violence contînued and despite serious contrasts ini policy and procedures the ANC
joined forces with the Pan Africanist Congress in 1991 and many other smaller parties quickly
threw their weight behind the ANC for organizational support. During this period the
governmnent and the ANC continually found themiselves deadlocked and threatened to end
neçynti.tinnq while civilian rnilitancv increaseti andi natio, -wide violent outbreaks resulted in



conditions
s. COSAT



stagnant or declining national growth rate. Unions attempted to improve this unequal Systemn by
reforming the system of worker exploitation through improved wages, working conditions and
increasing access to professions previously restricted to Iwhites only. From the late 1960's
onward the role of unions has been broad and encompassed community objectives as well as
providing various forms of conimunity support. Unions brielly worked together with firmns in the
1980's to provide some financial support for primaxy education and sports scholarships in black
cominunities that were cut-off during the apartheid regime.(DeFrozno, 1996: 333) This extended
role into spheres outsîde of the workplace allowed unions to develop a mass base of support
across the entire country.

Instead of taking a narrow eeonomic focus "the uÀions embraced a philosophy of political
unionism, emphasizing the common interests of workers and community groups and the
advantages of coordinated mass action". (Harcourt, 1995:. 5) Thus, during the 1980's it was
virtually impossible to distinguish labour activity from political activity. Although strikes and
stay-away campaigns resulted in no pay for workers, figures show that the majority of African
workers were willing to sacrifice their much needed pay-cheques in the interests of progressing
with the broader struep-le for democracy. This sacrifice is even more inspiring when considering



apartheid system and then during the 1 990's sought to edlicate the masses on the political process

of transformation. Extremely low literacy and educatior. levels and hampered this strategy as
well as making information available to more than eleven distinct linguistic groups. Secondly,
although mainly a peaceful movement, the MK armed resistance wing placed the seizure of
power on the agenda and used measures of violence, property damnage and civil unrest to
intensify pressure on the governnent.(ANC, 1994: 1) The third strategical tactîc was the
mobilization of workers across the entire country. Probably the most integral component of the
opposition movement was the ability to bMing the country to its knees economically through
frequent and protracted, nation-wide strike action. This is also related to the fourth tactic which
was to make the country ungovemnable through high levels of civil disobedience and unrelenting

protest action. The movement also harnessed growîng moral opposition to the apartheid regime
by networking tbrough international NGOs and citizens groups to encourage states to implement
economic sanctions and enforce boycotts of South African products. Not only did this strategy
seek to isolate and weaken the apartheid regime but also to gain international financial support
for the movement's activities. And lastly, they created a network of underground structures
inside and outside of the country to ensure the goals of the liberation movement.

These tactics were consolidated and enhanced by the inherent strengths of the union
movement. The high levels of unionization ini South Africa during the decade of struggle granted

the unions considerable organizational leverage by invo ' ving most sectors of the economy in

strike and protest action. In addition, the externial suppo, . unions received fromn other labour

organizations and NGOs provided much needed financial resources and practical advice for the
movement's activities. As a civil organization working in opposition to the state, the movement
was strengthened by the absence of a formai relationship with the state. This strategic position
allowed the movement to operate autonomously and free from fears of co-optation or
government muzzling. In addition, the negotiating strategies employed by the union federations
were conciliatory and amiable which provided a key example for other bodies mnvolved in the

process of change. This atmnosphere of compromise and negotiation was of vital importance to

promnoting a smnooth transition to dernocracy and promoting an accornmodating relationship
between unions, business and governiment.

0f prime importance for the opposition movement however, was the resolute intemnal
solidarity of the movement itself. By banming political parties during the apartheid period, the

government forced ideology into the union movement and "the result was a politically engaged
union movement combining socio-politieal and 'bread-aud-butter' demnands".(Baskin, 1996: 22)
This broad class consciousness which infused the labour movement motivated the unions to, act
on behalf of aîl citizens to push for societal reforms. By moviug beyond a narrow focus of

business unionismn and sacrificing opportunities to improve the conditions and ternis of

employment for workers, the labour movement put the needs of greater society ahead of its
memnbership. 0f course, this could not have been achicevcd without the active support and
participation of the millions of workers who eomprised the labour movement aud devoted years
of tieir lives to the. struggle. The. collectivist concept of "ubuntu", the belief that people are
people through other people, was clearly a driving force behind the liberation movement.
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TRE STRUGGLE CONTINUES

In the post- 1994 analysis it is clear that many challenges face civil society to continue the
struggle to end poverty, inequality and continue national development. Although the inclusion of

labour and com-munity organizations in the govemning ANC Alliance and in the national
bargaining structure, NEDLAC, was lauded for its transfonnative potential, the govemnment has
increasingly marginalized civil society and has formed a strong allegiance to the interests of

international and domnestic capital. Since the introduction of GEAR, the governxent's neo-

liberal inspired macroeconomic framework, the necessity of redistribution has taken a back seat

to economic growth. Many CSOs frustrated with the slow pace of change are now questioning
how to mobilize South Africans once again for further d...mocratic reform.

One of the greatest barriers to mobilizatior. is the absence of a common cause. Under
apartheid, civil society rallied around the cause of liberty from state oppression. In the new

South Africa, the Govemiment of National Unity enjoys the overwhelming support of civil

society. Satisfied with the achievement of civil rights and a democratic parliament, many South
Africans are in no0 mood to struggle. The diminishing influence of NGOs and trade unions in the

post-apartheid era makes the challenge of mobilization ail the more difficult. After 1994, both

trade unions and NGOs experienced an exodus of staff to goverrent and both were weakened

by a significant decline in international support. Many trade unions have experienced declining
memberships due to increasing levels of unemployment, and the growing informalization of

work. NGOs, often forced to commercialize their operations, have been focusing more on

project-specific operations than on raising social consciousness. Moreover, as poverty levels in

South Aflica remain extreme, as violence rips apart famnilies and communities, and as the AIDS

epidexnic ravages the poorest segments of society, the organizational capacity of CSOs is



homelessness, unemploymfent or gutter education, are immense.
No country or people can afford the extension of this anguish, even
for a day."
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ABS TRA CT

In India, the number ofNGOs has increased dramatically in part

beca use the staze's ability tofunction as the prima? y actor in

development has waned. I is necessary to analyze NGOs potential
collaboration with governments to, show that NGOs, as a set of the
more active members of civil society, do serve to keep the state in

check flot only through direct confrontation but also through co-

operative andfacilitative operations.

Theoretical issues involving NGO-state relations will be explained

by an examination at the empirical level (,'the drinking water
crises in rural Gujarat (India). PRA VAH is an issue-based
net-work of NGO representatives, academics and advocacy workers

whose main objective is to ensure drinking water to ali people ini

Gujarat through women s participation. It has recently begun to
work with the state to promote bottom-up, community-Ied drinking

water development initiatives in Gujarat: The specific subtieties
that exist between PRA J/AH and the Gujarat Water Supply and

Sewerage Board will demonstrate the elements of co-operation
that arise within NGO-state partnerships and will brin g about
more speciflc conclusions to the meaning and impact of civil

society and its relationship to the state.'
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between civil society and the state. Yet, despite these difficulties, it is important to understand
civil society and its relationship to the state in order to enhance democratie govemnance.

Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have become significant actors within the
international system and are usually considered to be part of civil society. Over the last few
decades, their numbers and influence have greatly increased in India. Their interaction with the
state has also increased and will be the basis of analysis within this paper.

One of the areas in which growing numbers of NGOs are working is the role of women
and natural resource management. Gender disparities in rural India are notable. Specifically,
women in rural Gujarat have had tremendous difficulty with regards to accessing safe drinking
water. Thus, various NGOs have attempted to overcome these concerns in Gujarat, with the help
of the state. One of these is PRAVAH whîch is an issue- -ased network of NGO representatives,
academics and advocacy workers whose main objective is to ensure drinking water to ail people
in Gujarat. It has recently begun to work with the state to promote bottom-up, cormunity led
drinking water development initiatives in Gujarat.

Despite the difficulties in categorising civil society/NGO-state relationships, it is
nevertheless important to discern the connections and divisions between state and civil society ini
order to understand the possibilities for creating effective welfare strategies. This paper will,
demonstrate that Indian NGOs, as active members of civil society, can prompt the state to fulfil
its welfare responsibilities, not only through direct confrontation but also through co-operative
processes. Theoretical issues involving NGO-state relations wilI be explained by an examination
at the empirical level of the drinking water cri sis in rural Guj arat. The specific subtieties that
exist within this relationship as well as the relationship between PRAVAH and the Gujarat Water
Supply and Sewerage Board will also demonstrate the elements and impact of co-operation that
arise within NGO-state partnerships.



society is a "vast ensemble of constantly changing groups and i-ndividuals whose only common
ground is their being outside the state and who have ... acquired some consciousness of their
extemnality and opposition to the state (1986:15). Bayart also maintains that civil society is a
tisociety in its relation to the state ... in so far as it is in co'ifrontation with the statet' (1986:111).

In the case of India, Gupta feels that "the conceptions of civil society in India seem to
have gone further than in the West in denying the validity of the state altogether... (1997:307).
Beteille also confirms this view and states: "Unfortunately, a great deal of the recent enthusiasm
for civil society in this country has been driven by a negative, if not a hostile attitude towards the
state... (1999:2588). Lt is precisely this oppositional definition that tends to minimise the co-

operational efforts that do exist between civil society and the state.

Because of the multitude of civil society organisations that work in congruence with the

state, civil society cannot be considered simnply in terms of its opposition to the Indian state. The
corollary, however, is flot that ail civil society organisations should co-operate with the state;
rather some civil society organisations that have similar interests in common with the state, more

so than other organisations will be able to co-operate more. Lt must be realised as Oommen
supposes that "the issue is flot state versus civil society but the type of state and the quality of
civil society" (Oommen 1996:193).

One of the central themes highlighted here is the notion that alongside this potential
opposition to the Indian state, co-operative measures between these two spheres can exist.
Moreover, 1 argue that groups within civil society can encourage state accountability in the naine
of demnocracy through co-operative means.

With this in mmnd, developrnental NGOs, considcred to be one set of actors within civil
society, and their relationship to the Indian state will be analysed. I other words, this paper

confines the scope of the investigation on civil society literature by analysing the significant role

of a specific set of non-governmental organisations and their collaboration with the Indian state.

Cent NGOs in India have grown rapidly and this rise shows littie sigu of abating.
iy, India has a vibrant NGO sector. Although there has been no complete
their total number is roughly estimated at 100 000 of which onIy 25S000to 35
ain 1997: 128). There lias been an enormous increase in the nuniber of NGOs
.Ieen years due to increasing poverty rates, widely spread illness as well as
and a "weakening governiental delivery mechanisin" (Jain 1997: 29).



as an alternative/supplement to the state" (Sharma 1996:32). Moreover, Kothani explains: "As a
system of managing the affairs of societies, this 'top-down' model has failed. It is against this
failure that the rise of new actors and levels, new formns of political expression and new
definitions of the content of politics acquire significance" (Kothari 1984:402). Other actors
beyond the state have entered the development field-one of the most significant groups of actors
being NGOs.

STATE-NGO "PARTNERSHIPS"

One can deduce that state-NGO partnerships will increase due to the slow realisation that
both actors possess complementary strengths.

According to Riker (1 995) and Farrington (1993), dcvelopmcnt NGOs' kcy conccrn is to
maintain their autonomy; they fear being co-optcd by the state. This would defeat the objectives
of several NGOs which measure govermcent accountabil'ty and attcmpt to formn close tics with
the rural poor. It is argued here howevcr that with more collaborative efforts bctwecn
devclopmcnt NGOs and the state, many more NGOs cari keep a more watchful cye on the statc
and therefore increase the latter's accountability

Fowler (1997) and Tandon (1989, 199 1) claim that govemcents, on the other hand,
would like to maintain their power and control over the dcvelopment of their countries as well as
financial resources. Moreover, in a dcmocracy like India they are legitimately accounitable to the
electorate in contrast to the NGOs. Govcrmcents will have to cxpand the political space of
NGOs but in a mariner which does flot compromise their capacity to protect the common. good.
In order for this to happen, NGOs must maintain public accountability as well as evaluate their
approaches under a national regulatory system. Also, Goverrments should recognise the unique
characteristics that NOOs bring to the field of developmrent and be aware of their complementary
role to that of the state.

Sanyal (1997) claims that it is a cornmon misassumption that because NGOs are seen as



refers represents 70% of Gujarat's total population (Patel 1991). Moreover, the major constraint
that Gujarat faces is its poor endowmients of natural resources, particularly water. Availability of
water to, rural communities is a prîmary conceru. Currently, the situation has become more
severe; out of Gujarat's 18500 villages, more than 12000 villages every year are declared to be
'no source' (see Appendix B). High salinity levels, few perennial rivers and a dwindling natural
resource base are a few of the physical factors heightening the crisis. Also, poor management of
sustainable resources by the Gujarat govemment and une lual distribution of resources within the
rich-poor dichotomy make the situation even more intolerable.

Women in rural Gujarat are the primary users of water related activities yet their views
are rarely acknowledged when development initiatives concerning water resources are being
implemented in their comnmunities (Barot 1997, Shiva 1998). To have the objectives of
community control and womcn's participation be met in this avenue, water must be equitably
distributed on the basis of collective management where women in rural Gujarat have equal say
in the decision-making process. Moreover, developruent initiatives surrounding this resource
must include women at all levels of the planning, implementing and management of these water
related activities. Otherwise, developmnent initiatives will stay at status quo; the 'patriarchal
water order' will remnain a domninating force throughout rural communities ini Gujarat leaving its
people thirsty, sick and poor.

PRAVAH

PRAVAH is an issue-based network of activists, experts and NGO representatives
working together to provide drinking water to ail people ini Gujarat through the promotion of
community participation, especially women's participation in creation, implementation and
management of their own resources. In 1994, the Centre for Drinking Water Resources
Management of Utthan conducted an in-depth study of the drinking water situation in Gujarat.
Dr. Indira Hirway and Dr. P.P. Patel, researchers of the report entitled "Dynamnics of Drinking
Water i Rural Guj arat", found a devastating situation among some of the rural poor because of
the lack of clean drinking water available and also felt that the Gujarat Water Supply and
Sewerage Board was failiug to provide decentralised, effective solutions towards this problemn
(Hirway & Patel 1994). Sixty or so NGO representatives, academics and experts atteuded the
seminar to discuss the report findings. One of the major conclusions of the discussion was the
desperate need for some formi of collective strength in Gujarat to influence govemrmeut policy
and incorporate effective decentralised programs i order to ensure drinking water to all in
Gui arat. Thus. PRAVAH was conceitualised during this seminar and was formed i October

representatives have received
ftequeutly by the GWSSB than

elings have developed between
ies felt witbin the network. An



focus of the main objectives of the network. PRAVAH has maîntained a dialogue with the
GWSSB and along with a few reputable NGOs, has slowly begun to alter regional drinking water
policies. Hlowever, it stili has to Mring rural women into the forefront of the decision-making
process. Efforts have been made by the new coordinator and the trustees to increase participation
within the network. The high level of self-awareness among trustees has also helped to create a
platform to improve PRAVAH's relationship between the state and its people.

Despite these concemns, PRAVAH has legitimised the drinking water crisis in the eyes of
the public. One of its most significant strengths thus far has been its efforts to develop a
positive, open relationship with the state. Specifically, it has opened up a dialogue with the
GWSSB and through this process has influenced govemnment policies.

CONCLUSION

Civil society and the state

It is argued here that NGOs, as significant actors within civil society, do make the state
more accountable through direct confrontation but can al, o do so through co-operative means. In
other words, alongside this element of opposition, co-operative measures between the state and
civil society do exist and these supportive measures can lead to a more vibrant democracy. This
is the case with PRAVAH. While PRAVAH cannot be considered to be inherently
confrontational to the GWSSB it does oppose the GWSSB in some sense. In other words,
although PRAVAH and the GWSSB objectives are similar, PRAVPLH stili takes issue with some
of the GWSSB's top-down, inefficient methodologies. I n this case a certain amount of opposition
does exist from PRAVAH's perspective. However, PRAVA-H realises that without the GWSSB
and its resources, adequate solutions will flot be found. To do this, PRAVAR is working with the
state in a co-operative manner in order to hear the voices of the people most affected by the lack
of dnling water. In other words, PRAVAH, by working with the GWSSB, is attempting to



Several NGOs dealing with women's participation and the drinking water crisis are
developing a strong lirik to the regional Water Board in order to provide more effective levels of
govemnance to the people of Gujarat. By listening to the concernis of women in rural Gujarat and
expressing these concemrs to the GWSSB, a more participatory democracy is slowly being
developed. Building a cohesive indigenous civil society, one that relates to the regional state
(something which is currently happening in Gujarat) will eventually lead to more competent
development strategies.

NGO-State Collaborations in Gujarat

NGO-state partnerships can be beneficial to the people affected by lack of resources. The
challenging issue is for NGOs to maintain their autonomy while still acting as watchdogs of the
govemrment. Academics (Farrington 1993, Riker 1995, Fowler 1997) dlaim that this is very
difficult to achieve. However, PRAVAJI has maintained its mission to provide water to al
people through women's participation, while stili working with the GWSSB. Moreover because
of this interaction, PRAVAJI keeps a dloser watch on government expenditures and actions and
increases accountability for the Gujarati people. PRAVAJI, through constant discussions with
the GWSSB, receives several governiment reports that were previously flot made accessible to
NGOs. PRAVAH members also have more power ini the decision-making process (iLe. how and
where financial resources are being allocated). Thus, more NOOs are aware of how goverruent
money is being spent and their role as watchdogs has become more efficient.

It has been argued by Riker (1995) and Fowler (1997) that when collaborative efforts
occur between states and NGOs, NGOs begin to lose their unique identity, philosophies and
independence. In Gui arat, co-opting NGOs witbin the drinking water sector bas generally flot
occurred. Many NOOs working on drinking water issues have maintained their autonomy while
simultaneously working with the state. Many NOOs have flot changed their objectives to suit
those of the state. Speciflcally, they have maintained a s, rong, mndependent stance by continuing
to support alternative drinking water initiatives. The reasons for this are several. First, there is
strength in numbers. For example, PRAVAH does represent various credible, large NOOs that
have corne together ini order to influence governiment policy. NGOs that are aligned in large
numbers gain a certain momentum and confidence that is flot easily broken. In other words, the
GWSSB, simply because of its large size and expansive power, has flot coerced these NGOs to
do away with their own philosophies. PRAVAH may flot have reached ail its rural members but
the large, more reputabie NGOs that belong to the network have brought with them collective
power which very well enhances their autonomy.

A second and equally important factor is that the GWSSB has slowly begun to realise the
sîgnificance of NGO commnity development initiatives and alternative strategies and how these
ideas complément those of the state. This réalisation ha 's occurred because the GWSSB officiais
have yet to find efficient, sustainable solutions to the drinlcing water crisis. Furthermore,
GWSSB has no desire to co-opt NOOs because the latter still holds the majority of money and
political power. The GWSSB is flot fearful of spending monetary resources on some NGO
initiatives although they are still wary of sharing their political power. Certain key GWSSB
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officiais have acknowledged. that NGOs do have specific, strengths that are needed to implement
successful drinking water initiatives and recognise that toi co-opt NOOs would be unnecessary.
The reason that these partnerships exist is to take advantage of the unique qualities of each actor
and certain key senior officiais within the GWSSB have understood this.

Although co-optation of NGOs in the drinking water sector in Gujarat is flot a common
phenomenon, other weaknesses do exist within NGO-state collaborations. One of the most
obvious is that the personal attitudes of senior officiais with the Water Board greatly affect how
much of a role NGOs play in policy making. The current secretary of the GWSSB, being very
open to NGOs, has developed a dloser relationship with some of them. However, ini the future,
when other secretari es are hired no one can be sure of how their personal opinions will affect
NGOs role in policymaking in the drinking water sector. Moreover, many senior govemmuent
officiais who are more technically aware do not understand the importance of women 's
participation to successful drinking water schemes.

Furthermore, the GWSSB was very particular about which NGOs they worked with and
invested tirne and money in. Large, more well-known NGOs in the drinking water sector are the
ones who receive more support from the GWSSB. The smailer, rural more local NGOs stili do
flot get the opportunity to influence policy or express their views on alternative drinking water
initiatives to the Water Board. The GWSSB should first begin to researchi the efflciency of these
local NOOs and then proceed to open lines of comniunic,-tion with the ones that have made
unique contributions to rural communities.

Currently, the impact of PRAVAH on alleviating drinking water problems in Gujarat'has
been minimal. Its impact on NGO-state relations however has been encouraging. PRAVAH has
maintained a dialogue with the CiWSSB and it lias also begun to legitimize the issue of women's
riglits to drinking water. Bringing NGOs and the state together lias slowly changed current
policies by opening up the idea of alternative drinking water schemes. This has demonstrated the
potential effectiveness of good governance between these two actors. lIn the next two years, if
PRAVAH were to become more effective as a network, it could make an even stronger impact on
levels of deînocratic governance between the state and NGOs as well as slowly bring rural
women leaders within the policy-making arena.
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APPENDIX B

DEFINITION: 'NO-SOURCE' VILLAGES

No source villages are to, be identified on the basis of the following criteria:

Villages flot having a public well.

Villages that have a public well, but the well dries up, in summer and the village population has
to walk beyond 1 km to fetch water.

Villages that have water supply source at a distance of more than 1 kmn.

Villages where it is flot possible to have a simple well and water has to be drawn from deep, tube
Wells.

Villages where a local scheme is implemented but could flot be put to use due to lack of fimds.

Villages with public Wells within 1 km which are flot dried up in Summer but which give less
than 10 litres per head water in sunimer.

Villages where water is available at the depth more than 15 meters and where the distance
between the water supply source and the dwelling population is 1 km or more.
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There are many diverging opinions on the fundamiental causes of conflict in the post-Cold

War era, however one thing seems clear: the nature of conflict has shifted from confrontations

between states (interstate conflicts) to struggles for dominance and power within states (intrastate

conflict). These internai struggles bring with them a nuniber of implications as they ofien pit

ethnic group against ethnic group, religion against religion and neighbour against neighbour

which not only impacts on said country, but often on the region as a whole as refugees pour into

nearby countries. Significantly, non-govemmuental organisations (NGOs) that respond to the

humanitarian crises in these situations are ofien trapped in the midst of the conflicts as they carry

out their relief and development work. NGOs have found themnselves going beyond their

traditional relief objectives of providing emergency aid -- in the form of food, water, health care

and sanitation -- to serving as a substitute for local gove'rnment, encouraging the growth of civil

society and using negotiation skills to bring rival parties together. As NGOs become increasingly

involved in these diffuse roles it has become increasingly recognised that their work forms an

important part of the humanitarian interventions and strategies for dealing with conflict.

Therefore, the changing nature of both conflict and humanitarian relief has led NGOs and

officiais of the UN and its member counitries to re-exam-ine the roles that NOOs can play in these

complex emnergencies.

In light of the above, this paper will examine thé changing roles of NGOs in the post-

Cold War era in order to suggest that NGOs cari assume four fundamental roles: 1) the relief and

rehabilitation functions that are normally associated with NGOs; 2) humnan rights monitoring; 3)

conflict prevention through early warning; and 4) mediation and reconciliation functions that cari

be Iabelled as peace-building fwictions. Each of these roles will be examined critically ini order to

demonstrate how NOOs cari contribute to achieving long-term peace and security in various

conflict areas while minimising potential problemas that their involvement may cause. By

jilI be used repeatedly throughout this



paper: 1) NGOs and 2) complex humanitarian emergencies. While there are many variations of
what constitutes an NGO, they are largely "...privately organised and privately financed agencies,
formed to perform some philanthropie or other worthwhiie task in response to a need that the
organisers think is flot adequately addressed by public, governmnentai or United Nations efforts."
(Anderson 1996, 344). Some NGOs rely on funding fromn national govemnments but ail NGOs
receive private contributions or are founded with private funds. The NGOs that wiiI be
considered herein are non-profit and are private in formn but public in purpose. While many
NGOs act within their own borders (dornestic NGOs), many have defined their mission as
working with people in other countries as an alternative or adjunct to officiai foreign aid (1 996,
344). As Andrew Natsios suggests,

NGOs, in a very tangible sense, have bec,)me the foot soldiers in
the war against hunger and disease in- compiex humanitarian
emiergencies. NGO workers are the ones who manage the heaith
clinics, the emergency child feeding cent 'res, and the truck convoys
that deliver food that sustains people in crisis. Although other
instruments that form the structure of the response systen - the
UN, ICRC and the military - perform some of the saine tasks
theraselves, the great bulk of the relief work cornes ftrm NGOs
(1997b, 56).

Given the increased recognition that action ini the sphere of international assistance is
likely to have repercussions in the recipient society that go far beyond those foreseen and
intended, it is necessary to understand the relationship between NGO involvement and the
changing nature of conflicts themselves. This brings us to the second terni, complex
humanitarian emergencies.

The nature of war has changed significantly since the end of the Cold War. Post-Cold
War confliets have been characterised as being complex humanitarian emergencies that are
usually intrastate as opposed to interstate and are comp. .nded by several elements which include
ethnie and religious conflict, terrorism, economic disarray, mnternally displaced people, organised
crime and state collapse. Natsios outtines five principle characteristics that capture the nature of

is rooted i traditionai ethnie, tribal,
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Mass population movemnents occur because internally displaced people and

refugees want to escape or gain access to food.

The economic system becomes dysfunctional whi -,h resuits in hyperinflation and
the collapse of markets.

There is an overali decline in food security that may resuit in possible widespread

starvation (Natsios 1997b, 7).

WThy have so mnany complex emergencies emerged in the post-Cold War period? With the end of

bipolarity, power vacuums and power shifis have exposed political ambitions of putative leaders

in various locations. In tumn, the mood in many societies seems to be that unless one groups is

dominant, it shall be dominated by others (Anderson 1996, 350). Most wars are now fought in

the living space of civilians which helps to explain why about 85-90 percent of casualties today

are civilians. The link between the military and civilians lias become blurred. Indeed, the urgent
nature of complex emergencies has made NGOs realise that their relief missions involve both

peacemaking and peace-building activities (Aall 1996, 436). This shift cornes as they examine
how and under what conditions they will work with International Organisations, govemnments
and military units that are also engaged in relief efforts. This blurring makes the work of NGOs
and the international cornmunity, as a whole, very difficuit.

As the nature of conflict lias changed, so too ha-, ' e reliance of the international
comxinunity on NGOs. Why is this the case? One possible explanation is that the number of

comnplex emergencies lias ballooued to a level that reaches beyond the capacity of the existing
response system. Whereas ini the 1960s, there were about ten ongoing wars, in the mid-1990s,

there were approximately fifty (Bennett 1995, xiii). Moreover, these conflicts in the 1990s were

largely internal rather than interstate and their duration as well as intensity was greater. In the late

1 980s the United Nations began to depart fromn its Cold War position of non-intervention and

began accepting the principle of providing relief ini conflict situations. However, due to the UN's

lack of implemnentmng capacîty in relation to demand, NOOs were increasingly subcontracted to

carry out humanitarian functions (1995, xvi). One also saw the rise of regional involvemnent in

this capacity. For example, by 1994 the European Union's European Cornmunity Humanitariani
Office (ECHO), had eighty NGOs sign framework agreements which were based on a sub-
contractor approacli (ibid). This new interest in NGOs reflects the searcli for viable approaches in

confiict settings at a time when fiscal retraction of donors is combined with increased demands

for involvemrent. In other words, "As part of a 'privatismng' of world politics and the emergence
of a P-lobal civil societv, bilateral and multilateral organisations are mncreasingly relying upon



style of international diplomatic methods. This possibility will be explored further in the last
section of this paper.

NGOs have several strengths which will be highlighted as we examine their four
potential roles in helping to, resolve complex humanitarian emergencies. At the outset it is worth
outlining somte potential advantages that NGOs are often citing as having over inter-
governmental organisations (IGOs). The first advantage is that transnational NOOs cari operate
without filtering their services through govemrnental channels that can often hold up the delivery
of services. Second, NGOs tend to have an operating culture whereby a large number of
informai contacts are established between governiment personnel and other NGOs. I a large
number of cases, individuals who have worked with NGOs move on to work with IGOs and
vice-versa. This helps to create a greater understanding of how each type of organisation
operates. Finally, unlike IGOs, NGOs do not necessarily depend on government establishments
for their policies to be implemented (Gordenker and Weiss 1997, 446). Because of this last
characteristic, NGOs tend flot to become victims of the iiîcapacities, misconduct and domination
that donor agencies and recipient govemments sone.times engage in as member states of IGOs
and governing bodies. As we move on to examine the four roles of NGOs in addressing complex
humanitarian emergencies, other assets of NGOs will become visible.

The first mile to be addressed herein is the one with which we are probably most familiar:
providing humanitarian assistance. Humanitarian assistance is guided by the principles of
neutrality, proportionality and independence as outlined in the Geneva Convention. The
Convention attempts to demarcate a clear line between the politics and the purposes and the
assistance to victims (MacFarlane 1999, 538). The problem is, however, that the context of
modem conflict and humanitarian emergencies create great difficulties for those trymng to adhere
to the principles above. As Neil MacFarlane suggests, "Wbatever, the motives of humnanitarian
actors, their actions in today's conditions have significant political implications, and what they
do is viewed politically" (1999, 539). Given these realisations, it is nccessary to examine the
contributions that NGOs cari make with regard to humanitarian assistance in their quest to reduce



In the post-Cold War era, the problem of impartia1ity still exists but it has less to do with

donor's intentions than it does with the changing nature of war as outlined above. During the

Cold War, parties to the conflict were heavily dependent on outside support; now however, with

conflict strongly rooted in the political and social dynamics of society, the ties to parties outside

are less strong (MacFarlane 1999, 548). This shift becomes significant when combined with the

changing nature of the refugee regime which is characterised by the huge increase in the number

of intemally displaced people. Increasingly, access to vir .ims. depends on the willingness of

parties to a conflict with littie leverage available frorrn outside players. The resuit of this shift is

the potential diversion of humanitarian assistance from civilian to military purposes as we saw in

the cases of Somalia and Rwanda.' This problem of diversion is exacerbated as a resuit of the

blurring of uînes between civilians and the military which makes it very difficuit for NGOs to

know who they are assisting.

What can be done? It has become recognised that field operations alone are not the source

of the problem as there are policies, arrangements and operating, procedures of aid agency

headquarters that feed into and reinforce aid's negatîve impacts (Anderson 1999, 1-2). As

pointed out by Mary Anderson, there are three ways that policies and operating procedures cause

field programmes to, exacerbate conflicts: 1) they have a centrally-driven focus on aid's imputs

that undervalues and distorts impacts; 2) they over-specify recipients which reinforces intergroup

divisions; and 3) they use funding and fund-raisîng approaches that are based on an

oversimplifi cation of conflict which victimises one group and blames another (1999, 2). Given

these collective challenges, the way to avoid creatîng negative consequences, may be for aid

agencies to establish systems that allow field staff to adjust programme designs on site to avoid

increasing intergroup tensions (1999, 7). Thie field staff requires the latitude to adjust

programnning approaches on the ground in order to ensure that the aim of meeting 'genuine need'

is being met. Encouragingly, the field staff of many aid -.gencies are now beginning to analyse

the impacts of their programmes in the context of the conflicts where they work and they are

making adjustments at the field level in an effort to avoid the negative impacts and to promote

the positive ones - even if this entails the suspension of aid or complete withdrawal 3 Lt should

be noted that the concerru over donor and headquarter policies is not specific to NGOs. IGO and

military personnel also complain about similar issues.'

On another level, there is a compelling case to be made for developing a unified aid

strategy for addressing complex humanitarian emergencies. While many argue that developing a

coherent strategy is unwise because it will probably be the wrong strategy for the given situation,

it ean also be argued that too often a large number of independent actors work at cross-purposes

2As John Prendergast indicates, although thie humanitarian response in Rwandla was key to preventing higher

mortality rates in the refugce camps, the UN, the OAU, donor contries and aid agencies were politically unwilling
t1ý Al a. fmny t , p no ni~rf the Penocide. Therefore, humanitarian aid reinforced the authority



and undermine each other (Natsios 1997b, 144). This causes chaos in the field and reduces
everyone's capacity to achieve their objectives. For example, as Andrew Natsios suggests, during
a food emergency crisis it is very possible that one NGO will be trying to set up feeding centres
that bring people away froin their homes while at the saine time, another NGO is trying to bring
themn back to their towns in order to resettie them (ibid). Therefore, co-ordination of action
between NGOs and other agencies operating in the field is necessary to avoid working at cross-
purposes. The international conlmunity urgently needs to consider how to co-ordinate the donor
community. Perhaps instead of placing the responsibility of co-ordination in the hands of the
head of the multinational peacekeeping operations it would be preferable to develop an
independent co-ordinating committee.

The second area where NGOs can play a significant rote in conflict and humanitarian
efforts is in the monitoring of human rights. Human riglits organisations conimonly identify their
primary goals as mnitoring and reporting govemment behaviour on humnan riglits, particularly
violations, in order to buil pressure and create international machinery to end the violations and
to hold the governiments accounitable (Gaer 1996, 56). There lias been a proliferation of human
riglits NGOs since the mid- 1980s and they ofien pursue alms that depend on their formai
mandates, geographical location and preferred means of Pction (1996, 57). Many national human
rights NGOs link with international human ights NGOs in order to broaden their support
network. NGOs that work exclusively in the realrn of human rights, such as Amnesty
Iternational, have found that their ability to rediuce violations is enhanced because they can stay

focused solely on international uorms, treaties and specific legal obligations rattier than taking on
the complex causes of political and inequality. Overali, hurnan riglits organisations try to be
independent of both the governt and partisan groups who seek to gain political power
(Wiseberg 1992, 372-82). As suggested by Felice Gaer, there are three key ways that NGOs cari
promnote buman riglits:

By exposing and advocating the end of the abuses. The media can be useftil in this regard.

By communicating with decision-malcers at the national and international levels 80 that they cmi
help set their agendas for action.

By delivering services - sucli as, legal training and broad education so that ludividuals will be
aware of their rights and know how to act should these rights be violated (l1996, 57-5 8).

I the post-Cold War period, iiew challenges face human riglits NGOs in their advocacy
efforts at and througli the United Nations system. These -hallenges are occurring despite the
growth in procedures and meçcianisms and the expansion of human riglits into peacekeeping. The
tasks facing NOOs due to the chaxigin~g ature of conflict are simply more complex and require
greater skills. I order to ilu~strate the complçxity, it is iuseful to look at the concept of
impartiality.
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Most NGOs try to achieve and maintain a relationship with the local players - local

leaders, host goveraments, religious groups - that will do the least harm to themnselves and their

beneficiaries. Impartiality (even-handed treatment of groups), is the method that most NGOs use

to achieve this goal. In effect, they try to stay 'above the fray'. There are two reasons for this

approach: 1) to enhance the security of their staff and material assets; and, 2) so that local

populations and beneficiaries do flot become pawns in the conflict (Shenstone 1998, 5).
Unfortunately, in recent conflicts where the "control, manipulation, and even extermination of

entire populations are the very means of war..." impartiality is very difficuit to maintain and

legitimise (1 998, 5). Many believe they have a duty to speak out and to take a strong position

through advocacy towards host govemrments and interrat onal players. Therefore, NGOs must

always think about the social and political implications of their activities as well as their

associations and partnerships between international groups. Despite these challenges NGOs have

a crucial role to play in humnan rights monitoring due their familiarity with the dynamics in the

given societal context which allows themn a unique sensitivity to the situation. This sensitivity

may allow them to recognise, earlier than others, shifts in society that potentially indicate human

rights are about to be encroached upon.

This changing set of circumstances and unique connectedness that NGOs can develop

leads us on to the third potential role for NGOs in hurnanitarian efforts - early warning. NGOs

are often well placed to play a key role in early warning and preventive action by alerting the

international community to possible deteriorating conditions in a country's governance or in

intergroup relations (Aall 1996,437). This advantage cornes from NGOs having many

connections within local conununities. These connections give their relief and development

workers the opportunity and ability to identify deteriorating conditions that may lead to conflict.

NGOs, through their information, early warning and peace-building actions, can help the

international com-munity move from simply responding to crises to preventing their occurrence.

Issues for which early warning (6-12 months forewarning) can be deemed beneficial could

include: intrastate conflict escalations, genocide, refugee flows, internai dispiacement of persons,

imminent state failure, minorities at risk and impending fmuine (AalI 1996, 437). Those who

receive the information from NGOs can include a combination of the following- prospective

victims (ini order to warn them), the perpetrators theinselves (in order to deter them),

intergovemmental and UN agencies, regional organisations, the Secretary-General of the UN,

other NGOs, mass media and influential individuals who cari lend credence to the wamning (Gurr

and Harf 1996, 80). However, as many suggest, the lack of early warning may not be the real

problemn in preventing conflict; rather, it is the lack of political will.

NGOs can also play an active role in helping to create the political will necessary for

action at various stages of conflict resolution. They can encourage political action from major

players through their advocacy fimctions which include increasing media attention and the

attention of governments to particular issues.

Some suggest that early-warning and preventive action have flot been effective in
- +'k -ýC+ the mot1hniQ licàA i rifnnn,,e tn the warnin2zs have been
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paper: the role of NGOs in niediation and reconciliation, Characteri stics of the post-Cold
order have encouraged policy-makers to turn their focus to flot only traditional humanitari
but also conflict resolution and reconciliation funictions. -£s mentioned previously, during
Cold War, the two superpowers tended to concentratt power in the leadership of a particul
government or rebel movemnent. The tendency to limnit the number of sides to a conflict =~
negotiations much simpler and increased the likelihood of a successfùl outoome. Howevei
the breakdown of authority and the n'se in numerous sides with their own power base, thei
much more remote possibility of achieving bargaining success (Natsios 1997a, 338). As J(
Paul Lederach suggests, NGOs in these cases may be able to manage conflict more effecti
due to their special qualities which include having a particular insight into different cultur
having relationships with local partners, and an ability to see the links between crisis
management and long-tern sustainable development ( Lederach, 1997). This is one reasoi
policymnakers have increased their reliance on NOOs, which tend to be deeply rooted in sc
and, therefore, can be seen as a source of indigenous authority for mediation between war
parties. Indeed, where government has collapsed entirely, religious institutions and NGOs
be the only source of authority that has any influence. This advantage may be due to the a



Through economic programnmes that attempt to create work for men who might otherwise
be recruited into the military or militia groups (Natsios 1997a, 352).

Much of the conflict resolution work that is conducted by NGOs does flot follow any particular
analytically developed approach; instead, their work is usually based upon the practical need of
those working ini the midst of conflict to deal with its effects. In the case of NGOs who were
engaged in conflict-resolution prograniming in Burundi - including Refugees International and
Search for Cornmon Ground - methods used included radio broadcasts on interethnic harmony,
reconcîliation retreats for civic leaders and the production and distribution of educational
materials to schools that promoted peace (Natsios 1997a, 352-353)

Related to the approaches that NOOs can use in mediation, conflict resolution and early-
warning is the notion of 'flash-points' and how they affect the outcome of humnanitarian efforts.

A flash-point, as defined by Joseph Bock and Mary Anderson is " ... an occurrence that causes the

tip-over froru the usual state of non-violence to a staie of open violence." (1999, 332-333). It

involves injury that is seen to represent the group - a deliberate action of one identity and group
against another identity group. Flash-points are unlikely to occur in a vacuum; rather, they occur
where tension is mounting and where there is a climate of intergroup suspicion (ibid). Therefore,
the traditional conflict prevention approaches that emphasise 'good wiIl' based on the promotion

of trust are unlikely to be effective in these situations. Instead, it is becoming recognised that

helping to foster the ability in local populations to avert flash-points will be the most effective
way to avoid the initial outbreak or re-emergence of violence. How can NGOs do this?

While NOOs can engage in peaee-building by educating people to respect the rights of

minorities, as the ICRC did in Burundi, they can also engage in another kind of approach:
building leadership (Bock and Anderson 1999, 334). The idea behind building leadership is that

the pre-emptive mnvestment in people who are trained i how to respond quickly to situations of
eminent conflict is critical to avoiding a downward spiral into violence. The skills that are
involved in leadership should be focused on 1) ways to promote a sense of belonging and

iii.ho;r..i~oconA 1'i x*vc fn ninncri. hntl, infhrmâtinn and misinformation fibicfl. The reason for
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conferece. As young academics, it was good Io have the chance t0 present and receive

feedback in a relaxedyet structured environment. This certainly will help us infuture work

andpresentations.

Chris Spearin
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fascinating learning experience. It was an honour to meet you as well as the other students

and open my eyes to the wider complexities of Human Security.
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organizing thisfantastic event!
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